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A Journey of the SALGA empLoyee recoGnition AwArdS
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ERA – COFFEE TABLE BOOK
• Background of the SALGA ERA Programme
• Highlights of ERA 2010-2018
• Future Outlook of SALGA ERA, and Beyond
It is an honour for me to present you with “A Journey of the SALGA Employee
Recognition Awards”, a publication that celebrates the tremendous achievements
made by our employees over the years. Having recently hosted the eighth year of these
prestigious awards in December 2018, we produced this book to acknowledge and honour
all of our employees throughout the SALGA Employee Recognition Awards Journey.
It is my belief that recognition for a job well-done is one of the most effective ways to
boost employee morale and improve organisational performance. Recognition holds an
important value proposition for SALGA as an organisation, as our employees are our most
important assets and it is our resolve as an employer to ensure they are motivated and
commended for efforts that exceed normal expectations.
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A Journey of the SALGA empLoyee recoGnition AwArdS

2010 / 2011

2011 / 2012

2012 / 2013

2013 / 2014

2011 signaled the inception of The
SALGA Employee Recognition awards.

Seven
(7)
representatives
inclusive of winners from
provinces attended.

Seven (7) representatives inclusive
of winners from provinces
attended.

Seven
(7)
representatives
inclusive of winners from
provinces attended.

Three categories were introduced:
Best Provincial/Directorate Employee,
SALGA Best Employee of the Year and
CEO’s Special Award

2010 / 2011
the tremendous achievements
made by our employees over the
years.

The Best Performing SALGA Team
Category was introduced.
Introduction of runner-up winners.

Nominations
were
adjudicated
internally. Three Committees were
established:

The
Evaluation
Committee:
responsible for the annual review
of awards guidelines as well
making representation to the EMT
on the developments around the
implementation of employee recognition
awards within SALGA
The Selection Committee: established
at the Directorate and Provincial
Office level responsible for selecting
nominations that truly exemplify
SALGA’s values and strategic objectives.
The Adjudication Panel: decide on
the winners (except CEO award) and
provide the final report on nomination
outcomes to the CEO

A Journey of the SALGA Employee Recognition Awards
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20 awards

34 awards

32 awards

38 awards

Females - 16
Males - 4

Females - 26
Males - 8

Females - 16
Males - 16

Females - 23
Males - 15
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20

2011 / 2012

2012 / 2013

2013 / 2014
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The purpose of this document is to outline the Standard Operating Procedure for managing the coronavirus disease (COVID-19) in
terms of prevention, detection, management of cases, continuous monitoring and maintenance of high hygiene levels within the
organisation.
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1.
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PURPOSE

#LockdownSA

#Covid19

#StayHomeSA

#TogetherWeCan

#LockdownSA

3.

Levels 1 – 5 of the COVID-19 Lockdown are explained below:-

#Covid19

#StayHomeSA

#TogetherWeCan

STEPS TO GET THE ORGANISATION COVID-19 READY

SALGA takes the health and safety of our employees very seriously. To that end, the organisation has put in place the
measures outlined below in order to ensure our workplace is prepared and safe for the return of employees to the office
based on the guidelines that have been issued by government.

2.

4.

BACKGROUND

On 23 March 2020, the President of South Africa announced a National Lockdown for 21 days to contain the spread
of the virus. The lockdown took effect from Thursday the 26th of March. The following rules supersede the guidelines
of this SOP during this period. The lockdown was enacted in terms of the Disaster Management Act and will entail the
following: i.

From midnight on Thursday 26 March until midnight on Thursday the 16th of April, all South Africans had to
stay home.

ii.

The categories of people who were exempted from the lockdown are health workers in the public and
private sector, emergency personnel, those in security services e.g. Police, traffic officers, military medical
personnel, soldiers and other persons necessary for the response to the pandemic.

iii.

Turn
Page

iv.

Turn
Page

Residents were not allowed to leave their homes, except under strictly controlled circumstances e.g. to
seek medical care, buy food and medicine or collect social grants.
To ensure hospitals were not overwhelmed, a system was put in place for centralised patient management
of severe cases and decentralised primary care for mild cases. That was arranged by the care manager on
site.

vi.

To alleviate congestion at payment points, old-age pensions and disability grants were available for collection
from 30 and 31 March 2020, while other categories of grants were available for collection from the 1st of
April 2020.

•
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5.

4.1

Employees who are 60 years and older

4.2

Employees with comorbidities, that is the presence of one or more additional conditions co-occurring with
(concomitant or concurrent with) a primary condition. These may be conditions such as hypertension,
diabetes, cardiovascular disease, respiratory system disease, etc.

4.3

Female employees that are pregnant

4.4

The president further stated that there will be a national level and separate levels for each province, district and
metro in the country to “ensure that the response to the pandemic can be as precise and targeted as possible”.
The country was at Level 5, which the president said “requires a full national lockdown to contain the spread of the
virus”. This came to an end on 30 April 2020, putting the country at Level 4 with effect from 01 May 2020.

•

Government will continue to monitor the prevalence of cases, and may adjust the alert levels up or down.
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7.

#Covid19

#StayHomeSA
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PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT (PPE)

www.salga.org.za

0600 123 456

EMERGENCY SERVICES
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#LockdownSA

Any person who is presenting with fever, dry cough, and sore throat

5.2

The number of employees that may return to work during Alert level 4 will exclude employees that have
been identified as high-risk employees under point 4 above.

5.3

Employees that have been determined as essential workers

5.4

Critical employees whose duties cannot be performed remotely

WHATTSAPP SUPPORT

0600 123 456

8.

6.1

Prior or upon return to the office, all staff and service providers that need to access SALGA premises will be
required to fill in a screening questionnaire to determine if the employee:

•

Had travelled to a high risk country in the last 14 days

•

Had contact with anyone with confirmed COVID-19 in the last 14 days

•

Has symptoms such as fever, cough and difficulty in breathing

6.2

Every day, before entering the offices, temperature checks will be performed by security personnel.
Employees with elevated temperatures will be advised to go for an assessment by a Health Practitioner,
and will not be allowed to proceed into the building.
Should Service Providers i.e. deliveries be made, security should not touch ID/Driver’s licenses and request
the visitor to scan it him/herself
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7.1 Face Masks

If the answer is YES to any of these questions, the employee may be advised to work from home and to selfquarantine.

6.3

www.salga.org.za

#LockdownSA

9.

•

At all entry points into the premises

•

At all entrances into lifts

•

Outside each meeting room

•

Within close proximity of each desk

•

In all bathrooms and pause areas

Other protective equipment such as gloves and aprons will be provided to employees depending on the nature of their
work and the need to use such. For example, in the case of cleaners.

EMERGENCY SERVICES
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#TogetherWeCan

#Covid19

#StayHomeSA

#TogetherWeCan

WORK SPACES

7.3 Other Protective Equipment
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A staff compliment not exceeding 1/3rd of the total workforce at both national and each provincial office
will be allowed to report for work during Level 4 of the COVID-19 lockdown, subject to the national and
provincial alert level.

#StayHomeSA

Sanitisers will be provided as follows:-

EMERGENCY SERVICES

0800 029 999

All SALGA employees will be issued two cloth face masks upon return to the office. Face masks must be used at all
times and should only be considered as a complementary measure and not a replacement for established preventive
practices, such as physical distancing, cough and sneeze etiquette, hand hygiene and avoiding face touching. It is
essential that employees use face masks properly so that they are effective and safe. In using face masks, the following
should be taken into consideration: i.

It should fit properly, completely covering the face from bridge of nose to chin.

ii.

Clean hands properly before putting the face mask on or taking it off.

iii.

Only touch the cord or elastic at the back of the face mask when removing it, not the front.

iv.

If the face mask is disposable, be sure to do so safely in a proper container.

WHATTSAPP SUPPORT

0600 123 456

A deep-cleansing and decontamination of all facilities will be performed before staff return to the office, as
well during regular intervals to maintain an acceptable level of cleanliness

8.2

Regular sanitisation will be performed in-between the deep-cleansing and decontamination

8.3

Cleaning staff will complete refresher training on general cleaning and proper disinfecting guidelines

8.4

The Administration team will ensure that there is inventory of cleaning chemicals, materials, and consumables,
aligned with building occupancy and that all cleaning equipment and tools are in working condition

8.5

Prior to initiating cleaning tasks, ensure all staff practice hand hygiene, washing hands thoroughly prior to
putting PPE on, and follow Health, Safety, Security & Environment (HSSE) requirements with PPE

8.6

After use, cleaning staff will properly dispose of or sanitize PPEs in accordance with health regulations

8.7

Increased frequency of cleaning at communal areas and surfaces such as reception desks, desks, tables,
light switches, door handles, toilets, board rooms, etc.

8.8

Since buildings may have been shut down with little warning and preparation, a thorough inspection for any
damage or issues caused by the vacancy will be conducted and this will include:
•

Mechanical Systems

•

Water Systems

•

Fire Life Safety Systems

•

Drainage systems

WHATTSAPP SUPPORT
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•

There will be no sharing of desks

•

A distance of 2 metres has to be maintained between work stations.

•

Where necessary, panels between desks will be installed

•

A strict clean-desk policy will be followed to ensure that non-essential items are not stored on the desk, but
rather enclosed in cabinets or drawers

•

Employees are advised to sanitize all surfaces upon arrival at their desk

10. CANTEEN AND BATHROOM FACILITIES

10.1 Bathrooms and kitchens are areas that usually harbour germs
10.2 When cleaning bathrooms and kitchens, focus should be on the cupboards and drawer knobs, pulls, and
fronts, handles and fronts of appliances, such as refrigerator, dishwasher, oven, and toaster oven.

EMERGENCY SERVICES

0800 029 999

Space planning is going to be important to maintain social distance and reduce transmission of contagious diseases
among colleagues at work through social distancing. The following guidelines will be maintained:

PREPARATION OF THE FACILITIES
8.1

5.1

#Covid19

7.2 Sanitisers

While the correct use of PPE can help prevent some exposure, it should not take the place of other prevention strategies.

EMPLOYEES THAT MAY RETURN TO THE OFFICE

The President announced that the country will begin a gradual and phased recovery of economic activity.

•

#StayHomeSA

IDENTIFYING HIGH-RISK EMPLOYEES THAT SHOULD CONTINUE TO
WORK FROM HOME

While addressing the nation on Thursday, 23 April 2020, President Cyril Ramaphosa announced an implementation of
a “risk adjusted strategy” through which the government will “take a deliberate and cautious approach to the easing of
current lockdown restrictions”.
•

#Covid19

SCREENING OF EMPLOYEES AND SERVICE PROVIDERS

As a guideline, the following categories of employees have been deemed to be high risk, and should continue to work
from home until further notice

Those responsible for the production and distribution and supply of food and basic goods, banking services,
maintenance of power, water, telecommunication services, laboratory services and provision of medical
and hygiene products may continue their operations.

v.

#LockdownSA

6.

The purpose of this document is to outline the Standard Operating Procedure for managing the coronavirus disease
(COVID-19) in terms of prevention, detection, management of cases, continuous monitoring and maintenance of high
hygiene levels within the organisation.
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0600 123 456
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TOOLKIT ON WASTE MANAGEMENT
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Reduce, Re-Use & Recycle
Depleting natural resources, together with the environmental impacts of waste and the
diminishing capacity of landfills, has prompted the need for reduced waste generation.The
Waste Hierarchy which comprises five waste management categories: waste prevention
(reduction), re-use, recycling, energy recovery and finally disposal, is applied internationally
to reduce the…[read more]

Waste Flow Diagram
Waste Collection and Transport
Waste Storage
Reduce, Re-use & Recycle
Landfill
Governance
Awareness Creation
Combat Illegal Dumping
Contact Details

Municipal waste management
- good practices

Roles and Responsibilities of District and Local Municipalities
The Constitution assigns responsibility for refuse removal, refuse dumps and solid waste
disposal to local government. District and Local municipalities have roles and responsibilities
that differ, but also complement each other as outlined in the Municipal Structures Act
(Act No. 117 of 1998). District municipalities have powers and functions related to the
integrated, sustainable and equitable social and economic development of the district.
Local municipalities are responsible for the provisioning of specific services, including the
removal and disposal of waste. Municipalities (district and local) are encouraged to practice
the principles of corporate governance to avoid conflict between overlapping functions.
Combining efforts where there are similar initiatives may...[read more]
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waste ﬂow diagram
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good practice guide

waste collection & transport (continued)

Table of Contents
This document aims to cover good practices in each of the stages of waste
management, from the point of collection through transport, storage and

reduce, re-use & recycle

treatment to ﬁnal disposal. The principles of the waste hierachy which

composting
facilities

include waste minimisation, re-use and recycling, is supported to reduce

landﬁll rehabilitation

disposal at landﬁll. Some examples may work well in certain areas and not in
others. Municipalities should determine the suitability of speciﬁc programmes

The purpose of a waste collection service is to separate the

Transport routes and distances to travel between collec-

generated waste from the community for health reasons.

tion points and disposal/transfer facilities will inﬂuence the

Linked to the life cycle of a common house ﬂy, the

type and size of vehicles used. In the South African context

During certain seasons (tourist destinations during

Special waste management arrangements should be

are regularly serviced. When a breakdown occurs,

holiday periods) or events (sporting events, concerts)

made for such events and/or seasons to ensure that

drawn carts, push carts, bicycles, donkey’s carts, tractor

that quickly decomposes). The reliability of the service is

trailer combinations, railway trucks, bakkie, bush trucks,

Reduce, Re-use & Recycle

12
18

Landﬁll

30

Governance

38

Awareness creation

62

Combat illegal dumping

70

Contact details

74

Bibliography

76

more important than the type of receptacle or collection

cage trucks and compactor vehicles. Different vehicle types

and assigning speciﬁc functions within the waste collec-

may be appropriate for different stages along the waste

tion-disposal cycle (keeping collection vehicles off landﬁlls)

collection and transport route, for example, from household
Drop off:

off: Re-useables and recyclables
Re-useables andDrop
recyclables

smaller waste stream to landﬁll (the black arrows).

waste storage

garden waste: drop off or collect

Due to variations in community structures and geo-

to central collection point, to transfer station and lastly to

graphical distribution, the same type of waste collection

landﬁll (see diagram on pages 2 and 3). Collection vehicles

service will not be appropriate and sustainable across

that are the most appropriate for the speciﬁc task should

areas/municipalities (i.e. one size does not ﬁt all).

be used. Consideration must be given to the following:

waste storage/
transfer

landﬁll

Clean MRFs: Recyclables is sorted.

• Kerbside collection;

• The geographical area of collection;

• Organised transport to central collection points;

• Accessibility – for example road conditions and narrow
roads or roads without thoroughfare;

• Community transfer to central collection point (medium
density settlements);

• The method of collection – for example, whether the
receptacles in use need specialised equipment to be

• On-site appropriate and regularly supervised disposal

lifted or not;

(applicable mainly to remote rural areas with low
density settlements and farms).

general waste

• Distance and route to cover;
• Number of staff in collection team.

At household level the type of service will determine the

mixed waste

Transfer stations: Collected
waste is transferred to different
vehicles before transport to
landﬁll.

Dirty MRFs: Waste is sorted to recover
materials that can be recycled.

The ﬁnal disposal of waste .

ISBN No: 978-0-7988-5596-9
March 2011

Materials Recovery
Facility (MRF)

Buy-back

Transfer station

Central collection
points

Drop-off

Garden sites

Landﬁll/dump

Mixed municipal waste,
Mixed recyclables

Recyclables

Mixed waste

Mixed waste

Recyclables

Garden waste

Mixed waste, Building
rubble, Garden waste

Waste collectors,
Community

Community

Waste collectors

Contractors,
Community

Community

Community

Municipality,
Contractors, Business

Who remove
the waste?

Recyclers,
Municipality

Recyclers

Municipality,
private companies

Municipality

Recyclers,
Municipality

Recyclers,
Municipality

Where does the
waste go from
here?

Recycling plant or
Landﬁll

Recycling plant

Recycling plant or
Landﬁll

Landﬁll or MRF or
Transfer station

Recycling plant

Composting facility
or landﬁll

Purpose of
facility

Waste separation

Recycling and
re-use

Optimising transport system

Collection from
inaccessible areas

Recyclables and
builders rubble

2 waste ﬂow diagram

Separate compostable waste

“Safe”
disposal

in saving the municipality huge capital and operational
costs of providing the waste collection service to all

collection service to all households due to limited budgets.

households as required by law.

Example: Caged trucks with trailers

households will require systems as determined by the type

No. 59 of 2008). Current collection systems are often

In order to accommodate the collection of source separated
recyclables in their normal waste collection schedule at
minimal cost, Knysna Municipality adopted a truck and trailer

The choice of transport vehicle may also dictate the most

systems for recyclable and non-recyclable waste can entail

approach. Instead of duplicating the waste

appropriate receptacles to be used. Regular and planned

multi-compartmentalised vehicles or separate collection

collection ﬂeet and the service provided,

further explained by referring to real life examples

vehicle maintenance is required to ensure the reliability

rounds on the same or different days. Collection of source

collection trucks tow trailers in which the

from municipalities in South Africa with supporting

of the transport ﬂeet. A contingency plan, detailing the

separated waste is discussed in the Reduce, re-use and

recyclables are collected. The additional cost

are introduced by generic information that provides

photographic illustrations.

course of action in cases of vehicle breakdowns, is required

recycling section on page 20.

for the collection of recyclables is minimal

in order to maintain the required level of service.

in comparison to what additional vehicles

Each good practice is preceded by a heading on a coloured

this guide is provided on page 75 and the relevant

Knysna Municipality 3-bag collection service

municipal ofﬁcials can be contacted for more detail on

is also discussed on page 21.)

statement. A generic solution is discussed which is then

the practices contained in this guide.

4 waste collection & transport

waste is collected efﬁciently.

these periods of high volume waste generation are
inadequate.

Disrupted waste collection services may result in waste

ii) Use vehicles for the meant purpose and provide

being illegally dumped. This is especially the case in

training to the staff and drivers to avoid unnecessary

situations where drop-off centres are considered too far

break downs.

iii) Lease vehicles: Leased vehicles are normally not
too old and the down time due to breakages should
be less. Include the demand for regular vehicle

Solution:

maintenance in the lease agreement. The owner

Having enough operational vehicles is crucial to avoid over-

of the trucks should take the responsibility to keep

loading and to ensure a continued service when vehicles are

the required number of vehicles operational, and

serviced. Several options can be explored to deal with this

not the municipality. The lease contract should be

problem:

properly drafted to place no additional liability on the
municipality. Learn from the successes and failures of
municipalities which have lease contracts in place.

Example: Dedicated workshop

Example: Fleet lease agreement and in-house mechanics

The Swartland Municipality deals directly with a

The City of Tshwane’s vehicle lease agreement includes a

dedicated mechanical workshop that is responsible for

routine service maintenance clause. Workshops are open

the maintenance of the transport ﬂeet and ensures

24 hours per day and in-house mechanics check vehicles

a short turnover time. The municipality does not

between shifts. Minor repairs are done immediately.

experience problems with vehicles being out of service

Hydraulic and other specialised repairs are outsourced. This

for long periods.

signiﬁcantly reduces the down time of vehicles.

Example: In-house mechanics

and collection rounds would have cost. (The

background that summarises the following Problem

waste ﬂow diagram 3

impacts less on service delivery.

(Refer to the governance section, ﬁnancial management

Waste collection systems must provide for the collection

The contact details of municipalities referred to in

services.

Example: Holiday seasons

Example: Special Events (Sporting events and concerts)

During the peak holiday season, the inﬂux of tourists

The City of Johannesburg (CoJ) has a special application

to popular holiday destinations challenges the local

process for big events that are planned within the

waste management services. To overcome this, Bitou

city. A variety of issues are taken into account in such

Municipality collects waste twice per week instead of

applications, for example, safety, route access and waste

the normal weekly removal. This more frequent waste

management. A committee comprising all the relevant

collection service prevents or minimises waste recep-

departments within the CoJ is therefore responsible

tacles from overﬂowing. Waste is collected in two shifts

for reviewing such applications. Speciﬁc requirements

during these times (from 5:00 till 13:00 and from 13:00

relating to waste management may include separation

till 21:00). Additional vehicles and additional workers are

at source and regular collection of waste during those

also hired to ensure that all waste is adequately removed

events. The organisers of such events can elect the
CoJ to undertake such services or may get private

and collection staff not unduly stressed.

contractors.

sub-section on page 48.)

The document is structured into 7 sections, each dealing

_

_

management service. Many municipalities thus struggle to
meet their legal mandate of providing at least a weekly waste

of separated waste as required by the Waste Act (Act

not conducive to waste separation at source and hence

waste volumes within a particular area may increase
substantially. Normal waste collection services during

over and above the collection service already paid for.

Innovative thinking and planning may go a long way

with a speciﬁc aspect of waste management. The sections

context, and followed by a lessons learnt text box.

the dedicated mechanics are immediately available,
resulting in shortened vehicle down time which

away or where drop-off centres do not accept general

Solution:

Transport is an expensive aspect of providing the waste

type of receptacles, infrastructure and equipment required

must be revised and adapted accordingly. Dual collection

Facility
Types of waste
Who bring
waste?

lack of routine maintenance. The breakdown of municipal
waste collection vehicles results in inconsistent collection

waste. The public is also not keen to incur additional cost

transport costs hamper service delivery
Problem:

to render the service. Waste from sources other than

and volume of waste and the collection frequency required.

How to read this document

The purpose and function of waste facilities

CSIR (2011). Municipal waste management - good practices.

untimely breakdowns

recyclable;

Service levels may vary between:

Drop off: Re-useables and recyclables

or collect

waste collection
and transport

Removing waste from
households and commercial
sites where it is generated.

Edition 1. CSIR, Pretoria.

• Service vehicles and equipment regularly to lessen

• Type of waste to be removed – recyclable or non-

recyclers

recyclables: drop off

Waste is stored in receptacles
between collection days.

Suggested Citation:

night at reduced fees)
• Reduce unnecessary wear and tear by dividing the ﬂeet

vehicles used (see institutional section on page 39).

(thick grey arrow in the waste ﬂow diagram). Reduce, re-use and recycling
activities should be encouraged (the green arrows), which will result in a

Solution:

with waste vehicles only will ensure that vehicles

including vehicle age, poor road conditions, overloading and

is required for restaurant putrescible waste (organic waste

municipality.

Waste Storage

periodic high volumes of waste (events or season related)
Problem:

Vehicle breakdowns are a symptom of other problems

• Explore alternative transport options (for example, rail by

(IWMP) can evaluate and recommend the most appropriate systems for each

4

re-users and recyclers

i) A dedicated workshop with qualiﬁed personnel dealing

• Evaluate the cost efﬁciency of transportation methods

a place in waste collection systems: wheelbarrow, hand

for their speciﬁc circumstances. The Integrated Waste Management Plan

Waste Collection and Transport

Drop-off: Recyclable waste is
dropped-off for recycling and
composting

failing service delivery due to vehicle breakdowns
Problem:

any combination of the following transport types deserves

is once a week. A more frequent service i.e. daily removal

2

In South Africa the majority of waste ends up in landﬁlls as mixed waste

Lessons learnt
• Use transport vehicles optimally

preferred frequency of collection services to households

Waste Flow Diagram

separated waste collection perceived to escalate municipal costs
Problem:

Solution:

Municipalities often perceive the collection of recyclables

Refer to the section on Reduce, re-use and recycling

The Overstrand Municipality has a ﬂeet management

separate from general waste as a burden to their

(page 20) for more detail on the proposed solution and

department with dedicated mechanics to service their

managerial skills and their operational costs. Historically,

examples.

vehicles. Vehicles under guarantee are serviced by the

municipalities did not perceive waste minimisation and

respective agents.

recycling as their mandate and it was thus not included in
their collection plans.

waste collection & transport 5

6 waste collection & transport

waste collection & transport 7
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Community Safety Plans
Community safety needs to be integrated into every phase of the IDP for coherent and
effective crime and violence prevention programmes to be implemented at local level.
It is recommended that all municipalities should have a Community Safety Plan, linked
to ward-based plans and IDPs. The Plan should be developed through a participatory
planning process that takes into account…[read more]
Important Terms and Concepts that I need to know
Safety, at a community level, is often taken to be simply the absence of crime. But,
practically, safety refers to an environment in which economic growth can occur;
where poverty and social exclusion can be reduced; where individuals and families can
live free of crime, intimidation or violence – and of the fear of crime, intimidation or
violence. It is important that safety is differentiated from the much narrower concept of
security, which generally refers to the immediate protection of an individual, collective
or place from physical threat, and does not incorporate the social, developmental or
causal aspects related to safety…[read more]

• 	SaferSpaces – Working Together for a
Safer South Africa
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Civilian Secretariat for Police Service

The Civilian Secretariat for Police Service (CSPS) is
pleased to present this Pocket Book on Community
Safety for Councillors in partnership with the South
African Local Government Association (SALGA) and
the Violence and Crime Prevention Programme
(VCP) implemented by the Deutsche Gesellschaft für
Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ). This Pocket
Book provides councillors with an important resource
for understanding the importance of pursuing
holistic and integrated approaches to planning and
implementing safety, crime and violence prevention
interventions to enhance the delivery of high quality
services at local level. It thus provides the opportunity
and framework for implementing the 2016 White
Paper on Safety and Security which seeks to build
safe and resilient communities, and advancing the
goal of ensuring the safety of all as the basis for
‘human development, improved quality of life and
enhanced productivity’.
This Pocket Book reinforces the critical role that
cities must play in creating livable cities through
providing appropriated platforms for communities to

3

3

The Role of Municipal
Councillors in Building
Safer Communities
Councillor Pocketbook

VIEW THE FULL PUBLICATION
play an active role in identifying safety challenges
and developing appropriate solutions. Developing
an active citizenry for sustainable safety must be
underpinned by the co-creation of solutions from the
ground up, with a particular focus on ensuring the
inclusion of marginalised communities. Community
Safety Forums (CSFs) are expected to play a
leading role in this regard; creating a platform for
dynamic and permanent processes for discussion and
engagement that supports the co-production of ideas
and solutions.
The localisation of ideas and interventions is thus
a central focus of the White Paper and this Pocket
Book. It highlights the central role that councillors
must play in driving integrated and collaborative
planning, and the development of safety strategies
and plans that must find expression in the integrated
development planning process.
We trust that this Pocket Book will be an important
resource for councillors as you take up the challenge
of building safer communities.

MR ALVIN PHUMU RAPEA
Secretary for Police Service: DDG

4

initiatives, reflected prominently in our municipal
Integrated Development Plans (IDP) and budgets.

Foreword
South African Local Government Association

SALGA is pleased to present the first Pocket Book
on Community Safety for Councillors developed
jointly with the support of the Civilian Secretariat
for Police Service and the Violence and Crime
Prevention Programme implemented by the Deutsche
Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit
(GIZ). SALGA is grateful for this partnership as we
seek global partnerships and knowledge exchange
for sustainable development in our communities.
As local government is the sphere of government that
is closest to our communities, we are better placed
to tackle most crime risk factors that prompt violence
and crime within our communities, including socioeconomic factors, infrastructure and urban design.

Beyond law enforcement, this Pocket Book provides
advice and resource possibilities to our members on
the topic of Community Safety, offering guidance
with clarified roles and responsibilities. More
importantly the Pocket Book simplifies the role of
local government in community safety as imagined in
the National Development Plan and the White Paper
on Safety and Security (2016).
Wishing you all the best as leading champions of our
mission for safer communities.

MIRRIAM NKITLE LEHLOKOA
Executive Director: Community Development

Crime Prevention and Community Safety is the
cornerstone of local development. It is therefore
our role as local government to strengthen and
complement crime prevention strategies and
implementation policies of both government and
other interested role-players. This therefore, calls
for our increased investment in community safety

5

5

1

Crime Challenges: What are the
Numbers?

From the reported crime statistics over the last
few years, it is evident that violence and crime has
generally been on the increase and community safety
is deteriorating in South Africa. According to the SAPS
2015/2016 Crime Statistics1, reported contact crimes
like murder, attempted murder and various forms of
assault (including rape) are on the increase. Yearon-year there has been a 5 percent overall increase
in the total number of crimes reported. The numbers
are unacceptably high. A total of 18,673 murder
cases were recorded. This translates to an average
of 51 murders per day during the 2015/16 financial
year in South Africa. South Africa is the 10th most
violent country in the world, according to the latest
Global Peace Index, compiled by the Institute for
Economics and Peace (IEP)2. The murder rate, which
is a useful and reliable indicator of violence remains
extremely high in South Africa in relation to other
developing countries in the southern hemisphere.

Murder Rate per 100,000 in 2015
Brazil

25

South Africa

33

Colombia

28

Between 2011 and 2015 the murder rate reduced to
around 33 killings per 100,000, halved from 67 in
2009.
The total public and private violence suppression
spending in South Africa amounted to R989 billion
in 2015. This equates to roughly R34,160 per person
in the country. The global economic impact of violence
across the world is over 13% of global GDP, whereas
in South Africa it is 19% – the 16th highest rate
in the world3. This concern about the high economic
costs of violence was similarly confirmed by the
World Health Organisation, the World Bank and the
World Economic Forum.

1 http://www.saps.gov.za/services/crimestats.php
2 http://businesstech.co.za/news/general/126263/how-muchmoney-violent-crime-costs-south-africa-every-year/

6

7

7

3 http://businesstech.co.za/news/general/126263/how-muchmoney-violent-crime-costs-south-africa-every-year/
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Municipal By-Laws and Policies Governing Informal Trade should be based on a
better Understanding of the Nature, Structure and Composition of the Informal
Trading Sector within and across Municipal Boundaries
Commentators have argued that a more nuanced understanding of the nature,
structure and composition of the informal trading sector at municipal level is “critical
to robust and successful policy-making”.5 For example, Michael Rogan (associate
professor at the Neil Aggett Labour Studies Unit at Rhodes University) and Caroline
Skinner (senior researcher at the African Centre for Cities at the University of Cape
Town) argue in their detailed analysis…[read more]
Municipalities (or their Service Providers) should be more Transparent about how
the Tariffs or Rental amounts are used for the Management of Markets or Trading
Areas
There is anecdotal evidence that suggests that informal traders are more enthusiastic
about paying their tariffs or rental amounts if a significant portion of the resources
collected is directly reinvested into the management, maintenance or upgrading of
the market or trading area where they trade. A similar sense of ownership might be
achieved by...[read more]
6
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less serious contraventions of

the nature, structure and
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distinguish between more and
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Municipal by-laws governing
informal trade should
ensure that the use of

number

11

Municipal by-laws governing

officials responsible for the
implementation of the by-
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in exceptional circumstances

laws accountable for their

comply with the by-law.
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unlawful actions.
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informal traders are treated

with the legal provisions

level of basic services,

upgrading and maintenance

Constitution.
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equally (especially foreign
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of basic services.
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1.
Municipal by-laws and policies governing
informal trade should be based on a
better understanding of the nature,
structure and composition of the
informal trading sector within and across
municipal boundaries

and policies are generally more focused on ensuring the control of the activities
more favourable conditions for informal traders. As Claire Bénit-Gbaffou, associate
professor at the School of Architecture and Planning at the University of the
Witwatersrand, writes,

“[t]here are a number of flaws in current policy and by-laws, intended to protect
municipalities rather than empower traders. By-laws in particular are focusing
on the ‘don’ts’, not the ‘does’.”10
This means that by-laws are more likely to be restrictive in nature, and often have the
effect of inhibiting the growth and success of informal trade.
In addition, some municipal by-laws and policies seem to conceive of informal
trade as a form of social assistance rather than legitimate economic activity. This
is evident from by-laws or policies that give preference to informal traders who are
on a municipality’s indigent register11 or that only allow one person in a household
to obtain an informal trade permit.12 These allocation criteria or limitations on the
number of persons from each household that are allowed to participate in informal
trade are arbitrary as they have very little to do with an informal traders’ ability to

there is nothing wrong with assisting poor and low-income persons, this approach
is at odds with creating a facilitative environment for informal trade. An approach
informal trade as a “nuisance” or a challenge that needs to be overcome, rather than
genuine “economic role player[s]”.13

ommentators have argued that a more nuanced understanding of the nature, structure and composition
example, Michael Rogan (associate professor at the Neil Aggett Labour Studies Unit at Rhodes University)

and Caroline Skinner (senior researcher at the African Centre for Cities at the University of Cape Town) argue in

trade or to utilise informal trade as a mechanism to collect revenue, by-laws should

Municipal by-laws and

Municipalities should

their detailed analysis of the informal sector in South Africa between 2008 and 2014 using Quarterly Labour Force

focus on delineating the rights and responsibilities of the different parties involved

policies governing informal

“meaningfully engage” with

Survey (QLFS) data that a greater understanding of the earnings, nature of employment, gender, industry and spatial

in informal trade and ensure that unnecessary bureaucratic requirements (or red

trade should create

informal traders before

differentiation in informal trade will assist policy makers in developing more empowering and successful regulatory

tape) are done away with. Instead of a restrictive approach, by-laws should be

informal trade should

Municipalities should provide

genuinely participatory and

they take decisions that will

and policy environments.6 Others have argued that the inherent complexity of the informal trading sector requires

focused on facilitating informal trade and instilling an approach that encourages the

the necessary infrastructure

develop and make available

inclusive spaces through

adversely affect them.

policy makers to “take a differentiated view of the informal economy and develop strategies tailored to different local

development of the informal trading sector.

mechanisms that enable

for informal trade.

traders are promoted by

comprehensive skills

which informal traders can

informal traders to appeal

providing adequate training

development programmes for

participate in decision-

the implementation of the

how those powers should be

and challenge any official

to local government officials.

informal traders.

making processes.

by-laws complies with the

exercised by officials.

decisions that negatively

Municipalities should

page

affect them.

page

27

page

28

page

12

page

13

page

21

page

22

page

22

The right to human dignity (section 10): The Constitutional Court has held that the “ability of people to earn
money and support themselves is an important component of the right to human dignity”.16 The ability of informal
traders to carry on informal trading is therefore integrally linked to the right to human dignity.

•

The right to be treated equally and not to be unfairly discriminated against (section 9): This right means that
everyone is equal before the law and that everyone is entitled to equal protection and benefit under the law.17
This provision means that unfair discrimination against informal traders on any basis could be considered
unconstitutional (for example, by-laws or policies that unfairly discriminate against foreign nationals would be

needs”.7

unconstitutional).18
•

The legal framework governing informal trade also requires for decisions affecting informal traders to be based on

The right to freely choose a trade, occupation or profession (section 22): This right is granted to all citizens

reliable knowledge of how the informal trade sector works and how the decision is likely to affect the livelihoods of

of South Africa and is qualified by a provision that the “practice of a trade, occupation or profession may be

existing traders. For example, section 6A(2) of the Businesses Act, which sets out the process that a municipality

regulated by the law”. This provision therefore allows for laws such as the Businesses Act and municipal by-laws
to regulate informal trade. However, the regulation of trade, occupation or profession may not be arbitrary and

needs to follow to restrict or prohibit informal trade in an area, requires that a municipality investigate how its

must serve a legitimate government purpose.19

decision to restrict or prohibit informal trade will affect informal traders.8

11

constitutional rights of informal traders.14 This is due to the fact that the Constitution is the supreme law of

the Constitution that are associated with informal trade and traders’ ability to participate in and carry on informal trade.
These include:

provide dispute-resolution

that the rights of informal

unicipal councils and local government officials must ensure that their by-laws, policies and actions are
consistent with the Constitution, consistent with the rule of law, and “respect, protect, promote and fulfil” the

South Africa and all laws and policies must be consistent with it.15 There are a number of rights that are contained in

•

officials discretionary

Municipalities should ensure

M

To enable informal trade at municipal level, a shift is needed in how municipalities
approach informal trade. Instead of trying to primarily control or regulate informal

grant local government

Municipal by-laws governing

Municipal by-laws governing informal trade
and all actions of local government officials
should be in line with the Constitution*

of the informal trading sector at municipal level is “critical to robust and successful policy-making”.5 For

provide clear guidelines on

Where municipal by-laws

3.

trade. These provisions seem to treat informal trade more like a social security or
government issued benefit rather than an enterprise or livelihood strategy. While

that views the granting of informal trade permits as a form of social assistance views

C

7

PROPOSALS
LEGAL REQUIREMENTS

of informal traders or the strict compliance with by-laws than with facilitating

powers, the by-laws should

law.

SALGA

how the tariffs or rental

STAKEHOLDER INVOLVEMENT OR PARTICIPATION

20

TRAINING AND SKILLS DEVELOPMENT
number

service providers) should
be more transparent about

structure based on site size,

page

services.

page

Municipalities (or their

provide for a flexible and
differentiated tariff or rental

the need to develop an enabling environment as a fundamental objective

or underlying principle.9 However, in spite of these affirmations, municipal by-laws

who are responsible for

standards of administrative

This discussion document was produced by the Socio-Economic Rights Institute of South Africa (SERI), in collaboration with the
South African Local Government Association (SALGA). The paper was written by Michael Clark (senior research associate at SERI),
and edited by Alana Potter (SERI's director of research and advocacy), Stuart Wilson (SERI's executive director) and Charles
Parkerson (SALGA's economic development director).

Photos by Thomas Coggin and Jonathan Torgovnik.

7

10

24

that were reviewed for the purposes of this discussion document identify

local government officials

informal trade should

The discussion document forms part of two documents that have been developed to assist municipal councils and local government
officials in understanding their legal duties in relation to informal trade. The first paper, entitled Informal Trade in South Africa:
Legislation, Case Law and Recommendations for Local Government (June 2018), analyses the laws and South African court decisions
dealing with informal trade.
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page

page
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trade.
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3
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More localised research is therefore necessary to ensure that policy makers at municipal level are equipped with the
necessary information to enable evidence-based decision making.

SERI

SALGA
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SALGA
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INFORMAL TRADE IN SOUTH AFRICA
Legislation, Case Law and
Recommendations for Local Government

The Right to Trade
The South African courts have clearly indicated that the social context of informal
traders is crucial to determining the content of their constitutional rights. In this light,
our courts have recognised the important role that informal trade plays in South Africa
with a reference to our high rates of poverty and unemployment.These are indeed
serious developmental challenges facing South Africa. Roughly 28% of working-age
adults in South Africa are unemployed, with even higher rates of unemployment
among employable youth…[read more]
Recommendations for Local Government
This paper discusses four key judgments handed down by the South African courts
about the rights of informal traders, namely Somali Association, Makwickana, SAITF
and Thipe.These cases have important implications for the way in which municipalities
should approach and regulate informal trade within their municipal areas. By carefully
unpacking these judgments, this paper aims to assist municipal councils and local
government officials throughout the country in understanding their legal and
constitutional obligations in relation to the formation and implementation of informal
trade by-laws and policies…[read more]

June 2018

VIEW THE FULL PUBLICATION
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Structure of the paper

1. INTRODUCTION
“[T]he nature of the [informal] trading sector is such that
unless officials are orientated to be empathetic towards
street traders, the risk of powerful officials mistreating
powerless poor people is real.”1

INFORMAL TRADE IN SOUTH AFRICA
Legislation, Case Law and
Recommendations for Local Government

S

CONTENTS

unemployment, poverty and accelerated rates of rural-urban migration. Informal trade has
an important role to play in addressing these challenges. According to Statistics South Africa

mirrored in the daily experiences of street traders who are largely poor, often powerless and mostly
plying their trades to earn a meagre living as a “survivalist strategy”.9 It is therefore unsurprising that

this reason that the national government has acknowledged that it is important to ensure that the
informal sector, and consequently informal trade, is given room to develop and flourish. The National
Development Plan, for example, sees the informal sector creating between 1.2 and 2 million new jobs
by 2030.2

2.1 The Constitution

During the apartheid era the law regarded informal traders as a nuisance by often merely placing

2.2 The Businesses Act

responsibility for regulation of street trade on the traffic department. In 1991, as part of the transition
3

2.3 Municipal by-laws

from apartheid-style regulation, the Businesses Act 71 of 1991 (the Businesses Act) was passed.
The Act represents a “legal turnabout from a situation where traders could not trade (with few

3. THE RIGHT TO TRADE 16

exceptions) to a situation where traders could trade freely (with few exceptions)”.4
Local government has a crucial role to play in developing a supportive and facilitative regulatory and

4. WHO HAS THE RIGHT TO TRADE? 18
Somali Association of South Africa v Limpopo Department of
Economic Development, Environment and Tourism

5. THE IMPOUNDMENT OF GOODS 22
Makwickana v Ethekwini Municipality

5.1 Impoundment and the requirements of lawful
administrative action
5.2. Impoundment and the constitutional rights of traders

6. EVICTION OR RELOCATION OF TRADERS 31
South African Informal Traders Forum and Others v City of
Johannesburg and Others
Thipe v City of Tshwane

This restrictive approach is inconsistent with the constitutional rights of informal traders. It is also

(Stats SA)’s April – June 2017 Quarterly Labour Force Survey (QLFS), 2 689 000 South Africans
reported working in the informal sector. Of these people, approximately 1 101 000 or 41% are in

2. LEGAL FRAMEWORK 8

Section two of this paper
This

outh Africa faces a number of developmental challenges, including high levels of

informal trade. Informal trade therefore makes up a significant component of the economy. It is for

1. INTRODUCTION 4

policy environment for informal trade. South Africa’s Constitution confirms that local government
has an obligation to facilitate economic development at municipal level. This is clear from section

the South African courts have criticised the often heavy-handed approaches of officials tasked with

section

describes

the

This section deals with the power of
law enforcement officials to impound

an agreement with the City of Tshwane. The settlement agreement was made an order of court
(with legally binding effect). Although the majority of these cases dealt with the unlawful removal

informal trade policies or plans. In practice, this is often where the constitutional duty on local

or eviction of informal traders from the areas where they were trading, the cases also provide

government to enable informal trade falls by the wayside. As a result, despite local government’s

clarity on the rights of informal traders. The cases therefore highlight a number of faultlines on how

duty to facilitate and promote (rather than restrict and control) informal trade,

municipalities and government officials have approached informal trade.

local

concludes

government

with
officials

some
that

relate to the formulation, assessment
and enforcement of by-laws and policies
governing informal trade. It is hoped that
these recommendations, which are based

that the rights of informal traders to
participate in informal trade has clearly
courts.

traders’ constitutional rights to property,

(which was decided in the Pretoria

on the legal framework and the court

equality and access to courts may be

High Court). Using these cases, this

judgments governing informal trade,

that

section shows that the lawful processes

will act as a guide for local government

permit the impoundment of goods for

set out in the Businesses Act and the

officials in interpreting, understanding

violated

by

municipal

by-laws

“less serious, formal non-compliance”

Constitution must be followed when

and adapting their existing by-laws or

(like trading without producing proof of

authorities attempt to relocate traders

policies to ensure that they are in line

a permit). As a result by-laws that give

either individually, in small groups or in

with the Constitution.

overly broad powers of impoundment
to law enforcement officials are likely
to be unconstitutional. The Makwickana
case also highlights that the decisions of
local officials to impound goods, reject
traders’ license applications or relocate
traders to other areas are administrative

Section four of this paper

“there are a number of flaws in current policy and by-laws,
intended to protect municipalities rather than empower
traders. By-laws in particular are focusing on the ‘don’ts’, not
on the ‘does’.”8

section

recommendations for municipal councils
and

court cases – SAITF (which was decided
in the Constitutional Court) and Thipe

particularly on the Constitution and the Businesses Act.11 The paper then turns to what the South

Thipe15 – a group of informal traders who were unlawfully removed from their trading areas reached

prism of the Bill of Rights”,6 also gives local government broad powers to regulate informal trade.7 In

This

municipal by-laws. Using the Makwickana

in informal trade. The section will show

so by examining four key cases dealing with the rights of informal traders. Three of these cases
resulted in court judgments: SAITF,12 Somali Association,13 and Makwickana.14 In the fourth case –

primary objective of local government.5 The Businesses Act, which must be interpreted “through the

must

case, this section explains that informal

African courts have said about the rights of informal traders in terms of the Constitution. It does

152(2) of the Constitution, which lists the promotion of social and economic development as a

lawful

section is focused on the Constitution

and repeatedly been affirmed by our

most instances, municipalities govern informal trade by passing municipal by-laws and formulating

with

Section seven of this paper

the

municipalities

and the Businesses Act.

African courts have found to grant

For this reason, this paper takes stock of the national laws governing informal trade, focusing

deals

that

traders from one area to another. This
section draws on two critically important

informal traders the right to participate

appropriate constitutional standards, municipal councils and local government officials should

section

processes

follow if they seek to relocate informal

or confiscate informal traders’ goods
if informal traders fail to comply with

right to human dignity, which the South

understand their duties and obligations in the constitutional context.

This

an attempt to assist local government
in understanding their legal duties. This

This section deals with the constitutional

towards street traders”.10

of the legal and constitutional obligations of local government in formulating and implementing
municipal by-laws governing informal trade. In order to ensure that they do not fall foul of the

Section six of this paper

Section five of this paper
legal

framework governing informal trade in

Section three of this paper

the implementation of municipal by-laws on informal trade and implored them to be “empathetic

The aim of this research paper is to provide assistance to the South African Local Government
Association (SALGA) and municipalities throughout the country to encourage a better understanding

decisions. This means that any decision
by a government official or person

large numbers. If a municipality fails to
respect the rights of informal traders and
fails to follow the legal processes laid out
in the Businesses Act, the relocation of
informal traders will be unlawful. This
would mean that the relocation could
be set aside by a court, as was done
in the case of Operation Clean Sweep
in Johannesburg. It could also result in
municipalities being held liable to pay

This section clarifies that the right to

exercising a public power that adversely

civil damages for the financial losses

trade applies to “everyone” (including

affects the rights of informal traders has

incurred by informal traders as a result

non-citizens that are lawfully in South

to be lawful, reasonable and procedurally

of the relocation or eviction. This section

Africa) by analysing the Supreme Court

fair. Traders are also entitled to written

will show that municipalities are legally

of Appeal (SCA)’s judgment in Somali

reasons for administrative decisions.

required to follow the processes set

Traders. This case indicates that our

out in the Businesses Act, regardless of

courts will not tolerate xenophobia

how desirable or convenient a relocation

or

might be.

unfair

discrimination,

discriminatory
foreign

by-laws

nationals

that

from

including
prevent
accessing

informal trade licenses or permits and
the discriminatory enforcement of by-
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The initiative represents a paradigm shift in SALGA’s value proposition. It goes beyond the
SALGA mandate of providing general advisory services and ventures into the unchartered
realm of specialisation. The intervention is a “game changer” in many ways, and there are
several reasons why this is the case, including…[read more]
Important Design Considerations
The layout design process involved a meticulous analysis of the site specific conditions
with a view of designing a settlement that complements the site’s natural setting, mainly
topography. One of the main design considerations for the project was the issue of storm
water management, owing to the site’s uneven terrain. The inability to manage storm water
can have serious repercussions as it may result in excessive flooding and subsequent erosion
of top soil. In a worst case scenario it may result in mudslides. In line with the CSIR Guidelines
on settlement planning, the design sought to promote the integration of…[read more]
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A significantly large share of South Africa’s spatial landscape is rural, yet there is no clear policy position on
how rural areas should be spatially (re)configured to make them more efficient and economically viable. In the
past, the approach to rural development has exceedingly focused on subsistence activities such as agriculture,
with little to no investment on fixing the systemic spatial disparities that continue to undermine economic
development in rural areas.

LG

: Local Government

LM

: Local Municipality

NDP

: National Development Plan (NDP)
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the fact that economic development and spatial planning are not mutually exclusive, even in a rural context.
To put it into perspective, economic development is a by-product of effective and inclusive spatial planning.
Also, spatial planning matters because the distribution of population has major implications for the provision
of social infrastructure such as transport, education and health, to name but a few.
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ABOUT THE PROGRAMME

Strategic alignment

The SALGA 2017-2022 strategy is premised on the vision of spatial justice and social cohesion through
integrated management of space, economies and people. To this end, the organisation has introduced
several urban focused programmes targeted at intermediary cities and metros. SALGA embraces the ruralurban continuum, which calls for an integrated approach to spatial planning, one that reinforces urban-rural
linkages and inherent interdependencies.
In this particular case, the targeted rural densification programme is based on the premise that economic
development is a by-product of effective spatial planning, and that it is only through meaningful spatial
transformation and efficient use of space that rural areas will be able to deliver better economic outcomes.
Based on this, there is direct alignment between the initiative and SALGA’s strategic agenda on spatial
transformation.
Furthermore, the SALGA strategic framework aims to strengthen the organisation’s role as a protector through
enforcing the rights of the LG sector, as well as to constructively disrupt where the existing overall system
compromises the ability of LG to deliver on its mandate.

2.2

Innovation

One of the key enablers identified in the SALGA strategic framework is that of innovation. The Bushbuckridge
intervention is an embodiment of SALGA’s pursuit for innovative solutions to complex challenges LG is seized
with. It is a fitting response to the ‘thuma mina’ clarion call by the President, which calls on South Africans –
civil society, government, business – to go far and beyond the call of duty.

IMPORTANT DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS ................................................................................................... 16
7.1

VIEW THE FULL PUBLICATION

2.1

Project meeting with the municipality ......................................................................................................15
Data analysis and design .............................................................................................................................16
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The targeted densification and spatial reconfiguration of rural areas with a view of achieving more
compact, spatially efficient, and sustainable rural settlements that are serviceable & economically viable.

Site identification ..........................................................................................................................................15
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2019

The targeted rural densification programme can therefore be defined as:

It is against this backdrop that SALGA has introduced a rural-centric initiative in the form of the Targeted
Rural Densification Programme, with Bushbuckridge Local Municipality having been selected as a laboratory
site to test the relevance and applicability of the initiative. This document is intended to be a knowledge
management tool, in particular for similar municipalities who may wish to replicate the model in their respective
localities. Moreover, the knowledge product will also add to the body of knowledge on how spatial planning
– and in particular, targeted densification – can be used as an instrument to achieve more inclusive economic
development outcomes.

LAYOUT DESIGN ......................................................................................................................................... 15

6.3

Case Study of Bushbuckridge Local Municipality

The programme was conceived out of the need to improve service delivery and economic development in rural
areas more economically viable through the rearrangement of their spatial form. It is about enhancing spatial
efficiency and economic viability in rural areas through spatially targeted densification. This is not a rural
development initiative in a traditional sense, but more of an enabler for rural economic development. The
programme is cognisant of the historical factors that shape rural South Africa of today, and in its packaging,
such has been taken into account.
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Innovation
One of the key enablers identified in the SALGA strategic framework is that of innovation.
The Bushbuckridge intervention is an embodiment of SALGA’s pursuit for innovative
solutions to complex challenges LG is seized with. It is a fitting response to the ‘thuma mina’
clarion call by the President, which calls on South Africans – civil society, government,
business – to go far and beyond the call of duty.
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The initiative represents a paradigm shift in SALGA’s value proposition. It goes beyond the SALGA mandate of
providing general advisory services and ventures into the unchartered realm of specialisation. The intervention
is a “game changer” in many ways, and there are several reasons why this is the case, including the fact that:
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STIMULATING RURAL ECONOMIES AND ENHANCING SPATIAL EFFICIENCIES THROUGH TARGETED
DENSIFICATION
Postal Address: PO Box 2094,
PRETORIA 0001

Significance And Relevance of the Research
Land is an important asset for social and economic well-being; it is a valuable natural
resource that – depending on the manner it is managed and distributed – can either
stand for unity or division, prosperity or poverty.Throughout human history, mankind has
drawn most of his sustenance and much of his fuel, clothing and shelter from the land
(Mather, 1986: 1). Over the years, the management of land has shifted significantly towards
sustainability, efficiency and the economic centrism. Land is also at the centre of wealth
creation and, on the other side of the spectrum, perpetual poverty. For land to be a valuable
asset, adequate planning and control is necessary to ensure…[read more]
Empirical Evidence of Service Induced Densification in Rural South Africa
There is a plethora of anecdotal evidence pointing to the fact that rural communities
tend to locate next to main roads, in most cases for purposes of convenient road access,
mobility, and being in proximity to public transport. Densities seem to be even higher in
instances where the road is of premium quality, like when it is tarred. People would rather
build next to a Provincial or National road than endure the inconvenience of using internal
gravel or makeshift roads that are rarely…[read more]

STIMULATING RURAL ECONOMIES AND ENHANCING SPATIAL
EFFICIENCIES THROUGH TARGETED DENSIFICATION
A RESEARCH STUDY CONDUCTED BY SALGA
A NEW DAWN FOR RURAL SPATIAL TRANSFORMATION
2019
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STIMULATING RURAL ECONOMIES AND ENHANCING SPATIAL EFFICIENCIES THROUGH TARGETED
DENSIFICATION

1.

Meeting the basic needs and improving the overall well-being of communities is one of the apex priorities
of developmental local government. Yet this obligation can at times be severely compromised by inherent
structural weaknesses that constrain the ability of the State to provide services sustainably and equitably.
In a South African context, the single most destructive driver of structural poverty and inequality is spatial
segregation, which, by design, consigned black people to the outer edges of the spatial economy.

Enabling spatial form remains an important conduit for economic growth, and it is against this backdrop
that an argument is made for spatially targeted rural densification. One of the reasons rural areas remain
unviable to invest in is that they are spatially disoriented. Private and public investments are only feasible
where the population threshold and range combine to create viability, and this can only be made possible
through targeted densification. Government is also unable to sustainably provide services to rural areas due to
their poor spatial form. Because lower than normal densities increase the input per capita required to provide
households with social and economic services, it is costly for government to provide same in settlements that
are sparse in character.

The 1913 land act that dispossessed black communities of land and prevented them from owning property was
a watershed moment in the country’s history and the primary reason why South Africa is presently one of the
most unequal countries in the world. To this day, the country continues to reel from the effects of race based
spatial policies that led to present day racial polarisation. The rural areas (former homelands in particular)
were/are the most affected, having been displaced to the furthest margins of economic opportunities, and in
some cases, inhabitable locations.
The displacements relegated rural communities to structural poverty and under development, by virtue of
locality. This had a profound impact on their economic prospects, both then and now. It is against this context
that rural development solutions should be nuanced and cognisant of the underlying spatial injustices that
inhibit rural economic development. Any response to rural development should begin with addressing the
existing spatial weaknesses, in view of spatial planning being one of the key enablers of economic growth.
The research explores the concept of targeted rural densification with the aim of testing the applicability of the
model in selected rural areas in South Africa, in particular those that are in transition.

REFERENCES ............................................................................................................................................... 30
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STIMULATING RURAL ECONOMIES AND ENHANCING SPATIAL EFFICIENCIES THROUGH TARGETED
DENSIFICATION

ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

The research paper aims to build a compelling argument for targeted densification and more orderly planning
of rural areas as the means of achieving the goal of spatial transformation, economic development, and
improved quality of life. In this paper, a case is made on how densification and improved spatial planning can
be used as conduits for growth-inducing development in rural areas. Using a combination of literature and
empirical evidence, the paper dissects the complexities associated with densification, the intricacies related to
implementation, and looks at the overall desirability of the concept in a South African context.

Defining Targeted Rural Densification
Targeted rural densification refers to the compression and spatial reconfiguration of rural areas with a view
of achieving more compact, spatially efficient, and sustainable rural settlements that are serviceable and
economically viable.

2.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Historical context
Many of the land use problems faced by the continent, such as the city of Nairobi (Oyugi & K’ Akumu, 2007:
108), are embedded in historical factors. These factors include institutionalized segregation and economic
deprivation. In South Africa, the current land imbalances can be traced back to the Land Acts of 1913, 1936
and the Group Areas Act of 1950, which confined black South Africans to only seven (7) per cent of the land,
and this was later increased to 13% in 1936 (Walker, 2002; Blom, 2006; CGE, 2009 cited in Moyo, 2013: 5394).
In mitigating the past injustices, development policies have achieved minimal success. They have been urban
biased and predicated on a misplaced assumption that the development of urban areas will result in benefits
trickling down to rural areas.
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Rural development

Rural urban linkages

Countries have different definitions of rural and urban, understandably, since the context varies from place to
place. Some use population thresholds, availability of services, lifestyle, or a combination of indicators. In the
South African context, the definition of rural is largely contested, however, the newly built consensus on the
rural-urban continuum development approach seems to be creating the building blocks for a shared viewpoint
on the matter. There is one (1) definition that seems to fit the current South African context.

It is now widely recognised that economic, social and environmental interdependence exists between urban
and rural areas, with the “rural-urban linkage development perspective” increasingly becoming the accepted
approach in developing countries (Van der Merwe, Ferreira & Zietsman, 2005: 297). There is a growing
consensus amongst practitioners and academics alike that more resources should be channelled towards
rural development. Developing countries are moving towards a rural-urban linkage where there is free flow of
monetary capital, people, goods and information between rural and urban areas (Van der Merwe et al., 2005:
297). Infrastructure such as transportation, communication, energy and basic services has also been identified
as being fundamental to the urban-rural development approach (Van der Merwe et al., 2005: 298). With rural
livelihood alternatives spreading into non-farm activities, coupled with increased interconnectedness of rural
areas with other spaces, a new rural economy is emerging (LED Framework, COGTA: 29).

According to Oranje (2019: PowerPoint presentation), rural can be defined as an area where people live off the
land, where there is an intimate relationship between the land and those who work it. The definition expands:
the identity of the people is closely tied to the land; it holds historical and sentimental value. To them, land
is not for profit generation, but for making a living out of. On the other hand, urban refers to an environment
where people make a living off others, which is in contrast to rural where people make a living off the land
(Oranje, 2018: PowerPoint presentation).
According to the United Nations (UN), the distinction between urban and rural populations is not yet amenable
to a single definition that would be applicable to all countries or, for the most part, even to countries within a
region (EE Publishers, 2019: online).
Sustainable rural development is vital to the economic, social and environmental viability of nations. It is
essential for poverty eradication since global poverty is overwhelmingly rural (United Nations, 2018: online).
Strategies to deal with rural development should take into consideration the remoteness and potential of rural
areas and provide targeted differentiated approaches (United Nations, 2008: online). Many of the poorest
households live in rural areas, especially former ‘homelands’, where public services and infrastructure are least
developed (Arndt et al, 2018: 1). Investing in rural areas and promoting agriculture may present an opportunity
to provide better income and job opportunities in rural areas. It can also reduce national poverty and narrow
the urban-rural divide.
The common distinction between urban and rural areas within a given country has been based on the
assumption that urban areas offer a different way of life, and usually a higher level of living when compared with
rural areas. In many industrialised countries, the distinction has become blurred and the principal difference
between urban and rural areas, in terms of the standard of living, tends to focus on the degree of concentration
of the population concerned (EE Publishers, 2019: online).

Density
Population density is the mathematical calculation of how many people live in a square kilometre of land
(people/km²) (Cooper, 2016). It can also be defined as a quantitative measure of the intensity with which
land is occupied by either development or population. It is the relationship between a physical area and the
number of people who reside in that area (Hong Kong, 2016: 6). Control of residential density is a fundamental
component of effective land use planning, as the relative distribution of the population has major implications
for the provision of public facilities such as transport, utilities and social infrastructure (Hong Kong Planning
Standards and Guidelines, 2016: online). There are socio-economic, environmental, and historical factors
that combine to create a specific density spectrum and type (i.e linerar, nodal, random) with respect to a rural
settlement.
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Rural development trends
Rural areas are greatly influenced by socioeconomic changes, and more specifically demographic changes
that increase social and cultural divergence within rural regions and at the same time affect local values and
standards of living (Theodoropoulou and Panagiotis, 2008 in: Khaleel & Ngah, 2013: 256). Lower than desired
densities increase the input per capita required to provide households with social and economic services. A
study done in the United States found that per capita cost of providing public services followed a J-curve,
with its lowest point at about 98 people/km². As densities fall below this level, per capita costs are likely to
rise sharply. Coupled with that, the quality of services declines. For several services too, as densities fall, the
local population plunges below the demand threshold (community’s ability to support a service). In fact, it
becomes impractical to achieve sufficient demand within a rational travel distance to run the service at some
minimum feasible level (Khaleel & Ngah, 2013: 256). Dispersed settlements can create a distance and a scale
conundrum: the extra cost in time, money and convenience of overcoming distance as the settlement pattern
thins out, and the reduced opportunities for remaining services to obtain scale economies.

Land use practices in rural areas
In rural South Africa, land use takes place through a traditional informal approach. This refers to the informal
system used by communities in the communal areas to utilise their land for different uses (Chinembiri, Lynam,
Mambeshora, Rupiya & Cunliffe, 2005: 10). In essence, people are allocated pieces of land by the responsible
chieftaincy and the spatial pattern of the area grows organically from there onwards as more people settle in
and around that particular locality.

3.

SIGNIFICANCE AND RELEVANCE OF THE RESEARCH

Land is an important asset for social and economic well-being; it is a valuable natural resource that – depending
on the manner it is managed and distributed – can either stand for unity or division, prosperity or poverty.
Throughout human history, mankind has drawn most of his sustenance and much of his fuel, clothing and
shelter from the land (Mather, 1986: 1). Over the years, the management of land has shifted significantly
A NEW DAWN FOR RURAL
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Status Quo of Community Services in Local Government
In order to obtain insight into the Status Quo of Community Services at the Local
Government level, the approaches of eight municipalities (six Local Municipalities and two
District Municipalities) were assessed. The data assessed was provided by municipalities
during peer-learning and knowledge sharing workshops, interviews and a desktop review
of IDPs and Community Development / Services Strategies. Further information was
obtained from the Municipal Demarcation Board (MDB): Municipal Powers and Functions
Capacity Assessment 2018. The information gathered through the Status Quo assessment
has been used to inform the rationale for the…[read more]
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The Scope of Community Services: A Recommended “Basket of Services”
As there is no national policy or guiding framework that defines Community Services
for Local Government, municipalities find that the ambiguity of the mandate and role in
Community Services leads to functions that would not typically fall under Community
Services, being placed in these departments. As one Local Government official in Community
Services described the situation: “If they don’t know where to put something, it ends up in
Community Services.” This results in overburdened and under- resourced departments who
are unable to meet the expectations and needs of communities…[read more]
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Problem Statement

There is no overall policy to guide implementation of Community Services and to link efforts across sectors and agencies.
As such, there is a need for, among others, a common definition, conceptual clarity on the objectives, and scope and
approaches in relation to the implementation of Community Services within the Local Government context.
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The Framework is a working document and is expected to evolve over time with contributions from municipal role players
and other stakeholders.
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Common definition and conceptualization clarity on the objectives of Community Services and the Local
Government mandate: There is an insufficient consensus and clarity amongst Councillors and officials regarding
what municipal priorities for Community Services should be. These may result in:
•
•

Under-funding since Community Services are considered to be ‘soft issues’.
The mandate and objectives of Community Services function are often diluted when many other functions
which are not relevant to the function are placed in the directorates which are to deliver on the function. One
official summarised the problem as: “If they don’t know where to put something, it ends up in Community
Services.”

•
2)

The Constitution

Schedule 4 Part B and 5 Part B functions

Community Services must be provided to communities in a cost-effective and
affordable manner

FUNCTIONS

The municipality must ensure that a service does not negatively affect the ability of
future generations to benefit from a natural resource (e.g. the negative impact of
pollution on land)

To promote social and
economic development
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Child care facilities

The municipality must have sufficient staff who are appropriately trained to ensure
that a service is sustainable.

Electricity and gas reticulation

Planning:

Firefighting services

Municipal planning means looking ahead by anticipating and making arrangements
for dealing with future problems and risks by projecting trends (e.g. the impact of the
migration of people on the demand for Community Services).

Local tourism

All decisions made and actions taken by a municipality for the delivery of Community
Services must have as much impact on the social and economic development of
communities as possible.

Municipal airports
Municipal planning
Municipal health services

Examples:
•

Relief for the poor through the provision of free basic services such as water and
electricity.

In terms of Section 152 of the Constitution, the objects of Local Government overall and in terms of Community Services
are outlined in the table below:

•

Promote social development through arts and culture, the provision of
recreational and community facilities and the delivery of social welfare services
such as ECD.

•

Working with stakeholders to provide skills development opportunities and
stimulate job creation and small business development.

•

Community Services must promote a safe environment, which is related to
issues of security (crime prevention and traffic safety).

Trading regulations
Water and sanitation services

Local Government
Objectives
To provide democratic and
accountable government for
local communities

Applicability for Community Services
•

The democratic system of government means that there is cooperative
governance between the national, provincial and local levels.

To promote safe and healthy
environment

•

Communities are represented by elected Councillors

•

•

Communities participate in the local government decision-making process on
Community Services, for example: Through IDP processes, Ward Councillors,
Ward Committees, and Stakeholder Forums.

Community Services must promote a safe and healthy environment, which is
related to issues of environmental health (pollution, water quality); ensuring that
the municipal area is not environmentally harmful to communities.

•

Promoting a safe and healthy environment also means that development must
take place in an environmentally sustainable manner.

•

Community participation must ensure that the needs of communities are
addressed and in the most appropriate manner.

•

Citizens have the right to hold government to account for, and get reasons for
government decisions that directly affect them.

•

Municipalities must structure and manage their affairs in compliance with the
values of democracy and accountability.

To encourage the
involvement of communities
and community organization
in the matters of local
government

Stakeholders affected by a municipality’s decisions or actions have a right to be
consulted and contribute to such a decision. Through public participation processes,
the municipality must:
•

Take into account the interests and concerns of the residents when it crafts bylaws, policy and implements its programmes; and

•

Communicate to the community regarding its activities.

The Constitution outlines specific powers and functions for each of the three spheres of Government, with developmental
Local Government focusing on Local Government as the site of delivery. The Constitution states that a municipality
has executive authority in respect of, and has the right to administer the Local Government matters listed in Part B
of Schedule 4 and Part B of Schedule 5. These powers are commonly referred to as the ‘original’ powers of Local
Government and are the most significant for the local sphere. These powers may not be removed or amended by any
ordinary national legislation or provincial Act. The table below outlines the powers and functions of Local and District
Municipalities in terms of the Constitution. These powers and functions are considered to be the ‘core functions’ of Local
Government.

Municipalities vary in their scope and approaches to Community Development even within municipalities of
the same category. Some municipalities have adopted a largely implementer role while others have adopted
a largely coordinator and facilitator role.

Purpose and Objective of the Framework

5

Building regulations

The Constitution of the Republic of South Africa (1996) is the key guiding document to the establishing of the Framework.
It emphasises that socio-economic development is a significant objective of Local Government which must be promoted
through partnerships with stakeholders.

The ambiguously defined scope of Community Services contributes to the insufficiency of human and financial
resources allocated to this function.
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Air pollution

Administrative sustainability:

The Local Government Framework for Community Services aims to support municipalities, especially small and underresourced municipalities, with the following in relation to Community Services:
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Financial sustainability:

Environmental sustainability:

The Legal and Policy Framework for Community Services

Scope and Approaches of Community Services:
•

1.2

2.1

To ensure the provision of
services to communities in a
sustainable manner

Recommendations of indicators for the planning and monitoring of Community Services.

The mandate and role of Local Government in Community Services are described in various legislative and policy
documents.

Political differences amongst political parties and the variation in priorities may result in a failure for
municipalities to implement.

•

This project is co-funded by
the European Union

Conceptual clarity on the terms associated with Community Services, such as ‘Community Development’; or
‘Social Development,’ are often used interchangeably. The Framework aims to provide clarity on how these terms
relate to the actions and related outcomes of Local Government. [What happened to definitions? And aren’t
outcomes related to objectives rather than concepts?]

2)

The project involved eight municipalities in four provinces:

These municipalities attended a range of research and knowledge sharing events, including a focus group, workshops,
and peer-learning sessions, in order to provide input on their approaches to Community Development and Services.
As the local level coordinators and implementers of Community Services programmes, these municipalities provided
valuable first-hand insight on their success, challenges and recommendations for the development of the Local
Government Framework for Community Services.

A Local Government Framework for Community Services .......................................................................... 25
4.1

This project is co-funded by
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Introduction

In 2016 the European Union Commission (EU) awarded the South African Local Government Association (SALGA) grant
funding to implement the three year ‘Strengthening Governance and Capacity in Local Government Project’. Specific
Objective 2 of the project aimed to capacitate municipalities to design sustainable Community Services plans that
improve service delivery and accountability while enhancing the lives of vulnerable groups.

Municipal public transport
Municipal public works
Pontoons, ferries, jetties
Storm water management systems in built-up areas

Beaches and amusement facilities
Billboards and the display of advertisements in public places
Cemeteries, funeral parlours and crematoria
Cleansing
Control of public nuisances
Control of undertakings that sell liquor to the public
Facilities for the accommodation, care and burial of animals
Fencing and fences
Licensing of dogs
Licensing and control of undertakings that sell food to the public
Local amenities
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A Synopsis of SALGA Structures & Events

National Conference
SALGA is mandated to host a National Conference within a period of 90 (ninety) days after every
general local government elections (5 years). The conference is held once over a period of three days.
The National Conference is mandated to carry out a number of duties such as, electing the members
of the National Executive Committee; establishing and reviewing SALGA’s oversight bodies as may be
required by law; reviewing audited financial statements in respect of the previous year and assessing
SALGA’s financial performance as well as approving the programme of action, business plan and the
budget of SALGA as approved by the National Executive Committee in respect of the…[read more]

SNIPPETS

Annual Local Government Performance Management Seminar (PMS)
The Annual Local Government Seminar series is convened under the auspices of the SALGA Centre
for Leadership and Governance (SCLG) as part of its Continuous Professional Development package
of offerings to realise the goal of professionalising municipal administrations and to create an
empowered and knowledgeable cadre of political and administrative leadership on the one hand, as
well as specialists/practitioners on the other hand, based on the triple operating model of learning,
sharing and reflection. The seminar focuses on approaches and mechanisms for transforming
performance for impact and how to design meaningful performance indicators for service delivery.
It further aims to deliver insights and learnings that will contribute towards…[read more]
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A Synopsis of SALGA Structures & Events
2. SALGA Governance Structures

The efficient management of stakeholders has become a core element of business strategies in many
successful organisations. In line with the SALGA mandate to represent, promote and protect the
interest of local government, the association recognizes the important roles of stakeholders in the
local government sphere. Stakeholders are integral in shaping and supporting the implementation of
the SALGA mandate and programme of action. Stakeholder relations, including inter-governmental
relations remains one of our key pillars of strength. It is through harnessing these relationships that
we are able to stretch our limited resources to do more with less.

Stakeholders are encouraged to identify events of interests and partner with SALGA to contribute to
inspiring service delivery.

3

1

Socio-economic, environmental, and humanitarian challenges faced by countries and local
governments in particular require sustainable cross-sector and multi-stakeholder partnerships to
address international and national goals like the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and the
National Development Plan (NDP) that requires strong relationships and collective action by all
sectors to succeed.

This publication shares SALGA’s governance structures and learning events to continue to enable
better understanding of SALGA and jointly explore more opportunities for partnerships and
collaborations.

SALGA Knowledge Sharing and Learning Events ..................................................................................12
3.1 Annual Local Government Performance Management Seminar (PMS) .........................................12
3.2 Annual Local Government Labour Law Seminar..................................................................................13
3.3 Annual Local Government Human Resource Best Practice Seminar..............................................14
3.4 Municipal Innovative Infrastructure Finance Conference..................................................................15
3.5 Annual Research Colloquium....................................................................................................................17

Building Strategic Partnerships
for Local Government

A Synopsis of SALGA Structures & Events
1. Introduction

1
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{

A Synopsis of SALGA Structures & Events
2.2

SALGA is mandated to host a National Conference within a period of 90 (ninety) days after every
general local government elections (5 years). The conference is held once over a period of three
days. The National Conference is mandated to carry out a number of duties such as, electing the
members of the National Executive Committee; establishing and reviewing SALGA’s oversight
bodies as may be required by law; reviewing audited financial statements in respect of the previous
year and assessing SALGA’s financial performance as well as approving the programme of action,
business plan and the budget of SALGA as approved by the National Executive Committee in
respect of the ensuing year. The National Conference is attended by approximately 1600 delegates
including the President of SA, Ministers, NCOP Chairperson, Mayors, Municipal Managers; Speakers;
Chief Financial Officers, Councillors and other stakeholders in the public and private sectors.

Implementation
2.1

National Conference

National Executive Committee (NEC)
A new 27 member National Executive Committee (NEC) was formally elected at the fifth national
conference of SALGA held in Sandton, Johannesburg from 28 November to 1 December 2016. The
NEC is the highest decision making body of SALGA in between national conferences and national
members assemblies.
The NEC consists of the President of SALGA, three deputy presidents, fourteen additional members,
9 provincial chairpersons of SALGA, who are ex-Officio members of the NEC, SALGA Women’s
Commission chairperson, the head of administration, 3 co-opted members. The NEC meets at
least once quarterly or when the need arises.

5

2.3

Provincial Conferences
As part of its mandate, SALGA organises provincial conferences held within 60 days after every local
government elections and thirty days before the National Conference. The provincial conference
is mandated amongst others to elect the members of the Provincial Executive Committee; and
establish and review SALGA’s oversight bodies as may be required by law. The Provincial Member’s
Assembly is attended by Mayors, Municipal Managers (MMs), Chief Financial Officers (CFO) and
Member of Mayoral Committee (MMC) and Councillors at large from the Province where the PC is
being held.

6
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SALGA MOBI APP
SALGA Mobile Application (Mobi App) is a Smart Mobile Application designed by SALGA
and co-funded by the European Union with an objective to acquire and disseminate past
performance, current and risk information about municipalities. The information, insight
and intelligence is aimed to inform and enhance decision making process on a range
of issues affecting municipalities. Timely and easily accessible information will provide
municipalities, SALGA and stakeholders with the intelligence they need to improve service
delivery.

•	Salga Mobi App Features
- Violence/Incidents Reporting
App
- Social Unrest Risk Scale
- Municipal Barometer
- Salga Website

This project is co-funded by
the European Union

SALGA MOBILE APPLICATION
IN BRIEF | 2019

• What are the Protest Risk Scale and the Violent Unrest Risk Scale?
• What do the Protest and Unrest Risk Scales allow you to do?

Violence Reporting

• What can the Protest and Unrest Risk Scales not do?

Social Unrest Risk
Scale

• What are the main insights from the Protest and Unrest Scale study?

Municipal Barometer

• How reliable are the Protest and Unrest Risk Scales?

SALGA Website

• Who can use the Protest and Unrest Risk Scales?

www.salga.org.za
www.salga.org.za
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SALGA MOBI APP
SALGA Mobile Application (Mobi App) is a Smart Mobile Application designed by
SALGA and co-funded by the European Union with an objective to acquire and
disseminate past performance, current and risk information about municipalities.
The information, insight and intelligence is aimed to inform and enhance decision
making process on a range of issues affecting municipalities. Timely and easily
accessible information will provide municipalities, SALGA and stakeholders with
the intelligence they need to improve service delivery.
In particular, SALGA should use the information to support and advise municipalities
on a range of matters that require attention. It should use the information to
lobby for and mobilise resources on behalf of municipalities. Local Government
Practitioners on the other hand, should use the information during decision making
processes, planning, budgeting, monitoring and evaluation and governance. Other
stakeholders should use the information to improve their understanding on issues
that affect municipalities and therefore generate programmes, interventions or
measures that appropriately respond to the needs of municipalities

This project is co-funded by
the European Union

This project is co-funded by
the European Union

The tool tracks quantitative and geographical information by ensuring that the basic
data, reported in the form of a spreadsheet, is extrapolated and plotted into graphs
and spatial illustrations in terms of the province, municipality, ward village and/
or township where the incidents have taken place. The app pinpoints the actual
position of the mobile device used for reporting, in order to enable responsive
attention to problem areas.
To align with the Organised Local Government’s vision of an improved councillor
welfare dispensation, SALGA ultimately plans to use the data extracted from the
app to lobby the relevant regulators for better safety mechanisms for councillors
and officials.

HOUSING

•

Population density

•

Percentage of housing owned and paid

•

Extent of popuation density

•

Percent of informal housing

Percentage of female head of households

•

Average household size

Percentage of head of household under
20 years

•

Average rooms

•

Age dependency

•

Average people per room

•

Percentage of children

•

Percentage of single household

•

Percentage of youth

•

Percentage of foreign citizens

•
•

INCOME
•

SALGA MOBI APP FEATURES

Percentage of indigent

•

Percentage with unimproved pit latrires

•

Percentage without refuse removal

•

Percentage without piped water

•

Percentage without electricity

•

Gini co-efficient

•

Percentage of unemployed head of
household

•

Percentage of discouraged work seeker
(head)

EDUCATION

•

Employment dependency

•

Adults without matric

•

Percentage without internet access

1) VIOLENCE/INCIDENTS REPORTING APP

Key Point to Note:

As a member centric organization, SALGA remains concerned about the plight of
Councillors and Municipal Officials. In 2016, SALGA conducted research looking
into the killings, harm and threats experienced by Councillors and Municipal
Managers in the conduct of their duties. The findings of the research indicated that
such acts of violence were relatively high.

Underlying risk factors are not enough to lead to actual protest/unrest. A trigger
is required, as well as someone mobilising the community to protest. It is also
important to note that not all protest is bad. Areas with high probability of protest
(high Protest Risk) but where protest is likely to be peaceful (low Violence Risk on
the scale) are actually areas where social cohesion is likely to be high, which is a
good thing. The value of knowing the risk level is so that a municipality can
pay particular attention to those high risk areas with high violent risk and try
to identify whether there are potential triggers and whether anyone is in the
process of mobilising.

It is against this background that this smart, user - friendly application was
developed to track, in real-time, the threats, harm, damage to property and killings
of Councillors (Executive Mayors, Mayors and Ward Councillors, Speakers, Chief
Whips); and Municipal Officials at various levels of management.

2
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2) SOCIAL UNREST RISK SCALE
The Social Unrest Risk Scale (SURS) is a SALGA application which identifies
communities/places at sub-ward level that are at high risk of protest. The places
are identified based on their underlying socio-economic factors. This means that
the scale looked at all communities around the country where peaceful protests
took place over the past 5 years, and found commonalities in those communities
in terms of infrastructure, socio-economic conditions and similar underlying
characteristics.

www.salga.org.za
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What are the Protest Risk Scale and the Violent Unrest Risk Scale?
a. The Protest Risk Scale: likelihood of protest occurring (either peaceful or
violent). Blue: low likelihood of protest. Red: high likelihood of protest. White:
uncertain likelihood of protest.

4

b. The Violent Unrest Risk Scale: likelihood of protest being violent (if protest
occurs). Blue: low likelihood of violent unrest. Red: high likelihood of violent
unrest.White: uncertain likelihood of violent unrest

www.salga.org.za

What are the main insights from the Protest and Unrest Scale study?
a. Protest and unrest relate statistically to the socio-economic conditions in
communities where they occur. Socio-economic data from the census can
explain 80% of community-based protest & unrest.
b. Peaceful protest and violent unrest occur in communities with different socioeconomic characteristics. Violent unrest is not simply an escalation of peaceful
protest but requires distinct prevention approaches.

MUNICIPAL SERVICE

Figure 2: Census variables, significant in comparing small scale area levels (SALs)

Figure 1: Mobi App features

This project is co-funded by
the European Union

This project is co-funded by
the European Union

DEMOGRAPHICS

How reliable are the Protest and Unrest Risk Scales?
a. The scales are 80% accurate in predicting whether there is likely to be protest.
This is an extremely high confidence level for a complex social process.
b. When tested against a sample of past protest incidents, 96% of all protest
cases and 99% of violent unrest cases were predicted correctly.
c.
Figure 3: Map of Alexandra illustrating how to interpret the Social Unrest Risk Scale

The probability confidence of the model is higher towards each end of the
scale. It shows with high confidence if a community is red (high risk) or blue
(low risk), while probability levels of communities with medium risk (yellow) are
less certain.

What do the Protest and Unrest Risk Scales allow you to do?

Who can use the Protest and Unrest Risk Scales?

a. Know where: Identify communities with higher risks of protest and of violent
unrest.

a) Municipal and IDP Planners: to identify high and low risk areas when
planning resource allocations and unrest-prevention activities. All programming
by municipalities should be conflict-sensitive. Decision on which services to
provide, where, in what way should take the unrest potential of each location
into account. Communities with high probability of peaceful protest may have
higher levels of social cohesion (ability to organise for a collective goal) while
communities with high probability of violent unrest may have lower levels of
social cohesion, impacting on the way in which municipal interventions are
received.

b. Know which: Enable mapping of at-risk localities to prioritise unrest-prevention
interventions.
c.

Know what to do: Support conflict-sensitive investment, budgeting, programme
planning and monitoring & evaluation.

What can the Protest and Unrest Risk Scales not do?
a. Predict when protest or violent unrest will take place. It does not monitor triggers
for protest, only underlying socio-economic enabling factors.
b. Provide probability of unrest relating to national or international issues; protests
at key points like magistrate’s courts, highways or government buildings; or
labour disputes unless these are concentrated in the community where workers
live.

www.salga.org.za
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b) Councillors: when planning how to communicate with high risk communities
about service delivery issues. Protest and Unrest are often triggered by how
community concerns are received and how service plans are communicated by
local government, even more than whether or not services have actually been
provided. Councillors in high protest and unrest risk areas can therefore be
supported to communicate more and with greater conflict sensitivity.

6
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c) Programme Managers: of all kinds (government, NGO, corporate) when
planning where to locate projects and how to make projects conflict-sensitive.

Telephone: 012 369 8000 | Fax: 012 369 8001

d) Safety and Security stakeholders: when prioritising conflict prevention
activities Target specific conflict prevention activities at communities with high
probability of violent protest.

Physical Address: Menlyn Corporate Park, Block
B, 175 Corobay Avenue, Cnr Garsfontein and
Corobay, Waterkloof Glen ext11, PRETORIA 0001

e) SALGA: to identify high risk areas, lobby and mobile resources on behalf of the
affected municipalities.

Postal Address: PO Box 2094, PRETORIA 0001

Access Link: http://salga-unrest.herokuapp.com/salga/municipality

3) MUNICIPAL BAROMETER
The Municipal Barometer is a web-based application that provides municipal
performance data to all. The portal track nine outcomes based indicators:
demographic trends, access to basic services, access to social services, good
governance and accountability, municipal financial viability, coherent municipal
planning, economic growth and development, environmental resilience and
capacitated municipalities. The minicipal barometer has the following features:
a. Databank: tracks a number of indicators accross the nine (9) barometer
themes. Some data is available as from 1996
b. Benchmarking Tool: benchmarks performance of all municipalities based on
19 selected indicators. Municipalities can see how they rank compared to their
peer on an individual indicator from the 19 or all combined.
c. Reports: provides a detailed narrative performance of individual municipalty.

Violence Reporting

Municipalities can access all this information on a click of a button from the municipal
Barometer web-based poertal

Social Unrest Risk
Scale

Access Link: http://www.municipalbarometer.co.za/

4) SALGA WEBSITE

Municipal Barometer

The website provides a platform for knowledge sharing content pertaining to the
organisation and local government. It further showcase stakeholders and partners
initiatives.

SALGA Website

Access Link: www.salga.org.za

www.salga.org.za
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Research Objectives, Approach and Methodology
The main objectives of the research were to update the 2016 SALGA study on violence
directed at municipal councillors and officials, with more quantitative and qualitative
components, including the development of historical SALGA database for the period
2000 to 2018. These objectives were achieved by using an inclusive methodology such
as a mixed-method design. By its nature, a mixed-method design consolidates the
integration of quantitative and qualitative data in a single investigation. The principle of this
methodology is that it permits more complete and synergistic use of data than would have
been the case with separate quantitative and qualitative data collection and analysis. The
four techniques applied in this study include: [read more]
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SUMMARY

IMPORTANCE

The local government sector is vulnerable and exposed to violence

Cost Associated to Political Violence

South Africa is experiencing a rise in local government-related political violence directed at municipal councillors
and officials. Threats, intimidation, malicious damage to property and political assassinations – sometimes under the
pretext of service delivery protests – are of serious concern to the local government sector and the country. From
2000 to the end of 2018, 89 councillors were victims of political killings. Most of these occurred in KwaZulu-Natal and
more specifically in the eThekwini Metropolitan Municipality. This violence is described as ‘having a debilitating effect
on the capacity of councillors to perform their roles as community representatives and thus sway many to reconsider
nomination for re-election’ (SALGA 2016: 7). It has the potential to cripple service delivery and severely damage trust
in public representation in the affected communities. The intimidation and assassination of public representatives
and officials have struck at the heart of democracy. A South African Local Government Association (SALGA 2019)
study determined the extent and impact of violence on councillors, municipal managers and officials, and the types
of measures that should be adopted to prevent the situation from spiralling further out of control. The purpose of this
policy brief is to elucidate the core reasons for political violence, its impact and possible policy responses.

Political killings are a threat to democracy, as pointed out by the South African Human Rights Commission (SAHRC
2018) in the build-up to the local government elections. Politically motivated murders and other acts of intimidation
endanger citizens’ constitutional rights (Khoisan 2016). One of the consequences is the reduced ability of local
government to attract suitable, qualified people for employment. This in turn has dire implications for service delivery,
which itself is a key driver of political killings. The end result may be a vicious circle of ever-escalating violence.

Online questionnaires were distributed to local government councillors, officials and ward committees throughout the
country. A large proportion (69%) of the respondents indicated that they had been exposed to some sort of violence
or threat related to their work in local government. We speculate that those who did respond would have been more
favourably biased towards such research than those who had not been exposed to threat or violence. They would
therefore more easily be able to relate to such exposure and would want to share their experiences.

Sources of threats and violence are diverse

The South African Special Risk Insurance Agency (SASRIA) provided SALGA with a high level-dataset for the period
2013 – 2018 on incidents of municipal property destructions and loss. The incidents included “peril” which comprised
of political riot, non-political riot and strike related damages and claims, which were paid out for the period under
review. The analysis revealed the following trends: The total damage pay-out for all types of political related incidents
for the period 2013-2018 was valued at R61 million. Of this amount, service delivery (political) related incidents were
by far the most expensive and contributed R57 millions of damage pay outs.

KEY RESEARCH FINDINGS

BACKGROUND
Politically-related violence is one of the leading threats to electoral democracies. The majority of young democracies
in Africa face high risks of electoral violence owing to poor socioeconomic conditions, which foster contestation for
control over resources. In the eyes of the electorate, factors such as unemployment, poverty and income inequality
tend to reduce the political legitimacy of a government and may motivate insurrection among disaffected parties, thus
resulting in political instability. South Africa is vulnerable on all three fronts, with a 27.6% unemployment rate, more
than 55% of the country’s population living in poverty and a 0.65 Gini coefficient signifying a high level of inequality
(Statistics South Africa 2019).
Political killings are not necessarily individually motivated. Material incentives exist for group-mediated planning
and orchestration of the assassination of high-profile local leaders and officials. A local community interest group or
aggrieved opposition party could account for political killings. The act of killing (for example, in the form of a local
politician being gunned down in front of his or her home and family) illustrates the strategic need for witnesses of
violence as a means of achieving a specific goal such as intimidation. Whereas one person might enact the violence,
it is executed for a group purpose or reward. An evidence- based policy response is required to direct a public course
of action to mitigate a problem which threatens the democratic foundations of our society.

Political assassinations have increased, especially over election periods
One of the most disturbing findings of the HSRC–SALGA research is that 89 councillors were assassinated during
the period 2000 to 2018. These assassinations increased over time and peaked in 2016/17, when 24 incidents of
assassinations and attempted assassinations were recorded. The high numbers of killings in 2016/17 coincided with
the period around the local government elections in 2016 and their aftermath.

Municipal managers and officials are less affected
In comparison with elected local councillors, others involved in local government (such as municipal managers,
senior municipal officials and ward committee members) were significantly less affected by political violence but did
not stay untouched.

KwaZulu-Natal is under siege
KwaZulu-Natal stands out as the province where councillors are particularly under siege. The overall picture painted
is that the assassination of councillors is a problem that touches all the provinces but especially on KwaZulu-Natal.
Overall, eThekwini Metropolitan Municipality featured as the area worst affected by political violence, with the highest
number of assassinations and attempted assassinations.

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES, APPROACH AND METHODOLOGY

It emerged that the main sources of threats or violence were from community members (63%), members of political
parties (39%), businesspeople (8%) or members of trade unions (8%). In some instances, the threats came from more
than one of these categories. Almost three-fifths (58%) of the respondents indicated that they knew the perpetrators.

Political violence directed at local government councillors, municipal managers, senior municipal officials and
members of ward committees has escalated in South Africa. The political killings and damage to property undermine
the institutional performance and functionality of municipalities and reverse the gains of democracy. While all nine
provinces were included in the study, the largest number of municipal councillors assassinated was in KwaZuluNatal. The failure to introduce and implement effective and appropriate preventive measures has had devastating
effects on the morale of municipal officials and thus compromised their ability to manage service delivery effectively.
The study calls for urgent interventions to address political violence and an end to the threat upon the lives and
careers of politicians and officials.

There are low levels of reporting of violence

Recommendations

Almost one-quarter (24%) of those who said they had been exposed to a threat or violence reported it to the police as
well as their council. A further 29% had reported the matter only to the police, 21% had reported it only to their council
and 2% had obtained private security. Almost one-fifth (19%) said that they were unable to deal with the issues and
5% used other methods to deal with the threat or violence.

Reporting does not spur action
Almost half (49%) of the respondents indicated that nothing had happened after they had reported the incident. Only
about one-fifth (21%) said that the threats or violence had subsequently stopped; 7% said that the perpetrators had
been arrested and 5% said that more violence had occurred.

This brief has been adopted from the Human Science Research
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The main objectives of the research were to update the 2016 SALGA study on violence directed at municipal
councillors and officials, with more quantitative and qualitative components, including the development of historical
SALGA database for the period 2000 to 2018. These objectives were achieved by using an inclusive methodology
such as a mixed-method design. By its nature, a mixed-method design consolidates the integration of quantitative
and qualitative data in a single investigation. The principle of this methodology is that it permits more complete and
synergistic use of data than would have been the case with separate quantitative and qualitative data collection
and analysis. The four techniques applied in this study include: (i) document, database and media analysis; (ii) a
quantitative survey (online and hard copies distributed at SALGA Governance Working Group meetings) of municipal
managers, senior municipal officials, ward councillors and ward committee members; (iii) in-depth interviews with
selected municipal managers, senior municipal officials, ward councillors and ward committee members in the
Richmond Local Municipality and in the City of Cape Town Metropolitan Municipality; and (iv) focus group interviews
with ward committee members in the City of Cape Town (Atlantis).
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•

Political party contestations, factions and factionalism need to be better managed and controlled by political
parties as a means of reducing intraparty violence, intimidation and killings. The Moerane Commission of Inquiry
(2018) stated that political parties need to take responsibility for the prevention of violent competition between
members and should provide adequate education on peaceful democratic practices.

•

Apart from party political schools, it is crucial to advocate public education as a platform to tackle the problems of
violence as a political tactic and for entrenching democratic cultures, social cohesion and citizenship.

•

The state should take urgent measures to depoliticise and professionalise the public service as called for by the
Moerane Commission of Inquiry (2018) and in line with the National Development Plan (Chapter 13) in order to
root out the politics of patronage, incumbency and personal accumulation.

•

Councillors need the guidance and support of SALGA to pursue alternative careers after the expiry of their terms
of office. This will reduce the widespread phenomenon of an initial ‘call of duty’ deteriorating into political career
opportunism or ‘careerism’. A major motive for political rivalry and killings would thus be removed in the longer
term.

•

Frustration about a perceived lack of municipal service delivery was identified in the study as an important motive
for violence. With collaboration from political parties, civil society organisations and SALGA, municipalities should
regularly audit the quality of service delivery in order to address burning issues and to serve as an early warning
intervention and precaution against violence.

•

The perceived inadequacy of security measures at council premises and the homes of councillors should be
addressed as a matter of urgency. A needs-based analysis is required to assess existing protection measures
and to determine the budget for enhanced security interventions.

•

Support to persons and families affected by political violence, whether emotionally or psychologically, should
be made compulsory in the municipalities immediately after a threat or an incident of violence. Therapeutic
intervention mechanisms should be in the form of debriefing and intensive counselling.

•

SALGA, the National Prosecuting Authority and the South African Police Service, through the safety and security
cluster and the portfolio committee as an oversight body, should synergise their efforts to act on charges and
complaints of violence and acts of intimidation. Successful prosecutions should be publicised as a means of
deterrence, thereby demonstrating that threats and violence which target local government will not be tolerated.

Violence has a severe impact on political representatives and officials
Almost three-quarters (73%) were of the view that ‘violence and threats prevent Councillors/Ward Committee
Members/ Senior Municipal Officials/Municipal Managers from effectively carrying out their duties’. Similarly, about
three-fifths (61%) felt that ‘violence and threats prevent councillors from running for office again’.

Municipal councils are not doing enough to safeguard representatives and
officials
An alarming 62% indicated that they felt unsafe or very unsafe while doing their local government jobs. Consequently,
it is no surprise that 56% of the respondents did not feel protected by their municipal council and 60% were not
satisfied with the existing safety mechanisms in their municipality.
Figure 1: Correlations of assassinations and attempts in election years
Assassinations and attempts in election years

2

Conclusion and recommendations

Frustration about lack of municipal service delivery (49%) was perceived to be the main motive for the threat or
violence. Smaller proportions of the respondents saw the motive as general criminality (24%) or contestation for
nomination in municipal elections (22%).

Service delivery is the main motive

3
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•

There is a lack of public understanding of the processes and procedures that should be followed at local government
level to facilitate enhanced service delivery. Ongoing information-sharing campaigns would serve to diminish
public anger and frustration, and create a better understanding of the responsibilities and work of politicians
and municipal officials. In addition, councils should facilitate constructive citizen engagement between ward
councillors, ward committees and community members to enhance effective participatory and developmental
local governance, and thereby to regain trust in local government.

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

VIOLENCE REPORTING APPLICATION
In order to improve the accuracy of statistics on the incidents directed at municipal councillors and officials, SALGA,
has developed an Incidence Report tool which is embedded on the SALGA Smart Mobile Application. The Incidence
Reporting is also a direct response of the studies’ findings which pointed out that there was no systematic tracking
of the violence incidents directed at local government as well as its associated costs. Consequently, this affects
informed and reliable decision making on issues of councillor and municipal officials welfare. Local Councillors and
Municipal officials can register any type of violence using this application. Detailed information on the application will
be published and shared with all relevant stakeholders. SALGA will also be undertaking roadshows to deploy the
application in municipalities.

SALGA MOBI LANDING PAGES
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Introduction
Political violence is generally associated with important political moments of resistance
against the state such as South Africa’s transition to democracy.The early years of the South
African democracy, particularly during the transition from apartheid to democracy were
characterised by political violence that threatened the country’s democratic dispensation
(Jarstad and Höglund, 2015).The political violence increased political instability inherited
from…[read more]
Discussion and Findings
For the period 2014 to 2018, the value of political riot-related claims consistently reduced
from year to year and comprised 16% of total claims. During the period, 2013 to 2018
there was a general increase in nonpolitical claims while the value of strike- related claims
reduced for the period 2013 to 2018. However, 2017 marked a significant exception to the
general trend of lower strike related claims.The total damage pay out for all types of political
related incidents for the period 2013-2018 was valued at...[read more]
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Foreword
by SALGA President
Cllr. Thembi Nkadimeng
Countries, the world over and local authorities
in particular are facing immense challenges and
South Africa is no different. These challenges
include socio-political transformation; budgetary
and resource pressures and a lack of responsiveness
to public demands.
In South Africa, there is an urgent need to
improve delivery of services to communities,
more efficiency in the use of funding, better
use of technology in supplying services, and
most importantly improve municipal capacity
to deliver public services and deal with complex
environments. As an organisation committed to
meeting the basic needs of communities, SALGA
strives to strengthen the capacity of municipalities
to deliver services. Helping local government find
real world solutions to real world challenges and
to think globally whilst acting locally, is one of the
cornerstone principles of SALGA’s mandate. This
has largely influenced our partnership with the
Goldman School of Public Policy of the University
of California Berkeley. This partnership represents
a ground breaking initiative that I believe will
greatly enhance local government capacity at
a leadership level. The partnership has given
rise to the creation of the Leadership Impact

3

4

Mr. Xolile George

and Innovation Programme which is a signature
international capacity building initiative that has
been added to the menu of municipal capacity
building offerings delivered by SALGA for the
benefit of municipalities. This programme also
further enhances SALGA’s commitment to service
delivery and excellence.

Good governance and resilient municipal
institutions is one of the three goals in the
SALGA Strategic Plan: 2017-2022. This goal
aims to strengthen oversight and accountability,
modernise governance systems and processes,
explore new models of interface with communities
and professionalise local government.

It therefore gives me great pleasure to welcome
the arrival of our newest international partner
in the capacity building space in the form of the
Goldman School of Public Policy of the University
of California Berkeley. In September 2019, the
first cohort of South African municipal leaders will
attend this multi-faceted leadership development
programme. On behalf of the SALGA national
executive committee, I wish all the members of the
1st learning cohort all the best in the learning and
development journey they are about to undertake.

This goal is underpinned by the Sustainable
Development Goals (SDG) and South Africa’s
National Development Plan (NDP). SDG 11
seeks to “make cities inclusive, safe, resilient and
sustainable” while SDG 16 seeks to “build effective,
accountable institutions at all levels”. NDP
Chapter 13 relates to “building a capable state”
through among others strengthening delegation,
accountability and oversight while Chapter 14
relates to “fighting corruption” through among
others creating a transparent, responsive and
accountable public service.

Cllr. Thembi Nkadimeng
SALGA President

One of SALGA’s mandates is to strengthen
local government capacity to deliver services to
their constituencies. Since establishment it has
continued to fulfil this mandate through a variety
of programmes and initiatives targeted at elected
and appointed local government officials. In its
quest to drive a development agenda through
reflection and thought leadership, SALGA focuses
on enhancing leadership and governance

The SALGA Strategic Plan 2017-2022 aims
to strengthen SALGA’s role as the protector to
enforce the rights of local government as well as
to constructively disrupt where the existing overall
system compromises the ability of the sector to
deliver on its mandate. This strategic plan asserts
the belief that local government is the sector that
is closest to the people and therefore, must be
empowered, resourced and capacitated to assume
its critical role of delivering quality services.

Transform local government to enable it to fulfil its developmental mandate
Lobby, Advocate & Represent
Lobby, advocate, protect and
represent the interest of local
government at relevant structures
and platforms.

Vision, Mission and Values

capabilities, and on entrenching professionalism
in a dynamic and complex municipal environment.
Continuing with this development agenda, SALGA
concluded a partnership with the Goldman School
of Public Policy, University of California Berkeley
in September 2019 to provide a uniquely curated
developmental opportunity for 20 South African
municipal leaders anchored on, inter alia, learning
disciplines such as Rethinking Public Management,
Leadership in Challenging Times, Doing More with
Less, Smart and Connected Cities, Big Data and
Innovations in Service Delivery.

SALGA Strategy at a Glance (2017-2022)

SALGA Mandate

South African Local Government Association
(SALGA) is an association of municipalities in
South Africa recognised in terms of Section 163
of the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa.
SALGA serves as the representative voice of 257
municipalities with a vision to be an association of
municipalities that is at the cutting edge of quality
and sustainable services.

Message
by the SALGA CEO

Employer Body
Act as an employer
body representing all
municipal members and,
by agreement, associate
members.

Employer
Body

Visio

n

Goal 2

Capacity Building
Build the capacity of the
municipality as an institution as
well as leadership and technical
capacity of both Councillors and
Officials.

Good governance and
resilient municipal
institutions

Goal 1

Capacity
Building

Sustainable,
inclusive and
economic growth
and spatial transformation

Vision

To be an association of
municipalities that is at the
cutting-edge of quality and
sustainable ser vices

Lobby,
Advocate &
Represent

Inspiring Spatial Justice
and Social Cohesion
through the Integrated
Management of
Space, Economies
and People

Goal 3
Financial
sustainability of local
government and
greater Fiscal equity

Support &
Advice

Values

Responsive
Innovative
Dynamic
Excellence

I am delighted for this opportunity and for the first
SALGA learning cohort that is to participate in the
Leadership Impact and Innovation Programme
that is being rolled out from 09-20 September
2019. We expect that the knowledge you will
acquire will have a far reaching transformative
impact on our municipalities

Values

SNIPPETS

VIEW THE FULL PUBLICATION

Knowledge &
Information
Sharing

sion

Mis

We look forward to seeing benefits of this exciting
and important initiative.
Mr. Xolile George
SALGA Chief Executive
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Enablers
Strategic
Profiling

Information and Communication
Technology (ICT)
Data Intelligence

Mission

To be consultative, informed,
mandated, credible and
accountable to our membership
and to provide value for money

Knowledge & Information Sharing
Serve as the hub for local government
knowledge, intelligence and inovation.

Strategic Profiling
Build the profile and image of
local government within South
Africa as well as outside the
country.

Support & Advice
Support and advise our members on
a range of issues to assist effective
execution of their mandate.
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Innovation
Research and Knowledge
Management
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Marketing and Communication
Strategic Partnerships
Effective and Efficient Administration
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Legislative Framework and Standards Governing Records
Prior to the 1996 Constitution (Act no.108), public records of all three levels of government
(national, provincial and local) were governed by national legislation. However, the new
Constitution of the Republic of South Africa divides the responsibility for the management
of records of public bodies between the National and the Provincial Archives Services. In
terms of Schedule 5 of the…[read more]

LOCAL GOVERNMENT
RECORDS MANAGEMENT TOOLKIT
2020

(Quote from Page 37)
Records should be managed by the governmental body in terms of the broad policy guidelines
contained in the National Archives and Records Service of South Africa Act, (Act No 43 of 1996
as amended). It is, however, essential for each body to establish its own records management
policy to link its unique processes and procedures to the requirements of the National Archives
and Records Service of South Africa Act. The policy should not only be in line with the Act
but should also link up with the body’s overall mandate and mission objectives. The records
management policy provides the framework within which a governmental body affirms its
commitment to create authentic and reliable records.

VIEW THE FULL PUBLICATION

SNIPPETS

ABOUT THIS PUBLICATION
This publication, developed by the Auditor-General South Africa (AGSA) and the South African Local
Government Association (SALGA) is intended to provide guidance to municipalities on understanding
of Records Management to ensure transparency, good governance, accountability, business
continuity and service delivery in local government. The publication aims to assist Municipalities to
maintain, manage and use records in line with sound records management principles
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Chapter 9 of the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 1996 (constitution) establishes the AGSA
as one of the state institutions supporting constitutional democracy. The constitution entrenches our
independence by directing that we are subject only to the constitution and the law. The constitution
requires us to be impartial and to exercise our powers and perform our functions without fear, favour
or prejudice. Our functions are described in section 188 of the constitution. These functions are further
regulated by chapters 2 and 3 of the Public Audit Act, 2004 (Act No. 25 of 2004) (PAA).

South African Local Government Association (SALGA) is an association of municipalities in South Africa
recognised in terms of Section 163 of the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa. SALGA serves
as the representative voice of 257 municipalities with a vision to be an association of municipalities
that is at the cutting edge of quality and sustainable services.

Annually, we conduct mandatory (regularity) audits of national and provincial government
departments, certain public entities, municipalities and municipal entities (our clients or auditees).
Furthermore, we conduct discretionary audits, such as performance audits, special audits and
investigations. Our audit reports are made public and are tabled in Parliament, Provincial Legislatures
and Municipal Councils. In addition to these audit-specific reports, we publish two general reports
every year wherein we analyse the outcomes of the audits at national, provincial, and municipal
levels.
The AG accounts to the National Assembly (NA) in terms of section 181(5) of the constitution read with
sub-section 3(d) of the PAA. The standing committee on the auditor-general (SCoAG), established in
terms of the constitution and the PAA, oversees our performance on behalf of the NA. The AG tables
our annual report, annual financial statements and the audit report on those financial statements in
Parliament as required by sub-section 10(1) of the PAA. Furthermore, the AG submits a business plan
and budget to SCoAG in terms of sub-section 38(2) (a) and to the speaker for tabling in the NA as per
sub-section 38(3) (a).
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Through our audit activities, we play an important role in enabling accountability and thus promote
democratic governance in South Africa. We do this by providing independent assurance to the
various legislatures on whether entities that use public funds have managed their financial affairs
in line with sound financial principles, have complied with the relevant legal framework and have
provided credible information on the achievement of their financial and performance objectives
in line with the PAA. This ensures that executive, officials, public entities and accounting authorities
are held accountable by South African citizens who elected them. This provides the rationale for our
work in empowering citizens ‘to hold the custodians of public resources accountable’ in terms of
International Standard of Supreme Audit Institutions (ISSAI) 12, The value and benefits of supreme audit
institutions (SAI) – making a difference to the lives of citizens.

MESSAGE OF SUPPORT FROM AGSA

1.

Representation, Advocacy and Lobbying refers to representing the interests of members in
legislatures and other policy making and oversight structures. It also refers to engaging with various
stakeholders, public debates etc. in the interest of Local Government.

2. Employer Body refers to being an effective employer representative for members. Employer
representation is carried out through collective bargaining (in terms of the Labour Relations
Act) in various structures including but not limited to those established in the South African Local
Government Bargaining Council.
3. Capacity Building refers to facilitating capacity building initiatives through among others;
representing member interests in the Local Government Sector Education Authority (LGSETA).
SALGA strives to facilitate a coherent, well-co-ordinated capacity building programme for
municipal councillors and officials.
4. Support and Advice refers to the provision of tools and services that enable municipalities to
understand and interpret trends, policies and legislation affecting Local Government and to
implement the said policies and plans
5. Strategic Profiling of Local Government refers to enhancing the profile and image of local
government as an important and credible agent for the delivery of services. Profiling focuses
within South Africa, the African continent and the rest of the world.
6. Knowledge and Information Sharing refers to building and sharing a comprehensive hub of Local
Government knowledge, intelligence and innovation that will enable informed delivery of other
SALGA mandates.

F

e are excited and proud to be part of the
development and delivery of the Local
Government Records Management Toolkit
formulated in partnership with the South African
Local Government Association (SALGA) to
enable and assist our colleagues in local government. This toolkit
is one of the practical interventions that we have identified in
our drive to strengthen the public sector. This intervention seeks
to establish and entrench disciplines such as effective record
management, which has been proven to provide a sound
foundation for ensuring openness, good governance and
accountability. Hopefully, this will enable accounting officers
and those charged with records management to develop
focused information management platforms.

SALGA aims to strengthen its role as the protector to enforce the rights of local government as well
as to constructively disrupt where the existing overall system compromises the ability of the sector to
deliver on its mandate. SALGA asserts the belief that local government is the sector that is closest to
the people and therefore, must be empowered, resourced and capacitated to assume its critical role
of delivering quality services.
Developmental Local Government is an essential component of the machinery of government. In
accordance with its constitutional mandate, SALGA is obliged to transform the local government
sector to one that has the required capacity to make a meaningful contribution to poverty alleviation,
economic development and all socio-economic opportunities that the state has geared itself to
provide for its people. SALGA mandate rests on six primary pillars:

MESSAGE OF SUPPORT FROM SALGA

W
Kimi Makwetu
Auditor-General

The AGSA’s involvement and engagements with the public
sector since our inception in 1911 have informed the oversight
we provide to the public sector. We can confidently state that
it is this in-depth knowledge of the challenges faced by the public sector that compel us to not
only highlight these challenges, but more importantly, also recommend solutions for improved public
confidence in our democracy.
As with all offices of government, local government endeavours daily to serve and account to the
South African public. Critical to this service is our ability to effectively manage records especially given
the mandated reporting regulations and our duty to our stakeholders. Sustained and effective records
management provides us with comfort in our ability to account and report back to our stakeholders in
an open and transparent manner.
As we emphasised during the presentation of the Auditor General’s 2015 -16 MFMA audit results and
several times, improved record keeping at municipalities, ensures that the basic controls around
transactions and reconciliations are in place. It also facilitates improved monitoring and credible
reporting on important matters such as supply chain and contract management. As auditors, our ideal
scenario when conducting audits is to receive the required information such as financial statements
that can be cross-referenced to all the relevant and required documents and records. But experience
has taught us that records management can be a stumbling block; and so we believe that this toolkit
is a step in the right direction to restoring the integrity of our local government and building public
confidence.
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This goal encapsulates the various policy, strategy and support
initiatives that are required to build an enabling fiscal framework
and adequate local government capacity to deal with financial
management. The ultimate focus of this goal is to build long-term
financial viability and broader sustainability of municipalities.
One of SALGA’s mandates is to strengthen local government
capacity to deliver services to their constituencies. To this effect,
SALGA introduced a comprehensive, multi-disciplinary, targetdriven and customised Municipal Audit Support Programme
(MASP) to improve the audit outcomes and maintain a strategic balance between a focus on audit
outcomes and providing the basic services to the citizens of South Africa. The overall objective of
MASP is to support municipalities who attained qualified or worse audit outcomes in order to gradually
improve and sustain improvements; and to support municipalities with unqualified, sustainable audit
outcomes.
Mr. Xolile George
SALGA Chief Executive

Long-term financial viability and sustainability of municipalities of municipalities require effective
management of information and records to enable business continuity, good governance and
service delivery. The importance of effective records management for municipalities cannot be
overemphasised.
I am delighted that SALGA is working with AGSA to contribute to the effective management of the
local government’s information resources to contribute to improved good governance and service
delivery.
We look forward to seeing benefits of this exciting and important partnership

Mr. Xolile George
SALGA Chief Executive

I trust that you will be able to use this toolkit to firstly help you get the basics right and secondly identify
solutions for the challenges you may face in your roles individually and collectively.

Local Government Records Management Toolkit
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4th Industrial Revolution: Implications & Opportunities for Municipalities
The 4th Industrial Revolution (4IR) represents a fundamental change in the way we live,
work and relate to each other. It is a collective term for the change in production patterns
enabled by the convergence of the biological, physical and digital worlds through a fusion of
technologies. According to the World Economic Forum, it is estimated that by 2030 there will
be more than 100 trillion sensors digitally connecting the human and natural environment in a
globally distributed intelligent network. For the first time in history, the entire human race can
collaborate directly with one another, democratising economic life. Digitisation and internet
connectivity have the ability to drive South Africa forward, thereby enabling…[read more]
Building the Nation: Human Settlements Innovations and Technologies
Provision of human settlements remains one of the most challenging tasks on the
development agenda for South Africa. This mirrors worldwide trends as population explosions
continue to create an increasing demand for liveable settlements and related services. In South
Africa, human settlement planning during the apartheid era consigned the majority of citizens
to places far away from work, economic and social facilities, and although a lot has been
achieved since 1994, more still needs to be done as envisioned in the National Development
Plan which mandates a series of interconnected interventions to address economic solutions,
institutional reforms, change to land management systems and…[read more]

a Knowledge & Innovation
Publication

4th Industrial revolution: implications & opportunities for municipalities

he states, will need more transparent public
engagement, efficient resource allocation and
optimal service delivery in order to ensure digital
transformation enabled growth.

South African technology entrepreneur, Mr Andile Ngcaba provide a highly enlightening and insightful
article in preparing municipalities for 4IR. Digitally transformed municipalities improve economic
prospects and quality of life for residents, alleviate poverty, drive innovation and productivity and work
towards social inclusion. Municipal leaders will learn a lot from this article.

Innovate Durban: creating, collaborating, connecting and celebrating
innovation

22

The aim of Innovate Durban is to provide a common platform for innovation initiatives within the
eThekwini region, with the key purpose of making innovation easy, accessible and possible. The need
for Innovate Durban was motivated by the fact that up until then there had been no single organisation
guiding and promoting innovation in eThekwini. This article provides important lessons to other
municipalities to prioritise and resource Innovation.

Municipal Institute of learning: a premier learning institute of local
government

32
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Municipal Institute of Learning (MILE) is playing an important role in capacity building and development
of municipal leaders and officials. Their overall mission is to support African municipalities with capacity
and knowledge to be effective in the delivery of local government’s core competencies. Their engaging
programmes bring together experts and thought leaders, policy-makers, academics, international
organisations, youth, technology innovators and representatives of civil society to drive positive change.

Welcome to the fifth edition of in.KNOW.vation,
an annual publication of the South African Local
Government Association (SALGA) that shares,
celebrates and profiles innovations, excellence
and partnerships relevant to local government.
in.KNOW.vation aims to accelerate knowledgesharing and learning to allow for the replication
of good practices and innovation solutions in line
with SALGA’s mandate of profiling, knowledgeand information-sharing.

It is important to understand
that 4IR is not coming,
it is already with us.
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4Th InDusTrIal revoluTIon
Implications & opportunities
for municipalities

BuIlDIng The naTIon
Human settlements
innovations and technologies

Presidential Advisory
Commission on the
4th Industrial Revolution

Treveen Rabindhnath demonstrates the e-Mall to President Ramaphosa at the
World ITU last September which was designed by Treveen’s teamof the ISADR
Branch of DTPS

The 4th Industrial Revolution (4IR) represents a fundamental change in the way we live, work and relate to
each other. Governments are among the most impacted by the power of 4IR. Ultimately, it is the ability
of governments to adapt that will determine their survival. The Department of Telecommunications
and Postal Services (DTPS) shares plans on preparing South Africa for 4IR and outlines implications and
opportunities for municipalities.

Digital Transformation strategies & Technologies: creating an enabling
environment for municipalities
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Current affairs and government agendas around the world are
currently lined with talks around the 4th Industrial Revolution (4IR),
also known as Industry 4.0, and its impact on societies, economies and
places of work. It is important to understand that 4IR is not coming, it
is already with us. Examples of its effects include the news of job losses
in the banking sector due to service automation and the increased
use of digital banking services as opposed to visiting branches; and
more recently, the world’s first successful middle ear transplant was
managed by a South African medical team, led by Professor Mashudu
Tshifularo, using 3D technology to recreate middle ear bones.
But there needs to be more than talks. There should be dedicated
plans and frameworks to prepare for the future, the environment
and the skills that the 4IR requires. Two important articles in this
edition provide further insights into the 4IR and its implications and
opportunities for municipalities in particular. The Department of
Telecommunications and Postal Services (DTPS) outlines the ways in
which South Africa is preparing for 4IR, while South African technology
entrepreneur Mr Andile Ngcaba gives valuable insight into what is
required for developing 4IR-enabling municipalities. Municipalities,

biotechnology, clean energy, quantum computing, and many more, almost
anything is possible. In contrast, others argue that 4IR also has the potential to
significantly worsen the state of inequality by widening the gap between low
skilled/low paid and high skilled/high paid employees by disrupting the labour
markets through automation.

The eThekwini Municipality understands the necessity
for Durban to be an Innovation Capital in South Africa
that is equal to its Johannesburg and Cape Town
counterparts and therefore serves as a core funder of
Innovate Durban and its various operations.

This edition profiles eThekwini Metro’s ‘Innovate
Durban’ and the Municipal Institute of Learning (MILE). The brand
‘Innovate Durban’ was developed in 2014 to drive innovation
interventions within the eThekwini Municipality, motivated by the
fact that up until then there had been no single organisation guiding
and promoting innovation in eThekwini. Innovate Durban’ provides
valuable lessons and benchmark practices for other municipalities
to prioritise innovation. The eThekwini Municipality understands
the necessity for Durban to be an Innovation Capital in South Africa
that is equal to its Johannesburg and Cape Town counterparts and
therefore serves as a core funder of Innovate Durban and its various
operations.

eThekwini’s Municipal Institute of Learning
(MILE) continues to build the much-needed
skills and expertise in local government. MILE
develops municipal capacity for delivery
and development across municipalities in
partnership with government, academia,
businesses and society at large.
This edition continues with the tradition of profiling home grown
innovations and technologies, with specific reference in this edition
to human settlements. Dr Anita Venter and Mr Peter McIntosh

introduce post-natural building technologies, which are described
as the advancements made in using natural methods to include the
‘new’ abundant resources falling in the category of waste to lessen
the ecological impact of these materials on the climate. Mr Nhanhla
Ndlovu introduces Hustlenomics, a for-profit, impact driven social
enterprise that focuses on up-skilling and creating opportunities
to replace informal backyard shacks with durable structures made
from natural soil and recycled construction waste materials to reduce
the carbon footprint of the buildings. Ms Sesethu Pilane shares how
their development of innovative mobile construction monitoring
applications (mobile apps) collect real-time quality and progress data
on site to inform project management for quick decision making in
the construction industry.
Lastly, the publication introduces the Technology Innovation Agency
(TIA), a national public entity centred on technology development
– from proof of concept to pre-commercialisation. To facilitate this
process, TIA comprises both financial and non-financial instruments
to support projects and companies throughout South Africa.

The effects of the changes brought on by this technological revolution are
already evident in the way that societies produce, distribute, and consume the
full range of goods and services which underpin human existence and drive
human development.

What is the 4th Industrial revolution?
The 4th Industrial Revolution (4IR) represents a fundamental change
in the way we live, work and relate to each other. It is a collective
term for the change in production patterns enabled by the
convergence of the biological, physical and digital worlds through
a fusion of technologies. According to the World Economic Forum,
it is estimated that by 2030 there will be more than 100 trillion
sensors digitally connecting the human and natural environment in
a globally distributed intelligent network. For the first time in history,
the entire human race can collaborate directly with one another,
democratising economic life. Digitisation and internet connectivity
have the ability to drive South Africa forward, thereby enabling
innovation, propelling new business models and improving the
delivery of public services.

At the core of the 4IR lies the concept of billions of people
connected by mobile devices with large processing power and
storage capacity, such as smart phones. Amplified by developments
in artificial intelligence (AI), robotics, the Internet of Things (IoT),
drones, autonomous vehicles, 3-D printing, nanotechnology,

By 2030 there will be more than

100 trillion sensors
digitally connecting the human and
natural environment in a globally
distributed intelligent network.

We hope this publication will inspire and encourage further
innovation and creative problem-solving to benefit local government,
its stakeholders, invested partners, collaborators and all individuals
reading this edition of in.KnoW.vation.

“For all the opportunities that arise from the Fourth Industrial Revolution - and there are
many - it does not come without risks. Perhaps one of the greatest is that the changes will
exacerbate inequalities. And as we all know, a more unequal world is a less stable one.”

Enjoy the read!

– Klaus schwab, The Fourth Industrial revolution
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Most countries are grappling to make
sense of the changes and to formulate
effective responses that minimise the
threats and maximise the opportunities.
how is sa preparing for 4Ir?
Due to the rapid pace at which the 4th Industrial Revolution is affecting societies
and economies, it is at the centre of many debates globally. In South Africa, as in
other countries around the world, we have been through such a transition before
and have had to answer similar questions at the advent of ICTs, particularly when
our democratic government began transforming the ICT sector in 1996. The
4IR presents a vision of a future involving further developments in information
and communication technologies, biotechnology and a full spectrum of related
developments. The real effects of the changes are in fact less about technology
than it is about the change in human routines and practices as the country
begin to utilise, incorporate and implement those technologies.
The World Economic Forum (WEF) has developed a data-driven tool to assess
country readiness to capitalise on future production opportunities, mitigate
risks and challenges, and be resilient and agile in responding to unknown
future shocks. In the current scenario, this translates to a country’s readiness to
adopt 4th Industrial Revolution paradigms. In broad terms, the tool assesses the
maturity and stability of a country’s production system (including complexity
and scale of their manufacturing base) and various drivers of production
(including, but not limited to, innovation potential, resources, human capital

and global trade and investment environment). Based on this
assessment countries are categorised as follows:

In February 2018, President Cyril Ramaphosa
announced in his 2018 State of the Nation Address
(SONA), that South Africa’s prosperity as a nation
depends on its ability to take full advantage of rapid
technological change. The use and advances in
information and communications technologies drive
the transition towards the 4th Industrial Revolution. At
the heart of our approach lies the question: “How will
South Africa prepare for the 4th Industrial Revolution
and what will be its impact on society as a whole?”
In response to this question and preparing South
Africa for the 4IR, Government has established the
Presidential Advisory Commission on the 4th Industrial
Revolution as part of the overall plan to revive and
restructure the South African economy to benefit from
heightened, rapid technological changes. South Africa
is following South Korea as the only other country
that has developed a national structure such as the
Commission to respond to advances brought on by
the 4IR.
The Commission will undertake high-level research,
international and regional benchmarking, and
engage stakeholders within and outside Government
in meetings and other fora, with a view to obtain
and consider the views of a cross-section of societal
role players in the development of the 4th Industrial
Revolution National Action Plan. The Commission’s
working groups, will cover the different aspects of
the value chain of the transition to the 4th Industrial
Revolution. These include:

•

Digital society and ICT policy

• Innovation, research and development
• Economic policy
• Industrial restructuring
• Labour market restructuring
• Inclusive growth
• Skills development
• Transforming government and governance
The Presidency champions the work of the
Commission due to the cross-cutting nature of the
4th Industrial Revolution and the Department of
Telecommunications and Postal Services (DTPS) act as
a line department for the Commission in coordination
with other key government departments.
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•

High Potential – Limited current production base, but positioned
well for the future;

•
•
•

Leading – Strong current base and positioned well for the future;
Legacy - Strong production base, but at risk for the future; or
Nascent – Limited production base and at risk for the future.

The assessment indicates that 25 of the 100 countries assessed can
be considered as ‘Leading’ and that these countries already account
for 75% of global manufacturing value-add. While these countries
are the early leaders in adopting 4IR paradigms or implementing
institutional structures and frameworks to adopt technologies and
practices, the reality is that no country is 100% ready at this early stage.

Nevertheless, lessons can be learnt from
early leaders such as China, Germany,
Japan, Republic of Korea, Singapore
and the United States of America, and
adapted to the South African context.
Conversely, 90% of the countries assessed from Latin America,
Middle East, Africa (including South Africa) and Eurasia are
considered ‘Nascent’. However, new technological paradigms
present a unique opportunity for nascent countries in that they have
the potential to leapfrog past established industries, since these
countries are not necessarily tied into legacy production systems.
Sub-Saharan Africa continues to lag behind other regions in terms
of the rate of adoption of 4IR technologies and markets. This
picture should be of great concern to South Africa and the rest
of the continent, as it is beginning to show emerging patterns of
unequal development which have been the hallmark of the past
three industrial revolutions. Against this backdrop it is important
to take note of recent developments in the SADC region wherein
South Africa spearheaded the inclusion of the 4IR as an imperative
topic in the meetings of the various SADC ministers across
different sectors. While the matter has been discussed
in practically every meeting of the SADC ministers,

Minister Stella Ndabeni-Abrahams at the Department of
Communication and NOKIA Innovation Day, 15 March 2019
the challenge remains to consolidate these deliberations and
debates into a single regional response strategy.
The advent of the 4IR has necessitated that countries develop new
policies, strategies and innovation plans to enable an inclusive
societal approach, with government taking the lead and the
responsibility. While South Africa currently has different elements of
the 4IR spread across government departments, state entities and
the private sector, there is currently no single plan or blueprint which
aligns all key role players (including civil society) to a single focus.
The situation calls for a complete rethink on the way South Africa
function collectively to position the country to and maximise the
value of all available resources.
The 4IR will significantly impact three segments of society: business,
government and individuals. Aligning government with 21st century
technological, economic and social realities will require innovations
at least as disruptive and profound as those embraced by the
private sector. For Africa, the continent has an opportunity to make
a significant contribution to the success of the revolution as it
means some of its biggest challenges can in fact become unique
opportunities.

“The biggest task facing us as a nation is how to build a capable 4IR Army that is
required by the new industries and technologies. At the centre of our response
therefore is a massive skills development programme. Our education system from
primary school must begin to include these critical technology skills, our universities
and TVET colleges must prioritise the development of these skills.”
–

Minister stella ndabeni-abrahams, national assembly Debate, 19 February 2019
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This article aims to express the importance of data for municipalities from the perspective of
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INTRODUCTION

Use of data and technology to improve service delivery and governance:
cases from eThekwini, Ekurhuleni and Blouberg
Municipalities are leveraging technology solutions to improve municipal services and the living
experience of residents. eThekwini Metropolitan Municipality scooped the 2019 Public Sector Innovator
of the Year, for using social media (Whatsapp) to open up access to municipal services to more citizens.
Ekurhuleni gained significant improvements through their E-Recruitment and Blouberg effectively
manages employee time inside and outside municipal offices.

SALGA mobile application for violence reporting, protests and
social unrest
SALGA remains concerned with the levels of violence in municipalities that in some cases leads to the
killing of councillors and officials. Through the use of data and technology, SALGA, with the support of
the European Union has introduced a mobile application to provide timely and easily accessible data and
intelligence on violence, protests and social unrest to manage risks and safe lives and property.

Unpacking South Africa’s urban data environment

20

Municipalities use data to improve decision making and deliver results that meet the needs of citizens.
By using data in this way, municipalities can base policy and planning on actual, live, and updated data.
The article by South African Cities Network provides context on how and why open data and technology
is important for municipalities; unpacks the Common Data Framework for Cities (CDFC); and showcases
use-case example of how cities use data to inform decision making.

Opening up financial data to empower citizens: Vulekamali and
Municipal Money
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South Africa is a founding member of the multilateral Open Government Partnership (OGP) initiative that
aims to secure concrete commitments from government to promote transparency, empower citizens,
fight corruption, and harness new technologies to strengthen governance. Vulekamali opens up national
and provincial budgets while Municipal Money provides municipal financial information. Both tools
promote accountably, transparency, active citizenry and good governance.

Financial and non-financial census of municipalities: key data and
insights from Statistics South Africa
Statistics South Africa produces two important census reports on municipalities: Financial Census of
Municipalities and Non-Financial Census of Municipalities. The census reports provide valuable data and
insights to municipalities, researchers, policymakers, economists and other users to analyse and assess
the state of local government to make required decisions and improvements.

Welcome to the sixth edition of in.KNOW.vation, an annual
publication of the South African Local Government Association
(SALGA) that shares, celebrates and profiles innovations, excellence
and partnerships relevant to local government. in.KNOW.vation
aims to accelerate knowledge sharing and learning to allow for the
replication of good practices and innovation solutions in line with
SALGA’s mandates of capacity building, profiling, knowledge and
information-sharing.
Data is increasingly becoming important for the running of
organisations and countries. For municipalities, data is important to
inform planning and implementation of municipal programme and
services. In this edition, we provide valuable information on the use
of data and technology in a municipal context. The South African
Cites Network (SACN) provides a detailed overview of urban data
in South African Municipalities, highlights the importance of open
data in informing evidence-based decision making, and showcase
tools and use-case examples.
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Statistics South Africa produces two important census reports on
municipalities: Financial Census of Municipalities and Non-Financial
Census of Municipalities. The census reports provide valuable
data and insights to municipalities, researchers, policymakers,
economists and other users to analyse and assess the state of local
government to make the required decisions and improvements.
National Treasury is keeping up the commitment to open data to
citizens with Vulekamali and Municipal Money. Vulekamali opens
up national and provincial budgets while Municipal Money provides
municipal financial information. Both tools promote accountability,
transparency, active citizenry and good governance. While there still
a need to build data infrastructure and capabilities for municipalities,
these resources demonstrate some commendable progress to
build on.
SALGA heartily congratulates eThekwini Metropolitan Municipality
for scooping the 2019 Public Sector Innovator of the Year Award for

the Whatsapp Fault Reporting Line project.
The use of Whatsapp, commonly available
social media tool, has significantly increased
the number of citizens who have access to the
municipality, especially from rural and informal
areas while saving municipal resources by
addressing water loses, potholes and oil leaks
speedily. This edition profiles Ekurhuleni’s
E-Recruitment, which improved recruitment
process, cutting on paper, time and resources
and Blouberg’ s Time and Attendance System,
which effectively manages employee time
inside and outside municipal offices. The use
of these technologies introduced efficiencies,
accountability and good governance that
improves delivery of services.
Municipal governments around the world
are adopting data and analytics to improve
planning and operations. Singapore’s data
strategy targets regional growth; Melbourne
cuts water treatment costs using Artificial
Intelligence; and Barcelona’s smart city
strategy is giving power to the people. These
cities are offering major lessons for South
African municipalities on the use of data
and technology to redefine living spaces and
experiences of citizens.
Auditor General of South Africa (AGSA)
highlights the importance of records

management for municipalities while
National Advisory Council on Innovation
(NACI) provides valuable information on
innovation indicators for local systems of
innovation. Incubation hubs like Riversands
play a crucial role in fostering Innovation,
providing an enabling environment to grow
start-ups and enterprises, which is good for
municipalities.

Data is
increasingly
becoming important
for the running
of organisations
and countries. For
municipalities,
data is important
to inform planning
and implementation
of municipal
programme and
services.

ImpROvINg seRvICe DelIveRy aND gOveRNaNCe
ThROUgh DaTa aND TeChNOlOgy:
Cases from eThekwini, Ekurhuleni and Blouberg
Municipalities are leveraging technology solutions to improve
municipal services and the living experience of residents. In this
article, we profile the 2019 Public Sector Innovator of the Year,
eThekwini Metropolitan Municipality, for using social media
(whatsapp) to open up access to municipal services to more citizens,
particularly from rural and informal settlements.

E-Recruitment improved recruitment processes, cutting on paper,
time and resources. Blouberg’s Time and Attendance System
effectively manages employee time inside and outside municipal
offices. The system saves time and money by putting an end to
inaccurate reporting, buddy punching, absenteeism, tardiness and
overpayment.

E-Recruitment System of Ekurhuleni Metropolitan Municipality
and the Time and Attendance System of Blouberg Local
Municipality were shared at the 2nd Annual Local Government
Talent Management Seminar of January 2020, hosted by SALGA.

The use of these technologies introduced efficiency, accountability
and good governance that improves delivery of services. Other
municipalities can learn more from use of these technologies by
eThekwini, Ekurhuleni and Blouberg.

Whatsapp Fault Reporting Line - eThekwini Metropolitan Municipality,
KwaZulu Natal - (2019 Public Sector Innovator of the Year - CPSI Awards)
Contribution by CPSI & eThekwini Metropolitan Municipality (Aaron Mfunda and Bongani Hlope)

a) Project Overview

c) Impact of the Project

The eThekwini Engineering Contact Centre is a 24 hours, 7 days a
week platform provided by eThekwini Municipality for citizens to
report service delivery issues which include, but not limited to: water
leaks, burst pipes, illegal connections, blocked sewer drains, water
supply interruptions, storm water drains, leaking meters, damaged
standpipes, road spillages, faulty traffic lights, road maintenance
issues and query their utility bills. The municipality has the following
channels available for citizens to report faults: Telephone; SMS line;
E-mail; and Walk-in Centers.

The Municipality receives and responds to over 5000 WhatsApp
messages monthly. These messages are from citizens reporting
various faults such as leaks, burst pipes, potholes, blocked sewer and
storm water drains, faulty traffic lights or query their utility accounts.
The project provides an affordable and convenient platform for citizens
to report instead of waiting in long queues or telephone. Furthermore,
citizens can simply take pictures or send location instead of spending
time explaining what they are reporting and giving directions. The
Municipality has rolled out free WIFI connections in various areas,
making it easy for citizens to report from their particular areas, thus
saving their hard-earned money which they would otherwise have to
use for airtime and data.

Inputs from citizens in various consultative platforms such as Budget
Hearings; Masakhane Roadshows; Focus Groups and User Platforms;
as well as ward based community meetings attended by the
Municipality’s Education and Awareness as well as Community Liaison
Officers, resulted in the municipality taking a decision to investigate
and explore additional ways to make it simpler, cost-effective and
more convenient for citizens to communicate with the Municipality
over and above the existing communication platforms.
For example, citizens were forced to use their hard-earned money
to travel to the centers to report issues to the City as many of them
do not have access to e-mails. Furthermore, the City suffered from
huge water losses due to water leaks not being reported timeously.
Plumbers would take hours trying to find the area where the burst
or leaking pipe or water meter is. To address these and other issues,
the WhatsApp Messenger was added to the list of channels of
communication.
b) The Innovation

SALGA remains concerned
with the level of violence in
municipalities that in some
cases leads to the killing of
councillors and officials.

WhatsApp Messenger is a proprietary, cross platform, encrypted
instant messaging client for smartphones with a user base of over 1
billion users in 2017. It is a communication tool mostly used by people
both in rural, informal and urban areas. A citizen sends a picture,
road name and the Municipality is able to log a fault and issue a
reference number through the Engineering Contact Centre where the
WhatsApp platform is administered. The project has been operational
for three years, having been launched in 2016. The Contact Centre
ensures that WhatsApp messages are read and responded to within
hours of being received. As per council resolution, both isiZulu and
English are accepted as a means of communication in this facility.

Through the use of data and technology,
SALGA with the support of the European
Union, has introduced a mobile application to
provide timely and easily accessible data and
intelligence on violence, protests and social
unrest to manage risks and safe lives and
property.

We hope this publication will inspire and encourage more
data driven innovations and technologies that benefit
local government, its stakeholders and partners.
Enjoy the read!

2019 CPSI Public Sector Innovator of the Year: eThekwini Metropolitan Municipality
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eThekwini Municipality is known to be the first
public service entity in South Africa to use
WhatsApp as an official business communication
tool to communicate with citizens in South Africa.
Consolidating the social wage through reliable
and quality basic services, the project is original
as it has not been implemented by any other
government entity.

The project also increased the number of citizens who have access to
the municipality, especially the poor from rural and informal areas.
The municipality saves money on areas such as water loss as leaks
are reported timeously, accident claims as potholes, oil spillages and
faulty traffic lights are reported timeously. Citizens are less frustrated
as they have access to the municipality at the convenience of their
homes. Other benefits of this innovation include the following:
• The City also benefits in that plumbers and technicians
do not waste time driving around to find faults. Locations
take them straight to points which are affected, resulting in
cost-effectiveness and optimal utilization of Municipality’s
resources;
• Citizens have their chat history with the City which is kept
for reference on unresolved historical issues which provides
convenience and positively impacts the maintenance
programme as planned by the Municipality;
• Citizens can also be asked to take pictures of the leaks or bursts
so correct coding of faults will be done at capturing stage which
assists in optimally deploying the correct resource to resolve the
fault;
• Citizens are able to communicate with the Municipality with
regard to service delivery issues at an extremely minimal cost but
still have issues resolved more promptly for their convenience
and improved quality of life which is one of the core strategic
pillars of the Municipality.

The municipality saves money on
areas such as water loss as leaks
are reported timeously, accident
claims as potholes, oil spillages
and faulty traffic lights are
reported timeously.
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The overall objectives of the programme are as follows:
•	Effectively planning for implementation of institutional and individual performance
management in municipalities
• Implementing performance management to realise effective service delivery
•	Supporting the implementation of strategies that enable the realisation of performance
management objectives
• Monitoring and evaluation of the performance management system.
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Glossary of Terms
Accounting Officer

Municipal manager or the administrative head of a municipality

Analysis

A breakdown into components of essential features; identify components and the
relationship between them.

Annual IDP and
Performance Management
Review

A process legally required of Municipalities to review the achievements of the
implementation of the IDP, inclusive of the Performance Management system,
required so as to make changes to the IDP and feed those plans into the budget
and Service Delivery Budget Implementation Plan for the following financial year.

Assessment

The measure of data by means of a scoring process to assess if targets were
reached.

Auditing

Auditing is required to ensure that the performance management system enjoy
credibility and legitimacy from the public and other stakeholders. Performance
reports are audited to ensure its accuracy, validity and reliability.

Baseline Indicators

These indicators show the status quo of a current situation. They are usually
utilised in the planning phase to indicate the challenges of the municipality. They
are important as they are used for reporting purposes. No targets or scores are
attached to them. An example will be the number of indigent households. Baseline
indicators are used in the situational phase of the IDP and the Annual Report status
quo feedback

Baseline Information

Data on the current process (past achievement) that provides a metrics against
which to compare improvements and to use as a benchmark.

Blended learning

A teaching and learning approach where eLearning and face-to-face workshops are
combined.

Community participation

The involvement of communities and citizens in taking part in the affairs of their
municipality to promote democratic and accountable governance.

Composite Indicator

A combined set of different indicators into one index by developing a mathematical
relationship between them.
Means a member of a municipal council.

5.6

Implementing an effective Monitoring & Evaluation (M&E) System ...............................................................................80

MPAT

Management Performance Assessment Tool

Conclusion .....................................................................................................................................................................81

MTEF

Medium Term Expenditure Framework

Effectiveness

MTREF

Medium Term Revenue and Expenditure Framework

The degree to which an activity of initiative is successfully achieved against a set
goal / strategic objective.

Efficiency

The degree of capacity or productivity of a process achieved such as the number of
tasks achieved per unit cost.

eLearning

Learning that takes place via a technological platform. Also called online learning.

eResource

Any information or material that is available via a technological platform. Also
known as an electronic or online resource.

Evaluation

Evaluation is the systematic assessment of the worth or merit of some object. It is
also the systematic acquisition and assessment of information to provide useful
feedback about a specific outcome.

Event

Occurrence of a particular set of circumstances. The event can be certain or
uncertain.

NDP

National Development Plan

6.1

PDP

Personal Development Plan

PERT

Program Evaluation and Review Technique

Roles and Responsibilities of Political Office Bearers ...................................................................................................82

6.2

Introducing the Concept of Monitoring and Evaluation (M&E) .......................................................................................83

6.3

Integrating Monitoring and Evaluation Systems into Other Processes ..........................................................................88

6.4

Develop Performance Indicators within Local Government ...........................................................................................89

6.5
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6.6
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PM

Performance Management

PMS

Performance Management System

POE

Portfolio of evidence

6.7

Techniques for Programme Monitoring ..........................................................................................................................91

RDP

6.8
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SALGA

South African Local Government Association

6.9
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SDBIP

Service Delivery and Budget Implementation Plan
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National Council of Mayors, 06-07 February 2019, City of Cape Town Council Chambers
Highlights: Welcome remarks were delivered by the Deputy Mayor of Cape Town, Ald. Ian
Neilson who said that the City values the role that SALGA is playing in capacitating local
government. As local government, there is a need to activate all the levers available to boost
local economies, creating an enabling environment for both job seekers and job creators. Local
government also has an important role to play, not only in creating conditions conducive to
economic growth, but also in identifying regulatory and legislative stumbling blocks at national
level that should be collectively lobby and addressed. Ald. Nielsen urged the Council of Mayors
to emphasise on finding solutions to revitalising the economy and creating jobs. During the
official opening…[read more]
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from recent amendments to labour legislations, case law analysis in the context of S198(A)
presented by Mr Jonathan Goldberg and S198 (B) and EPWP workers presented by Mr. Craig
Kirchman. This was followed by a roduct demonstration on advancing online labour research by
presented by Lexis Nexis. Following this session were discussion tracks covering…[read more]
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INTRODUCTION

ABOUT SALGA

The #SALGA Learning publication provides a comprehensive overview,
highlights, and outcomes of SALGA events held from January 2018 –
September 2019. The publication seeks to profile SALGA’s major events,
broaden insights and understanding of local government and inspire more
collaborations and partnerships.

SALGA is an association of municipalities in South Africa recognised in
terms of Section 163 of the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa.
SALGA serves as the representative voice of 257 municipalities with a vision
to be an association of municipalities that is at the cutting edge of quality
and sustainable services.

1) Governance Structures play an essential role and are intended to
promote and encourage effective representation on matters of cooperative governance, consultation and coordination, and participatory
decision making on any legislative or policy matter that may impede
on local government. These governance structures are different, with
each pertaining to a sectoral component that relates to the functionary
competencies of local government.

Transform local government to enable it to fulfil its developmental mandate.

Lobby, Advocate & Represent
Lobby, advocate, protect and
represent the interest of local
government at relevant structures
and platforms.

Vision, Mission and Values
Vision

2) Learning Platforms refer to opportunities, systems and processes put
in place to acquire new or modified knowledge and skills in order to
support programmes, operations and advocacy work of SALGA and
partners.

Responsive
Innovative
Dynamic
Excellence

#SALGA Learning is a contribution to knowledge and information
sharing, a mandate of SALGA that aims to build and share a hub of Local
Government knowledge and intelligence to deliver on SALGA’s strategic
objectives.

5

6

Capacity Building
Build the capacity of the municipality
as an institution as well as leadership
and technical capacity of both
Councillors and Officials.

Good governance and
resilient municipal
institutions

Goal 1

Capacity
Building

Lobby,
Advocate &
Represent

Sustainable,
inclusive and
economic growth
and spatial
transformation

Inspiring Spatial Justice
and Social Cohesion
through the Integrated
Management of
Space, Economies
and People

Goal 3
Financial
sustainability of local
government and
greater Fiscal equity

Support &
Advice

Enablers
sion

Mis
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Goal 2

Employer Body
Act as an employer body
representing all
municipal members and, by
agreement, associate members.

Employer
Body

Vision
To be an association of
municipalities that is at the
cutting-edge of quality and
sustainable ser vices.

Values

3) Study Tours are travel visits by an individual or group to one or more
countries/areas for a knowledge exchange.

SALGA
Strategy
at a Glance (2017-2022)
SALGA Strategy
at a Glance
(2017-2022)

SALGA Mandate
The SALGA Strategic Plan 2017-2022 aims to strengthen SALGA’s role
as the protector to enforce the rights of local government as well as to
constructively disrupt where the existing overall system compromises the
ability of the sector to deliver on its mandate. This strategic plan asserts the
belief that local government is the sector that is closest to the people and
therefore, must be empowered, resourced and capacitated to assume its
critical role of delivering quality services.

For ease of reference, the SALGA events in this publication have been
categorised into three types, Governance Structures, Learning Platforms
and Study Tours.

Values

SNIPPETS

VIEW THE FULL PUBLICATION
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Knowledge &
Information
Sharing

Mission
To be consultative, informed,
mandated, credible
and accountable to our
membership and to provide
value for money.

Strategic
Proﬁling

Information and Communication
Technology (ICT)
Data Intelligence

Knowledge & Information Sharing
Serve as the hub for local government
knowledge, intelligence and inovation.

Strategic Profiling
Build the profile and image of local
government within South Africa as
well as outside the country.

Innovation

Support & Advice
Support and advise our members on
a range of issues to assist effective
execution of their mandate.
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Research and Knowledge
Management
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Marketing and Communication
Strategic Partnerships

SECTION
SECTION
1 1
GOVERNANCE
GOVERNANCE
STRUCTURES
STRUCTURES
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SALGA Women’s Commission National Lekgotla, 28 – 29 November 2019, Southern Sun,
O.R. Tambo, Ekurhuleni
Background: The SALGA Women’s Commission (SWC) National Lekgotla is an annual
gathering hosted by the Inclusive Communities Portfolio. The aim of the annual gathering is
for the Women’s Commission to engage on transformation challenges faced by women and
providing opportunities for deliberations on possible solutions, networking and sharing of
experiences and lessons on gender mainstreaming by municipalities. The 2019 Lekgotla was
convened from 28 -29 November, at the Southern Sun OR Tambo, Kempton Park, in Gauteng
Province, under the theme “25 Years of Democracy - Growing South Africa Together for
Women’s Emancipation in Local Government”…[read more]
United Cities and Local Governments Congress and World Summit of Local and Regional
Leaders, 11-15 November 2019, ICC, Durban
Background: The World Summit of Local and Regional Leaders, convened by United Cities
and Local Governments (UCLG), is the largest gathering of mayors, presidents of associations,
councillors, and local and regional practitioners from around the world. It also gathers the
most influential local and regional leaders, councillors, local governments, partners, and actors
implicated in the decision making of city and community life. The latest edition of the congress
and summit was held in…[read more]
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NDP

National Development Plan

OGP

Open Government Partnership

PwD

People with Disabilities

SALGA

South African Local Government Association

SCLG
SDF
SDG
SOE
SONA

SALGA Centre for Leadership and Governance

SALGA is an association of municipalities in South Africa recognised
in terms of Section 163 of the Constitution of the Republic of
South Africa. SALGA serves as the representative voice of 257
municipalities with a vision to be an association of municipalities
that is at the cutting edge of quality and sustainable services.

State Owned Enterprise
Small Towns Regeneration
SALGA Women’s Commission

UCAZ

Urban Councils Association of Zimbabwe

UCLG

United Cities and Local Governments

The SALGA Strategic Plan 2017-2022 aims to strengthen SALGA's
role as the protector to enforce the rights of local government as
well as to constructively disrupt where the existing overall system
compromises the ability of the sector to deliver on its mandate.
This strategic plan asserts the belief that local government is
the sector that is closest to the people and therefore, must be
empowered, resourced and capacitated to assume its critical role
of delivering quality services.

Vision, Mission and Values

Vision

Spatial Development Framework
Sustainable Development Goal
State of the Nation Address

STR
SWC

Vision

ission

Employer
Body

Lobby,
Advocate &
Represent

INTRODUCTION
The second issue of #SALGA Learning publication provides a
comprehensive overview, highlights, and outcomes of SALGA
events held from October 2019 – March 2020. The publication
seeks to profile SALGA’s major events, broaden insights and
understanding of local government and inspire more collaborations
and partnerships. For ease of reference, the SALGA events in this
publication have been categorised into three types, Governance
Structures, Learning Platforms and Study Tours.

Good governance and
resilient municipal
institutions

Capacity
Building

Capacity Building
Build the capacity of the
municipality as an institution
as well as leadership
and technical capacity of both
Councillors and Officials.

Goal 1
Sustainable,
inclusive and
economic growth
and spatial
transformation

Inspiring Spatial Justice
and Social Cohesion
through the Integrated
Management of
Space, Economies
and People

Goal 3

1) Governance Structures play an essential role and are
intended to promote and encourage effective representation
on matters of co-operative governance, consultation
and coordination, and participatory decision making on
any legislative or policy matter that may impede on local
government. These governance structures are different, with
each pertaining to a sectorial component that relates to the
functionary competencies of local government.

Financial
sustainability of local
government and
greater Fiscal equity

Support &
Advice

2) Learning Platforms refer to opportunities, systems and
processes put in place to acquire new or modified knowledge
and skills in order to support programmes, operations and
advocacy work of SALGA and partners.

Enablers

To be consultative, informed, mandated,
credible and accountable to our
membership and to provide value for
money.

Knowledge &
Information Sharing
Serve as the hub for
local government
knowledge,
intelligence and
inovation.

M

4

Lobby, Advocate &
Represent
Lobby, advocate,
protect and
represent the
interest of local
government at
relevant structures
and platforms.
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Goal 2

Employer Body
Act as an employer body
representing all municipal
members and, by agreement,
associate members.

Mission

50

3
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SALGA Strategy at a glance

Transform local government to enable it to
fulfil its developmetnal mandate.

To be an association of municipalities
that is at the cutting-edge of quality and
sustainable services

Values

Responsive
Innovative
Dynamic
Excellence
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Knowledge &
Information
Sharing

Strategic
3URƮOLQJ

Strategic Profiling
Build the profile and image of local
government within South Africa as
well as outside the country.

Support & Advice
Support and advise our
members on a range of
issues to assist effective
execution of their mandate.

Information and Communication
Technology (ICT)
Data Intelligence

3) Study Tours are travel visits by an individual or group to one
or more countries/areas for a knowledge exchange.

Marketing and Communication
Strategic Partnerships

#SALGA Learning publication is a contribution to knowledge and
information sharing, a mandate of SALGA that aims to build and
share a hub of Local Government knowledge and intelligence to
deliver on SALGA’s strategic objectives.

Innovation
Research and Knowledge
Management

7
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Alternative Instruments for
Municipal Infrastructure
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Alternative Instruments for Municipal
Infrastructure Financing

Infrastructure Financing Options
These instruments are derived out of research papers developed by SALGA and GIZ where the
the principles of “Action Research”1 are followed. Action Research aims at solving an acute
social problem by guiding a reflective process of suitable knowledge creation in a system or
community of practice. This type of research invites stakeholders to actively participate in a
social change process. Hence, there are two processes in inter- connection and inter-action.

Alternative Instruments for
Municipal Infrastructure
Financing

Knowledge Creation - Social Change
The field of study that we are active in is that of funding local public infrastructure. The
specific problems that we deal with are apparent or perceived lacks of volume, fairness,
equity, efficiency or effectiveness in the funding.
Nevertheless, the posed problems have by far not yet been solved as yet. This necessitates
the continuation of further Action Research process.
1

VIEW THE FULL PUBLICATION
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Alternative Instruments for Municipal
Infrastructure Financing
1.

Alternative Instruments for Municipal
Infrastructure Financing
A.

Tax Incremental Financing

B.

The property owners pay once-off
so that the municipality can pay out
of a financial reserve.

•
•

The owners pay specifically with
respect to forthcoming investment
claims.

Elements of a TIF-contract:
•
•
•

Distribution of investment costs, in
time;
Distribution of investment risks;

–
The main specific questions that we
ask are:

Instruments to capture property
value:

•

How can or should property value
capture be a guideline for local
public infrastructure funding in
South Africa?

•

Ex post: Property rates.

•

Ex ante: Tax Increment Financing
(TIF).

•

How can or should property
taxation be a related instrument?

•

How can or should tax increment
financing (TIF) be such an
instrument?

•

Property value capture is the
(local) government’s claim to be
compensated for its property
related investment costs, based
on the value in property that it has
created for the property owners.

3

Select an area for (re-)
development;

•

Create a development plan, which
includes:

•

–

Impact study: scenarios/
projections;

–

Estimation of project costs;

–

Estimation of benefits;

An advance (tax) payment:

•

Dividable;

Risk projection;

•

Marketable;

(Anticipated) Claim;

•

Inclusion of capital lenders;

•

Project amendment rules;

•

Risk allocation;

•

Project compliance (and eligibility
check);

•

Create (constant) competition;

Stakeholder participation process;

•

Promote specialization knowledge generation;

•

•
•

Administrational tasks, resources
and structure

•

Promote public accountability
(disclosure);

•

TIF-projects are not transparent
and participative enough.

•

Development plans make too
strong assumptions and interfere
too much into a well-functioning,
beneficial market coordination.

How can Municipal Bonds solve limited
funding for public infrastructure?

•

The demarcations of development
areas and tax increment districts
are not well enough justified.

•

TIF-planning process

Development measures;

•

•

•

•

–

A guarantee: Property owners pay
instalments of the investment loan,
if the municipality is unable to.

Tasks of the Municipal Securities
Rulemaking Board (MSRB) (USA):

•

Definition:

•

Potential strengths of Municipal
Bonds:

the financial management.

Development goals;

Their contributions may be in the form
of:

Cash-flow projection;

Alternative Instruments for Municipal
Infrastructure Financing

Potential weaknesses of Municipal
Bonds:

–

Definition:

Municipal Bonds

Points of critique (on the practice in
the USA):

Tax Incremental Financing:

Property value capture:

2.

the planning, execution,
monitoring and evaluation
of the infrastructure
investment;

•

TIF claims financial contributions
to a public good investment from
the beneficiaries, in advance, based
on their expected (incremental)
benefit.

Alternative Instruments for Municipal
Infrastructure Financing

•

Participation:
–

Increment projection of property
values and taxes;

•

The projections of property value
increments are not convincing.

•

The focus on the development
of blighted areas is not always
adequate.

•

The subsidization of TIF-projects
sets wrong incentives. As a result,
there is rent-seeking, favouritism,
corruption, and so on.

•

Select a Tax Increment District (TID);

•

Create a Funding Plan, which
includes:

•

Competition between
municipalities becomes biased.

•

Basis projection of property values
and taxes;

•

Competition between businesses
becomes biased.

4

Definition:
A municipal bond is a standardized
debt instrument, a debt security,
issued by a municipal entity.

•

Taxation;

•

Special options

Main players in a municipal bond
process:

Relationship between debtor and
creditor is more anonymous, less
trustful and less intensive;

•

Less synergies arising out of
different activities in the planning
and implementation process;

•

Municipal issuer;

More transaction costs, as for
example:

Fields of standardization:

•

Bond counsel;

–

•

Type of issuer;

•

Municipal advisor;

Municipal advisor fees and
expenses;

•

Number of issuers;

•

Credit rating agency;

–

Bond counsel fees and
expenses;
Underwriter’s discount;

•

Principal;

•

Underwriter;

–

•

Coupon;

•

Broker

–

Bond insurance premiums;

•

Maturity;

–

Rating agency fees;

•

Securitization;

–

Registration costs.

•

Use of funds;

5

3.

Alternative Instruments for Municipal
Infrastructure Financing

Municipal Pooled Financing (MPF)

To establish rules for fair and
socially efficient behaviour of
dealers and municipal advisors;
To improve market transparency
and knowledge by own research, by
the collection and dissemination of
relevant market information;
To demonstrate positive leadership
and to strengthen its impact;
To educate a wider public in
relevant matters of the municipal
bond market.

Potential weaknesses of an MPFM:

Ecological indicators:

•

Risk management framework;

•

Joint borrowing transactions:

•

Less transparency;

•

Stock of mineral resources;

•

Accountability framework;

–

Number;

•

Costs for additional structure;

•

Type;

•

Less suitable internal conditions;

Proportion and distribution of
fertile land;

•

–

External financial emergency
authority;

–

Size;

•

Less suitable external conditions;

•

Climate averages and fluctuations;

•

Support framework.

–

•

Frequency;

•

More difficult and costly rating;

Purpose of borrowing:

•

Moral hazard between members;

Political indicators of creditworthiness:

–

Budget-related;

•

•

Voter participation rate;

–

Project-related;

Moral hazard between MPFM and
lenders;

•

Party membership rate;

•

Age of political members;

•

Audit results;

The environment:
–

Types;

Financial indicators of creditworthiness:

–

Coordination.

•

Potential strengths of an MPF:
How can this problem of limited public
infrastructure be solved by Municipal
Pooled Financing?

6

Design factors of a mechanism:
•

Norms:

Definition:

–

Which norms apply?

•

–

How are they defined?

Municipal Pooled Financing
(MPF) is a cooperation between
municipalities to jointly borrow
money. Specific, joint rights and
obligations arise out of such a
cooperation; which refer to:

•

•

Adaptation to normative
requirements;

•

Adaptation to technical
infrastructure requirements;

•

Adaptation to and of cash flows;

Debt / Capital Balance;

•

Debt Service / Operating Revenue;

•

Capital Expenditure / Total
Expenditure;

•

Own Source Revenue / Total
Revenue;

Economic indicators:

–

How are they weighted?

•

Further funding options;

–

How are they enforced?

•

Higher market power;

•

Unemployment rate;

•

Lower average administration
costs;

•

Tax and tariff quota;

•

Incentives to improve creditworthiness;

•

Generation and use of more
specific capacities;

Characteristics of members:

–

Liabilities;

–

Number;

–

Assets;

–

Capacities;

–

Alternative Instruments for Municipal
Infrastructure Financing

Design factors of a mechanism:

•

Terms and conditions are less
specified, less flexible;

•

•

•

Alternative Instruments for Municipal
Infrastructure Financing

•

Per capita income;

Basic approach to measure joint (!)
credit-worthiness:
•

Check the rights and obligations of
each municipality;

•

Assess their relative impacts on the
joint credit worthiness;

•

Choose a common data base;

•

Choose impact-related indicators;

•

Weight and aggregate the
indicators according to the impacts
of the rights and obligations.

Social indicators:

Elements for a South African MPF
institutional framework:

•

Birth rate;

•

Life expectancy;

Expenditure;

–

Diversity:

–

Revenue;

–

Consistency/ coherence;

•

Framework for legal forms of
financial institutions;

–

Risks;

•

Social cohesion;

•

Membership framework;

–

Stakeholders.

•

Crime rate;

•

Asset and liability framework;

•

Revenue and expenditure
framework;

7
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According to the literature review, protests of more than 15 people are governed by the
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CHAPTER 1: Background and Introduction
1.1 Background
In 2010, (SALGA) conducted a study to survey its members to determine what local
government thought about community protests. A continuation study followed this in 2015
emerging from questions raised by the Municipal Barometer, a database developed by SALGA
to assist local government planners and decision-makers. To specifically explore the impact
of community protests on local government budget and expenditure, in July 2018, SALGA
commissioned the Bureau of Market Research (BMR) at the University of South Africa (Unisa)
to undertake research for estimating the cost of… [read more]
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The term community protests refer to acts of civil disobedience directed towards the government to express
dissatisfaction.1 In line with the Regulation of Gatherings Act No. 205 of 1993 (RGA), this would involve cases of
protestors organising peaceful marches, handing their list of grievances or peacefully assembling in public areas.
According to the South African Human Rights Commission (2015), many of the protests in South Africa have their
roots in poverty and inequality. The structural and institutional inequalities find form mostly in inadequate access
to services for the poorer sections of the society. In South Africa, service delivery is a term used to describe the
distribution of essential resources citizens depend on like water, electricity, sanitation infrastructure, roads, land
and housing. Unfortunately, the government’s delivery and upkeep of these services have not met community
expectations. In response, there has been a number of community protests demanding better service delivery via
‘service protests’. It is also acknowledged that community protests arise out of other areas of political, economic and
social dissatisfaction such as unemployment, corruption and nepotism.2 These protests have increased considerably
since 2010, as reflected in figure A1.
FIGURE A1: TREND OF COMMUNITY PROTESTS IN SOUTH AFRICA (2010-2018)

Source: Municipal IQ, 2018
It is against this background that the South African Local Government Association (SALGA) commissioned the
2018/19 study aimed at estimating the cost of community protests on public infrastructure and the impact on South
Africa local government. Using Gauteng province as a pilot, the research involved investigating the relationship
between protest action and municipal expenditure. Specifically, the research (i) explored the cost implications of
community protests by putting a figure on the partial or complete damage to local government/public infrastructure,
(ii) find evidence of unplanned/unauthorised expenditure in municipalities that experience protests to confirm the link
between protests and higher municipal expenditure, (iii) evidence of municipalities’ diversion of resources to deal with
the impact of community protests, and (iv) establish community awareness of the costs associated with repairing or
replacing damaged infrastructure.
Before presenting the findings of the study, it is essential to consider certain external factors that prevailed during the
survey period, and that could have impacted the ratings and rankings of cost and impact of community protests on
1

As defined by Jain 2010, quoted by SALGA in the terms of reference – the cost of community protests on public infrastructure - 2019

2

Chigwata et al, 2016, Civic Protests and Local Government in South Africa, Working Paper Series No. 2. The Civic
Protests Barometer 2007 – 2016.

2.21 Rand west city municipality - method of community protests: 2010 To 2018 ........................................40
2.22 Rand west city annual capital budget and expenditure: 2011 To 2017 .................................................41
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Chapter 1: Background, Aim and Methodology
Introduction: …SALGA commissioned the Bureau of Market Research (BMR) at the
University of South Africa (Unisa) in July 2018 to conduct a situational analysis on trade and
investment initiatives at local government level in South Africa. According to the United
Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UCTAD) (2009), trade promotion refers to
the promotion and facilitation of exports mainly by Trade Promotion Organisations (TPOs)
while investment promotion refers to the promotion and facilitation of inward Foreign Direct
Investment (FDI) mainly by Investment Promotion Agencies (IPAs). The globalisation of the
world economy in the early 20th century was for the large part driven by trade and it was only
after…[read more]

•	Background, Aim and Methodology
• Data Analysis
• Summary and Recomandations
•	Proposed Logical Framework of
the Salga Trade and Investment
Promotion Function

Chapter 2: Data Analysis
Introduction: …Prior to presenting the findings, it is important to acknowledge the external
environmental factors and public sentiment that prevailed during the time of executing the
study. Highlighting these factors from the outset acknowledges that certain dynamics could
have influenced the views of the survey participants. For instance, during the survey period,
there was the presentation of the medium term expenditure framework by the Minister of
Finance in October 2018, but also the delivery of the state of the nation address in February
2019 and thereafter the budget speech by the Finance of Minister. Likewise, there was an
institution of a few commissions of inquiry by the Presidency namely...[read more]
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Table 1: THE ECONOMIC, DEMOGRAPHIC, TRADE AND INVESTMENT
INDICATORS SCORED

As indicated in figure 1.1, the research methodology comprised both primary and secondary data collection methods.
The primary data collection targeted municipal officials in the different categories of municipalities through face-toface interviews and focus group discussions. The officials targeted were mainly municipal managers, chief finance
officers, heads of local economic development, officials and members of the mayoral council in charge of trade and
investment. The focus group discussions targeted an average attendance of eight participants. The participants
entailed representatives from: trade and investment promotion agencies, chambers of business, development
agencies, provincial departments of economic development and environmental affairs, provincial department of cooperative governance and traditional affairs and the national department of small business development respectively.
Overall, each group realised an actual average attendance of five participants.
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CHAPTER 1:

The sample design that was adopted for the survey is a two-stage stratified sample design. The design considered
the proportionate distribution of municipalities in South Africa in terms of category A, B and C. Category A comprises
of the 9 metropolitan municipalities, Category C comprised of the 22 secondary cities and category B municipalities
were substituted to take into account South African rural presidential poverty nodes.
Secondary data to quantify the ten indicators was collected from Quantec Easydata Base standardised regional
data (2017), Municipal IQ data (2018), South African Cities Network (2017) and the Auditor General’s MFMA report
(2016/17). The data was cross tabulated to indicate the municipal category, key performance indicator and total
score. Finally, the 10 economic, demographic, trade and investment indicators presented in table 1.1 were rated in
order to select the best and worst performing municipality in each category. The selected municipalities were used
to determine the officials and members of the mayoral council required for interviews to be conducted via personal
face-to-face interviews.

Figure 1: THE RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND SAMPLE POPULATION
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= 16

SALGA National
= 1

Key
---------

Focus group discussions and in-depth interviews

---------

Face to face interviews

2

2

Rural Presidential Poverty Nodes

4

4

·

Zululand Municipality

2

2

·

Umzimkhulu Municipality

2

2

16

12

Total

The fieldwork for the survey began in September 2018 and ended in February 2019. This was followed by data
quality control, check backs and follow-ups. Data capturing and cleaning was conducted in parallel. Two focus group
discussions were held on 18th October 2018 and 12th February 2019 respectively at the East London regional and
Pretoria head offices of SALGA respectively. Two experienced BMR interviewers were used to conduct the faceto-face interviews during business hours on week days. Against this background, and providing for potential nonresponse the realised sample reached a total of 12 respondents.

The Organisation for Economic Co-operation

International trade and investment trends

and Development (OECD) (2018) highlighted

According to UNCTAD (2018), there are three Key factors influencing future Global Trade & FDI flows: firstly, Economic
fundamentals indicating that more buoyant economic activity will help lift world trade, which is already estimated to
have expanded by 3.8% in 2017, compared with just 2.3% in 2016. Gross fixed capital investment is expected to pick
up significantly in emerging and developing economies, but also in developed economies. Secondly, Policy factors
showing that in recent months, significant tensions have emerged in global trade, encompassing a number of major
economies. The resultant atmosphere of uncertainty could cause Multi-national Enterprises (MNEs) to cancel or
delay investment decisions until the trade and investment climate is more stable. The tax reform bill adopted in the
United States in December 2017 will also have a significant impact on global FDI stocks and flows. Thirdly, MNE
and IPA expectations where the global economic upswing and short-term positive outlook have, for now, inspired
optimistic spending plans among MNE executives. Almost 80 per cent of the executives surveyed reported plans to
increase investment in the coming year. Top MNEs, and those operating in tech sectors, declared above-average
spending intentions, suggesting that they foresee using part of their cash reserves.

that the global FDI flows decreased by 35% to
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Quarterly trends

were 44% lower than the first half of 2017.
They dropped by 9% in Q1 and by 38% in Q2 as
indicated in figure 1.2.

Source: OECD, 2018

Global foreign direct investment (FDI) flows fell by 23% in 2017, to $1.43 trillion from a revised $1.87 trillion in 2016
as reflected in figure 2.2. FDI flows fell sharply in developed economies and economies in transition while those to
developing economies remained stable. Hence, developing economies accounted for a growing share of global FDI
inflows in 2017, absorbing 47% of the total, compared with 36% in 2016.

Figure 4: SOURCES OF EXTERNAL FINANCE DEVELOPING ECONOMIES AND LEAST
DEVELOPED COUNTRIES, 2013-2017

The overall decrease was mostly due to the effects of the US tax reform. Repatriations of earnings from foreign
affiliates to their US parents resulted in large negative reinvested earnings. This decrease however is likely to have
a minimum impact on the foreign operations of US multi-national enterprises (MNEs) in the short term because it
involves the sale or disposal of financial, as opposed to real assets.
In figure 1.3, UNCTAD (2017) indicates that FDI flows to developed economies fell by one-third to $712 billion in
2016-2017. The fall can be explained in part by a decline from relatively high inflows in the preceding year. Inflows
to developed economies in 2015-2016 exceeded $1 trillion, mainly due to a surge in cross-border mergers and
acquisitions (M&As) and corporate reconfigurations. FDI flows to Africa over the same period declined by 21 per cent
to $42 billion. The slump in FDI flows to Africa was due to weak oil prices and lingering effects from the commodity
bust, as flows contracted in commodity–exporting economies such as Egypt, Mozambique, the Congo, Nigeria and
Angola. Foreign investment to South Africa also contracted by 41 percent. FDI inflows to diversified exporters, led by
Ethiopia and Morocco were relatively more resilient.

Figure 5: FDI INFLOWS, BY REGION, 2016-2017 - BILLIONS OF USD

Source: Unctad Secretariat, 2017
Figure 2.1 (a) and (b) confirm that the developed countries’ relative importance as suppliers in international markets
is declining. Still though, they account for about half of the value of exports of goods and about two thirds of exports
of services. LDCs’ contribution to world trade remains minimal, although some increases in exports and imports of
these countries have been recorded over the past decade.

Source: UNCTAD based on World Bank World Development Indicators (for remittances), UNCTAD (for FDI),
IMF World Economic Dataset (for portfolio investment and other investment) and OECD (for ODA and other
official flows).
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Half yearly trends

Compared to one year earlier, global FDI flows

Source: UNCTAD, 2017

www.salga.org.za

2

Figure 1.2: Global FDI flows, Q1 2014 – Q2 2018 billion of
USD

USD 432 billion in the first half of 2018
compared to the second half of 2017.

Figure 2: VALUES OF TRADE IN GOODS AND SERVICES BY REGION 2005-2016

Table 2: SAMPLE MUNICIPAL OFFICIALS POPULATION DISAGGREGATED BY
FACE-TO-FACE INTERVIEWS
Category of Municipality

Key Participants in FGs
Quantitative research

Figure 3: GLOBAL TRENDS OF FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTMENT (FDI) INFLOWS BY
GROUP OF ECONOMIES, 2005-2017 (BILLIONS OF DOLLARS AND PERCENT)

Global Economic Outlook
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Strengthening Good Governance within the Garden Route District
…In his opening address, the Executive Mayor of the Garden Route District Municipality
voiced his displeasure about the lack of urgency and the slow pace of the other spheres
of government to approve projects. These projects were agreed to with investors at the
investment summit held in the district in 2018. Many international investors are keen
to invest within the district and have pledged billions of dollars in investments, but the
government was taking long to approve projects. If nothing is done to address the lack of
urgency and…[read more]
Does Meeting Minimum Competency Regulations make you Competent?
…SALGA supports the minimum competency training as a way of orientating senior managers
to LG operations, not as a qualification. While an initiative such as having minimum
competency levels for critical senior roles in municipalities is commendable, it does require
that it be given context. It is impossible that a six-to-nine-months programme could qualify
someone as competent as such, but rather practice/praxis is the most important determinant
of competency levels.

The Journey Towards
Accountability and Consequence
Management at Local Government
Level
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04

Does Meeting Minimum
Competency Regulations make
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It should be considered holistically along with other factors such as the qualifications,
experience and performance of incumbents over…[read more]
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W

elcome to the latest edition of
Accountability.
The
National
Government elections went smoothly,
and the new Cabinet was appointed. The
Auditor-General
got
additional
powers
regarding the amended Public Audit Act. The
Auditor-General also released the MFMA
Audit outcomes during June 2019, and the
resounding message was the need for improved
Accountability, Governance and Consequence
Management. This edition, therefore, is themed
the Accountability, Governance and Consequence
Management edition. The title of the publication,
“Accountability”, is apt for such a theme as well.

Foreword by Mr Nceba Mqobi
Acting Chief Oﬃcer: Municipal ﬁnance, Fiscal
Policy & Economic Growth, SALGA ................................ 01
The Journey Towards Accountability and Consequence
Management at Local Government Level .................... 02
Strengthening Good Governance within the Garden
Route District ...................................................................... 04
Bojana DM MPAC Chair Interview ................................... 07
Does Meeting Minimum Competency Regulations
make you Competent? ..................................................... 10

We have articles on the Garden Route Governance Summit,
Records Management, and Consequence & Accountability
Framework, among others for you to enjoy.

Capricorn Municipality MPAC Chair Interview ..............12
Let’s do Right Together this Tax Season .........................14
Solution to the Sudoku Puzzles .......................................15

Mr Nceba Mqoqi
Acting Chief Officer: Municipal finance, Fiscal Policy
& Economic Growth, SALGA

The authors who have contributed articles to this edition
are greatly appreciated, and I hope you, the reader, will
enjoy the diverse spread of articles and topics covered.

Yours in inspiring service delivery through accountable,
well-governed and financially well-managed Local
Government.

“There are no
shortcuts to the top of
the palm tree.”

SUBSCRIPTIONS AND DISTRIBUTION
Distributed internally by SALGA. No portion of this magazine
can be reproduced in any form without the written consent
of the publishers. The publishers are not responsible for
unsolicited material. The opions expressed are not
necessarily those of SALGA.

- Cameroonian proverb
We’re on the lookout for your articles to include in future publications. We are looking for articles that include innovations, how you have
solved a particular problem, and your experience or commentary on the support you receive from SALGA. Should you be intrested in
being published in the next edition, please send your articles to mlorgat@salga.org.za. We welcome your feedback too, so if you’d like to
let us know what you’d like to see more of, please send your comments as well.
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THE JOURNEY TOWARDS ACCOUNTABILITY
AND CONSEQUENCE MANAGEMENT AT LOCAL
GOVERNMENT LEVEL
By: Collen Rammule - Advisor: Inclusive Governance & Acting Specialist: Governance, SALGA

T

he advent of the democratic local
government dispensation in 2000
gave more meaning and hope to the
democratic gains brought about by the death
of apartheid and the birth of a new dawn.
The world acclaimed the first South African
Democratic local Government Elections. The
Local Government Democratic Elections of
2000 ushered in an inclusive local government
environment that had never existed before
in South Africa. Structure and presence
were felt in wall-to-wall municipalities and
every ward. Each of these municipalities is
delineated into wards to ensure that citizens
and their organisations participate in matters
of the governance of their municipalities. The
envisioned local government would live to the
principles of the Constitution, which among
others include responding to people’s needs,
ensuring that people participate in policymaking, and that there is transparency and
accountability.

The new dispensation was supposed to be a total
shift from inhuman systems that discriminated
against others into the one that is caring, transparent,
inclusive and accountable. Some of the unfortunate
tendencies, activities and events embarrassed the
sector and compelled the sector to start talking
among its members and other spheres of government
for a possible remedy. The Consequences and
Accountability Framework for Local Government in
South Africa then became the beginning of a journey
towards the implementation of consequences
on underperformance and wrongdoing, and a
demand for accountability from individual assigned
responsibilities.
South Africa has enough constitutional, legislative
and policy instruments enabling consequences and
accountability across the three spheres of government,
and these instruments are aligned to international
protocols. Our constitutional, legislative and policy
instruments are hailed as one of the best in the world.
We, however, lag in ensuring consequences for underperformance, corruption and lack of accountability,
especially in the local government sector. The
Auditor-General of South Africa’s findings have, on
countless occasions, cautioned municipalities about
the lack or absence of consequences management
and accountability for poor performance, poor service
delivery, maladministration, corruption and lack of
accountability. SALGA’s work on the Consequences
and Accountability Framework is a reminder of the
instruments available, which require political will and
administrative commitment for implementation.
Consequences and accountability management are
prerequisites for resilient and capable municipalities.

Institutions of government, including municipalities,
were rallied behind these noble principles, but the
opposite, unanticipated tendencies and actions
started emerging, which had negative effects on the
sector. These unanticipated and negative tendencies
have not only tarnished the image of the sector,
specifically of municipalities, but also collapsed it. Good
governance was compromised, and what followed was
that most municipalities failed to act in line with their
constitutional and legislative mandate. They could
not meet as expected as councils, which led to them
failing to prepare and adopt the annual budgets that
would assist in providing services to people who have
not had opportunities to be adequately serviced by the
government.

The SALGA leadership in various governance fora
corroborated a discourse by external assurance
providers such as the Auditor-General of South Africa,
on poor or lack of consequences and accountability
management in municipalities on poor performance,
fraud, corruption, maladministration and lack of service
delivery for communities. The following are general
challenges that SALGA identified and prepares to tackle
head-on:
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•

Failure by municipal leadership, inclusive of
municipal councils, and administrations to
manage and implement consequences, and
account on poor performance and corruption
that lead to poor or no service delivery.

•

The need to promote a culture of accountability,
professionalism and ethics to promote good
governance and effective service delivery to
communities.

•

There is also a need to have fair and frank
discussions with communities on how they
too can face consequences of their destructive
and unproductive actions, especially the
damaging and destruction of municipal
infrastructure, non-payment of services, and
non-participation in municipal governance
processes.

SALGA, as a collective, agrees and acknowledges that
consequences and accountability remain at the core of
governance and constitutional democracy; hence, the
concerted efforts to ensure that the matter receives
attention. The actual project for the development of
the consequences and accountability framework for
municipalities started long ago but found traction
and resonance at the 2015 SALGA National Members
Assembly (NMA). The then NMA committed to ensuring
that the sector deals decisively with poor or lack of
consequences and accountability in municipalities,
whether that is a perception or a reality.

following this historical moment was the actual work
done within the Human Sciences Research Council
(HSRC) to develop a framework to guide municipalities
through management and implementation of
consequences and accountability.

STRENGTHENING GOOD GOVERNANCE WITHIN
THE GARDEN ROUTE DISTRICT

The final document on the work was submitted in March
2019, and it has been taken through further internal
consultative processes to ensure that the product is
indeed a tool that municipalities could use to manage
and implement consequences and accountability. The
document will remain a draft document until such a
time it receives blessings from the National Executive
Committee of SALGA (NEC) and endorsed for use
by municipalities. This, therefore, means that the
document is still a working document receiving internal
inputs to strengthen it, and make it more relevant and
robust for the task ahead.

Augmenting public confidence in Local
Government

The SALGA internal consultative processes will then be
followed by external stakeholder engagement processes
to solicit inputs to further ensure that the framework
is empowered to stand its ground when dealing with
poor or lack of consequences and accountability in
municipalities. It is our culture as SALGA to encourage
our development partners to critique our work and take
it through rigorous tests. These processes are necessary
to ensure that no critical voice is left unheard before the
final endorsement by the NEC.

Further updates on the development of the framework
will be shared as and when they are available.

The 2015 NMA decision was reinvigorated at the 2018
NMA held in KwaZulu-Natal, where a high-powered
panel had a Grand Political debate. It was constituted by
the then SALGA President, Park Tau, the then Minister
of Cooperative Governance and Traditional Affairs
(COGTA), Zweli Mkhize, the then Deputy Minister of
Finance, Mondli Gungubele, the then KZN Premier, W
Mchunu , the Chairperson of the National House of
Traditional Affairs, Inkosi Sipho Mahlangu, and the then
Chairperson of Scopa, Themba Godi, on the topic. “The

By: Samukelisiwe Shozi - Senior Advisor: Municipal Audit Support, SALGA
nothing is done to address the lack of urgency and the
regulatory framework, billions of dollars will be lost to
the district, and this will negatively affect the economic
growth of the region. There is a need to engage with the
relevant departments to address the challenge.

T

he Garden Route District Municipality,
in partnership with the South African
Local Government Association, hosted
a Good Governance Summit on 13-14 June
2019 in Oubaai Golf Estate, Herold’s Bay,
George. The objective of the summit was to
provide councillors and the administration
of municipalities within the Garden Route
District with a platform to discuss systems and
mechanisms to:

•

empower councillors and the administration in
doing oversight and enhancing accountability
by implementing effective governance
structures.

•

enhance public participation processes using
effective good governance structures and
innovations and insulate municipalities against
interference from external stakeholders.

•

encourage and improve ethics and ethical
conduct within the municipal leadership.

•

address the cost of corruption and poor
governance.

Mr Dumisani Hlophe, the Executive Director of Kunjalo
Centre for Development Research and Guest Speaker,
provided an overview of the concept of Governance, its
origins, and evolution under the theme “The Governance
of State Capture: Who’s state is it anyway?”. Mr Hlophe’s
presentation touched on the importance of the four
pillars of governance, which are leadership, ethics,
accountability, and management, and emphasised the
need for strengthening these with rules, regulations,
systems, and processes. This requires continuous
monitoring and proper implementation to guard
against abuse. The phenomenon of state capture is not
new or unique to South Africa, according to Mr Hlophe,
who quoted Frederick Bastiat (the 19th Century French
Economist) “when plunder becomes a way of life for a group
of men in society, over the course of time they create for
themselves a legal system that authorises it and a moral code
that glorifies it”. He traced the evolution of state capture
from the establishment of the Broederbond to the
current events taking place at the Zondo Commission.
He argued that state capture could evolve depending
on who stands to benefit, and it influences policy and
legislation. According to Mr Hlophe, “State capture is
the ability to steal within the parameters of the law and
is often triggered by the relationship between business
and politics”. Since the negotiations for a democratic
South Africa, various elite groups have sought to control
the state by policies, laws, and the constitutions. State
capture evolves. In his conclusion, he emphasised that
“It is a common practice in open market societies for
the business elite to collude with the political elite for
self-enrichment. As the Zondo Commission proceeds,
new versions of capture are emerging”

In his opening address, the Executive Mayor of the
Garden Route District Municipality voiced his displeasure
about the lack of urgency and the slow pace of the other
spheres of government to approve projects. These
projects were agreed to with investors at the investment
summit held in the district in 2018. Many international
investors are keen to invest within the district and
have pledged billions of dollars in investments, but
the government was taking long to approve projects. If

Journey Towards Accountability and Consequences at the
Local Government Level”. The subsequent processes
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In dealing with fraud and corruption within the City of
Johannesburg, Major-General Shadrack Sibiya from the
City of Johannesburg’s internal Anti-Corruption Unit
shared the experience, structures, and processes. Mr
Sibiya heads the City of Johannesburg’s internal AntiCorruption Unit and is famously known for leading
the joint Anti-Corruption Task Team set up by former
President Thabo Mbeki to investigate corruption in the
civil service in Bisho, Eastern Cape. More than 1 000
people were arrested in this operation.

Ms Giovanna De Risi from PwC presented the
importance of combined assurance in an organisation.
The combined assurance model was introduced in
King III and has since evolved into King IV. A combined
assurance model incorporates and optimises all
assurance services and functions. When taken as a
whole, these enable an effective control environment,
and support the integrity of information used for
management’s internal decision-making, the governing
body, and its committees. The model involves three key
events. The first line of defence involves the primary
responsibility of setting up structures, establishing
effective governance, risk, and control environment.
The second line of defence provides confidence that the
risk control environment is in place, fit for purpose, and
working as intended. The third line of defence involves
independent challenges that justify the confidence
placed on the systems put in place.

Mr
Sibiya emphasised
the need to establish
structures and to set up processes for dealing with
crimes within local government. He argued for the
need and importance of setting up an independent
unit responsible for dealing with corruption within
municipalities. Setting up this unit will avoid undue
influence from management and politicians in
investigations and shared practical examples of how
local government is being defrauded of resources
aimed at improving service delivery.

The presentation highlighted the following as key
challenges for local government:

Mr Paul Hoffman from the South Cape Economic
Partnership spoke about the ease of doing business
and encouraged municipalities to identify investment
opportunities referring to the preparatory work on
the Investment Summit convened by the Garden
Route District Municipality in 2018. Mr Hoffman
highlighted the key growth sectors in the Garden
Route and the need to create a conducive atmosphere
and institutional framework for economic growth.
The presentation also highlighted the key positive
spinoffs of prosperity and economic growth as
increased employment, poverty reduction, increased
productivity, and an increase in municipal revenue.
Mr Hoffman urged municipalities to adopt the whole
organising approach by improving the government
business interface and interaction and improve the
ease of doing business.

CoGTA and Open Up highlighted public participation
and innovative ways of enhancing public participation
using modern technology. Both institutions shared
the applications and tools that they have developed
to enhance community participation and encouraged
municipalities to utilise as many instruments as possible
at their disposal to reach the community.
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•

The Auditor-General has reported overall
regression in assurance provided by role players;

•

Lack of harmonisation of assurance functions;

•

Tone at the Top – risk governance values,
behaviours, expectations;

•

Silo agendas;

•

Lack of understanding
responsibilities;

•

Inability to find a common language and lack of
agreement on the definition of top risks;

•

Combined assurance is a watered-down
internal and external audit coordination
document; and

•

The concept of ‘assurance’ is not understood or
valued.

of

roles

and
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Government Solutions to Local Government
The back-to-basics programme was introduced in 2014. It is a key initiative of the Department
of Cooperative Governance that involves the proposed actions for support to local government
to improve its functioning. Municipalities, therefore, must provide their back-to-basics
feedback for the programme to succeed.

Government Solutions
to Local Government

Overall, the programme could not achieve the desired impact, as noted from the declining
financial health of municipalities, intentional or negligent noncompliance with key legislation,
and regressions in…[read more]

P.5

SALGA Visits Municipalities
to Improve Revenue
Collection

Cost-Containment Regulations can free up Funds to Improve Service Delivery
In June 2019, the National Treasury gazetted cost containment regulations aimed at ensuring
that the resources of municipalities and municipal entities were managed effectively. The initial
reaction from local government was one of resistance.

P.12

Questions and Answers on
Challenges Facing
Municipalities
P.18

The regulations aim to promote better governance and management of municipalities’
finances, as per the Municipal Finance Management Act (MFMA) and other applicable
regulations. They state that a well-managed municipality should already have a costcontainment policy in place and that those municipalities that do not, are required to
…[read more]
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W

elcome to the latest edition of the
Accountability Bulletin. The latest
edition is published just as the AGSA
puts the final touches on the 2018/19 MFMA
Audits. This current audit also saw the pilot
of the amended Public Audit Act and we await
with nervous anticipation the outcomes of this
exercise together with the lessons learnt, which
will shape our interventions and assistance
to our client municipalities. Initial indications
from the most recent audit are that it does not
look any better than the previous year. The
upcoming audit sees the expanded roll-out of the
Public Audit Act and places the spotlight firmly
on the functionality of oversight structures.
This edition, therefore, continues to focus on
Accountability, Governance, and Consequence
Management.
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“A society grows great
when old men plant trees
whose shade they know
they shall never sit in .”
- Greek proverb

We’re on the lookout for your articles to include in future publications. We are looking for articles that include innovations, how you have
solved a particular problem, and your experience or commentary on the support you receive from SALGA. Should you be intrested in
being published in the next edition, please send your articles to mlorgat@salga.org.za. We welcome your feedback too, so if you’d like to
let us know what you’d like to see more of, please send your comments as well.
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We have articles focusing on assistance rendered to
municipalities to improve revenue collection, outcomes
reporting back on the workshop held focusing on the roles
and responsibilities of political office bearers, and look at
the challenges facing municipalities among others for you
to enjoy.

The authors who contributed articles to this edition are
greatly appreciated and I hope you, the reader, will enjoy
the diverse spread of articles and topics covered.

Yours in inspiring service delivery through accountable,
well-governed, and financially well-managed local
government.

Khomotso Letsatsi
Chief Officer: Municipal Finance, Fiscal Policy
& Economic Growth, SALGA
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REBUILDING A CAPABLE LOCAL GOVERNMENT
THROUGH CAPACITY BUILDING
By: Phillip Rakgwale and Editor R Morena_YT

REALISMS AND PARADOX OF LOCAL
GOVERNMENT

C

It is suggested that the strategic governance and
financing systems could provide hope for the struggling
local governments. “Firstly, opportunities for matching
local needs with institutional frameworks and revenuegeneration tools can be implemented by the local
government entities. Secondly, suitable financial
management strategies can assist with efficient
revenue collection, while attracting public support
and capitalising on urban and regional economies of
scale; curbing on land sprawl; incentivise economic
activities; and improve urban affordability for the poor.
Thirdly, improvements in budgetary initiatives can
allow municipalities to make strategic investments in
their cities, stimulate good cycle of growth, revenue
generation, and success” (United Nations 2017 Report).

ities are assets, solutions and drivers
of economic and social development
and yet, this tends to be overlooked in
the upliftment of the South Africans, writes
Phillip Rakgwale and Russel Morena. Many
cities in South Africa possess an enormous
untapped economic potential that could
and should be leveraged to create wealth
and economic opportunities for all. To take
advantage of this, good urban planning that
supports urban compactness, integration, and
connectivity is required. Even the best urban
plans, however, risk ending up unused if they
are not accompanied by effective financial and Although cities can provide solutions, driving local
regulatory strategies for implementation. economies and improving social advancement, local
Strategic public investments must go hand-in- government authorities also experience challenges.
hand with strategic funding mechanisms and To address its challenges, the local government must
supporting governance systems to exploit the practice a feasible and accountable fiscal future, and
develop significant sources of tax revenues and non-tax
economic potential in the local cities.

The local government faces the toughest task of funding
its infrastructure and services that are needed to meet
the basic needs of growing urban populations, while on
the other hand, ensuring that future capital investments
aim for financial gains. Previous research supports the
view that local financial management tends to suffer
from gaps in technological infrastructure and capacity,
whereas opportunities for generating revenue are
often limited due to inadequate regulatory frameworks
and, in some instances, from disadvantageous political
structures. “Lagging public-sector spending takes a
toll on urban efficiency and local economic activity,
creating a vicious cycle of budgetary shortfalls, choking
urban conditions, and economic stagnation” (United
Nations 2017 Report).

revenues from user fees. Local government authorities,
however, would need the capacity and political will
to implement improvements. The effects of these
initiatives would be key to provide essential services to
the masses.

Another challenge for big metropolitan areas such as in
the City of Johannesburg, Tshwane Metro, Ekurhuleni,
City of Cape Town, and eThekwini is the growing
population in their borders from the not so fortunate
areas. Indeed, the swift urbanisation has created
economic opportunities for people, but it comes at
a hefty price of fiscal decentralisation and poor ways
of revenue collection. The suggested core paradox of
decentralisation by the United Nations provides central
government players’ voluntary sacrifice of power and
resources for a more holistic and flexible mindset

2

and approach necessary to diagnose local revenue
problems and consider options for remedying them.
Poor service delivery within the local government,
however, could lead communities and businesses to
relocate to areas where services are delivered such as
in the metropolitan areas.

The case for the decentralisation of government
lies mostly on the service delivery side and not the
revenue side of government. Public service delivery in
peri-urban and small urban areas could be limited by
problems on both the resource mobilisation side and
the institutional side.

The United Nations report of 2017 suggests that to fulfil
their mandate fiscally responsible, local government
entities that are based in developing countries, such as
South Africa, must have available significant sources
of own tax revenues and non-tax revenues in the
form of user fees. The adequacy of own revenues in
the local government is vital for an improved ability to
deliver needed goods and services and improve public
accountability.

GOVERNANCE AND CAPACITY
CHALLENGES AT LOCAL GOVERNMENT
A report by the Auditor-General of South Africa,
2017/18, shows that the audit outcomes of the local
government in South Africa worsened. The report further
indicates that the audit outcomes of 63 municipalities
regressed while only 22 saw improvements. Only
18 municipalities have managed to publish quality
financial statements and performance reports and
complied with key legislation applicable to financial and
performance management, thereby receiving a clean
audit which is a relapse from 33 in 2016/17. The report
indicated that 92% of municipalities did not comply
with key legislation, while municipalities with material
compliance findings on supply chain management
rose from 72% to 81%. It was reported that these were
the highest percentages of non-compliance since the
2011/12 period.

The report confirms past experiences of irregular
expenditure but, this time around shows a decline from
R29,7 billion to R25,2 billion after the record highs in the
previous year because of the significant effort made by
some municipalities in their first year of administration
to identify and transparently report on the irregular
expenditure incurred in prior years.

The amount could be even higher, as 46% of the
municipalities were either qualified on the incomplete
disclosure of irregular expenditure or disclosed in the
financial statements that they did not know the full
extent of irregular expenditure. In total, R17,3 billion
(81%) of the irregular expenditure related to expenses
incurred in 2017/18 represented 5% of the local
government expenditure budget. It included R6,4 billion
in payments made on ongoing contracts irregularly
awarded in prior years. If the non-compliance was not
investigated and condoned, the payments on these
multi-year contracts continued to be viewed and
disclosed as irregular expenditure. The report showed
that the top 10 contributors to irregular expenditure
were responsible for just over half of the total amount
of irregular expenditure.

Province

Number of

Accounting Officers (AO)

AO Meet Minimum

Chief Financial

Competency

Officers (CFO)

11

26

11

25

13

Municipalities

CFO Meet
Minimum
Competency

Eastern Cape

39

27

Free State

23

20

9

Gauteng

11

11

6

25

3

KwaZulu- Natal

54

34

17

41

11

Limpopo

27

20

5

22

6

Mpumalanga

20

12

9

16

Northern Cape

22

29

12

27

6
7

North West

31

16

8

11

3

Western Cape

30

24

17

25

19

257

193

94

218

79

TOTAL

Source: National Treasury minimum competency levels database

The report paints a picture that the key root causes are key officials who lacked the appropriate skills and
competencies for financial reporting, which led to over-reliance on consultants and negatively affected
financial planning, record keeping and reporting. Senior management’s poor monitoring and review processes
also contributed to errors and for non-compliance not to be detected. The reporting on the performance of
municipalities was indeed also not taken seriously.

There were inadequate systems to collate and report performance information, and officials did not understand
or could not apply the performance management and reporting requirements. The resourcing 46% in the finance
units were also assessed as either concerning or requiring interventions.

The local municipalities were estimated to spend in the region of R3,4 billion in consultancy services in the
2017/18 financial year. 197 Municipalities used consultants for financial reporting services at a cost of R907
million (2016/17 = R760 million), broken down to the below cost per province.

The municipalities regressed year-on-year and one
must point out that capacity within the municipalities
is not at the right level, especially for those in the
finance section within the municipalities. These
affected the governance and control processes
within the municipalities, which led to an increase in
communities’ dissatisfaction regarding poor service
delivery. This was confirmed by the then Minister of
finance (Nhlanhla Nene) in reply to a parliamentary
question on 7 September 2018, stating that only 94 of
257 municipalities met the requirements.

And the outcomes of the municipalities that used the consultants were as below:

The National Treasury compiled the next table
displaying the status of the Minimum Competency
Levels for MMs and CFOs by 30 August 2018.

The 66% (153) of the financial statements submitted for auditing included material misstatements in the areas
in which consultants did work. Consultants were ineffective because of auditees’ internal ineffectiveness, poor
project management, consultants did not deliver, lack of records and documents, and consultants were appointed
too late. 224 municipalities used consultants for a variety of services at 67%, and significant management
weaknesses areas were identified as:

Province

Unqualified with
no qualified
15

•

3

EC

Cost (R Million) 166

FS

GP

KZN

LP

MP

NC

NW

WC

50

91

95

177

134

40

124

30

Unqualified with
qualified opinion
78

Qualified with
findings
72

Adverse with
findings
9

61% performance management and monitoring;

•

42% transfer of skills; and

•

29% planning and appointment process.

Disclaimed with
findings
23

GOVERNMENT SOLUTIONS TO LOCAL
GOVERNMENT
By: Phillip Rakgwale and Editor R Morena_YT

T

he minimum competency levels are
regulated by the Municipal Regulations
on Minimum Competency Levels issued
by the National Treasury on 15 June 2007. The
regulations provided for a phasing-in period
for employees currently in those positions
to obtain the minimum competency levels
through academic studies and experience,
and by addressing any gaps in competencies
by training and development. The phasing-in
period should have ended on 1 January 2013,
but several extensions were granted, with the
most recent one being a further extension of
18 months on 3 February 2017.

The back-to-basics programme was introduced
in 2014. It is a key initiative of the Department of
Cooperative Governance that involves the proposed
actions for support to local government to improve its
functioning. Municipalities, therefore, must provide
their back-to-basics feedback for the programme to
succeed. Overall, the programme could not achieve the
desired impact, as noted from the declining financial
health of municipalities, intentional or negligent noncompliance with key legislation, and regressions in
audit outcomes.

The Municipal Infrastructure Support Agency (MISA)
supported the municipalities to establish a municipal
asset management system. MISA purchased asset
management software during 2015/16 for R34 million
and provided training to over 150 municipalities. Only
28 municipalities, however, are using the system due
to competing systems within the municipalities’ IT
infrastructure and other compelling reasons. There,
however, is no improvements in the audit outcomes.
The department of COGTA had a programme of putting
people first through public participation at the ward
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level with a target of having 4 392 ward committees
with operational plans. There, however, is no reliable
data that could either support or refute COGTA’s figure
of 2 253 functional wards.

The department of COGTA also had programmes to
support municipalities in resolving long outstanding
debt owed to and by municipalities. This, however, has
not yielded results, given the state of local government
finances.

DISTRICT MODEL AS ENVISAGED IN THE
WHITE PAPER ON LOCAL GOVERNMENT
1998
The model, as envisaged in the White Paper, could have
changed the landscape of local government, if it was
successfully implemented. Recently, the government
approved and launched the district model, and we
can now reflect on what was initially thought of more
than 10 years ago. Below are some of the ideas in the
White Paper on local government in 1998, which allows
to reflect on whether what was launched is new or
repetition of what was supposed to be implemented by
the government more than 10 years ago.

HISTORY OF THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT
OUTSIDE METROPOLITAN AREAS
Historically, the only form of local government outside
metropolitan areas was found in small market towns
and Regional Services Councils. Here, municipalities
could stabilise their costs around a geographically
contained population and an economic base of
protected agricultural and mining industries. As in the
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By: Khomotso Letsatsi – Chief Officer: Municipal Finance, Fiscal Policy & Economic Growth, SALGA

W

elcome to the latest edition of the
Accountability Bulletin. The latest
edition is published at an extremely
difficult moment in our country’s history as the
country fights to contain the outbreak of the
COVID-19 virus. The President introduced some
extreme measures aimed at containing the spread
of the virus including a lockdown of the country
for 21 days effective from the 26th of March.
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Chief Oﬃcer: Municipal ﬁnance, Fiscal
Policy & Economic Growth, SALGA ................................ 01
What Really is ‘Service Delivery’? ...................................... 02
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We’re on the lookout for your articles to include in future publications. We are looking for articles that include innovations, how you have
solved a particular problem, and your experience or commentary on the support you receive from SALGA. Should you be intrested in
being published in the next edition, please send your articles to mlorgat@salga.org.za. We welcome your feedback too, so if you’d like to
let us know what you’d like to see more of, please send your comments as well.

“Success is the sum of
small efforts, repeated
day in and day out.”
- Robert Collier

While this will affect the livelihood of many South Africans
and negatively affect the economy as whole, with small
businesses and the informal sector set to be impacted
the most, SALGA calls on all its members and indeed
the country as a whole to heed the instructions of the
president and work together to contain the spread of this
epidemic. SALGA is also playing a key role in assisting with
the implementation of the support packages for small
business and informal traders. During this trying period
SALGA is also making preparations for appearances at
SCOPA specifically on the contentious issue of Eskom
debt. We remain hopeful that we will advocate effectively
and find resolutions on some of the most serious matters
affecting municipalities as far as Eskom debt is concerned.
In this edition our articles cover a broad range of issues from
profiling Capricorn District Municipality which achieved
the only clean Audit for Limpopo to articles focusing on
Risk Management, Governance and Accountability and
the effect of Debt owed to Water Boards to mention but a
few. The ASB takes us through Proposed Improvements in
the Reporting on Assets.
The authors who contributed articles to this edition are
greatly appreciated and I hope you, the reader, will enjoy
the diverse spread of articles and topics covered.
Yours in inspiring service delivery through accountable,
well-governed, and financially well-managed local
government,
Khomotso Letsatsi
Chief Officer: Municipal Finance, Fiscal Policy
& Economic Growth, SALGA

WHAT REALLY IS ‘SERVICE DELIVERY’?
By: Prof Kevin Wall Pr Eng Pr Plan-Long-Term Infrastructure Advisor Procurement, Infrastructure and Knowledge
Management Programme: National Treasury

The term ‘service delivery’ is often heard. But what does
‘service delivery’ really entail?

Firstly, to make clear what it is not. ‘Service delivery’
is not the installation of infrastructure – for example,
the laying of a pipe in the ground, or the building of a
school.

I

nfrastructure (such as reservoirs, pipes,
treatment works, bridges, roads, rail,
harbours, electricity distribution, schools,
hospitals and clinics) that is competently
operated and well maintained delivers
services which underpin the quality of life and
economic development. If it is badly operated
and/or inadequately maintained, social and
economic growth is impeded, and the goals of
sustainable, inclusive economic growth and
spatial transformation are undermined.

‘Delivery’ is not the laying of a pipe – ‘delivery’ is clean,
fresh, and pure water coming from that pipe 24 hours
of every day, at the right pressure – for the next 50
years!

being safe to drink, or interruptions to supply resulting
from shortfalls in operations and /or maintenance and
not water shortages.
Neglecting the maintenance of engineering services
infrastructure, combined with the poor operation of this
infrastructure, erodes the value which the construction
and commissioning of this infrastructure brought to
communities and economic activities.

WHY IS THIS A PROBLEM?
The generic causes of service delivery challenges have
often been identified. For example, last year a gathering
of senior officials listed:
•

The lack of skills – especially technical skills;

•

the generally short tenure of political leadership,
as opposed to the needs of infrastructure, which
requires long-term planning and implementation;

•

limited ‘out of the box’ thinking (e.g. non-capitalintensive solutions to meeting demand are tooseldom considered);

•

inappropriate choice of infrastructure (e.g.
purchase at lowest price initial cost, but turns out
to be more expensive in the long run);

These challenges all need to be addressed. Effective
service delivery depends on a chain of events, and like
any other kind of chain, this chain is only as strong as its
weakest link.
Although this same list could have been drawn up five,
ten or more years ago, there have been major efforts
taken in the interim to address many of the issues.
Initiatives include capacity building such as the Massive
Project Consolidate Effort, the publication of guidelines
on Infrastructure Management, and the Comprehensive
National Immovable Asset Maintenance Management
Framework. Moreover, National Treasury has
issued laws and regulations such as those on asset
management, for example, GRAP 17 and is suggesting
policies such as the draft asset management policy for
adoption by municipalities.
In contrast, it is good to note that many infrastructureowning entities in all three spheres of government
have the above-listed issues largely under control, with
positive effects on their service delivery. For example,
the tap water in most metropolitan municipalities is
consistently drinkable, and leakage from water pipes is
significantly less than the national average.

So, to emphasise:
•

service ‘delivery’ is dependent on infrastructure
which is operating as it should – which, in turn, is
dependent on adequate maintenance;

•

some municipalities deliver services rather well.
Why can’t we all?

ASIDE
In his response to the debate on the State of the Nation
Address (SONA), the President stated:
“Maintenance doesn’t grab headlines, nor does it
strike most people as interesting, but an effective
comprehensive maintenance programme, properly
funded and led by skilled personnel, is the one thing
that stands between reliable electricity supply and
darkness.”
Creamer, Terence. ‘Ramaphosa promises to correct
lack of consultation with labour on Eskom unbundling’.
Engineering News. 14 February 2019.

Addressing this last issue (i.e. leakage) is a low-hanging
fruit waiting to be harvested. The Department of
Water and Sanitation (DWS) stated a year or so ago
that physical water losses amounted to 36% of treated
reticulated water!

DEBT OWED TO RAND WATER AND HOW
IT IMPACTS ON LOCAL GOVERNMENT (LG)
FINANCIAL HEALTH

Rand Water has rigorous controls to aid recovery and
the reviews of the debt on monthly basis to refocus
effort and continuously engage with the customer. The
various initiatives are further detailed below:

R

Rand Water supplies water through the bulk
and Water provides bulk water services c.
meter, and is responsible for infrastructure up to
(potable
water,
operations
and
the bulk meter.
maintenance, engineering planning,
scientific services and bulk sanitation to
some Municipalities). We supply services to It is not easy to determine if assessment in the
seventeen (17) municipalities.
water infrastructure at the municipalities are being

adequately maintained because Rand Water is only
responsible for infrastructure up to the bulk meter
point (point of sale). We can only speculate based on
the percentage of water losses by Municipalities. Rand
Water tariffs are regulated in line with Section 42 of
MFMA and standardised for all Municipalities in the old
area of supply, because water supply is from one source
(the Vaal River System). The consultation on new tariffs
is done on annual basis, in line with Section 42 of MFMA
and Clause 25 of the Bulk Water supply contract.

Municipalities Consumption (is 96% of total Rand
Water consumption)
2016 M/L

2017 M/L

2018 M/L

1, 553, 023

1, 567, 967

1, 512, 812

Below is the diagram demonstrating the amount owed by
municipalities to Rand Water as per 30 September 2018

a.

all Municipalities have valid bulk water supply
contracts that are renewed before they expire

b.

All contracts are implemented as per the clauses
in the contract

Days
Totals ('000)
PERCENTAGE :
MUNICIPALITY- Overdue

120+ Days 90 Days 60 Days 30 days Current
Total
Overdue
399,237 109,602 118,197 209,704 1,407,199 2,243,940 836,740
18%
5%
5%
9%
63%
100%
37%
120+ Days 90 Days

There is substantial evidence in our country of service
delivery failure caused by poor operations and/or
maintenance of infrastructure. This failure negates the
impact of the development undertaken to date, with
dire consequences, particularly apparent in the quality
and reliability of the basic municipal infrastructure
serving the majority of citizens.

•

insufficient budgets, given the growing demand
for infrastructure, and the need to address
rehabilitation and maintenance backlogs;

•

underspending of budgets;

GOVAN MBEKI MUNICIPALITY

•

a range of supply chain management issues;

•

political influences on prioritisation of projects and
on procurement;

Statistics South Africa’s household surveys reveal the
extent to which the water supply in areas which don’t
have the requisite infrastructure available – for reasons
such as the pressure becoming too low, the water not

•

lack of accountability;

VICTOR KHANYE LOCAL MUNICIPALITY
RANDWEST CITY LOCAL MUNICIPALITY
JOHANNESBURG WATER (SOC) LTD
MERAFONG CITY LOCAL MUNICIPALITY
MADIBENG LOCAL MUNICIPALITY

•

high turnover rates of leadership and of staff; and

-

•

ethical issues (including corruption).

Overdue

19,348 21,687.57 20,628.90

273,913

253,284

25,268

23,537

27,562

29,073

167,813

138,740

9,033
221
-

9,712
511
2,610
2,993

12,858
25,029
24,118
19,039
3,668

8,862
23,908
484,236
23,089
3,116

80,633
49,448
508,353
45,118
9,777

71,771
25,540
24,118
22,029
6,661

-

-

2,647

2,594

5,241

2,647

54
231,543

6,231
694,923

128,125

137,545

93,186

Total

18,522

62,373
40,168
159
592,964

94,879

Current

193,726

LESEDI LOCAL MUNICIPALITY

78,835

30 days

296,537

BUSHBUCKRIDGE LOCAL MUNICIPALITY

NGWATHE LOCAL MUNICIPALITY

75,081

60 Days

EMFULENI LOCAL MUNICIPALITY

638,517

545,331

•

There is a dedicated department that is assisting
with customer engagement regarding long
outstanding debt as well as regular defaulters for
late payments;

•

Rand Water always encourages customers to enter
into payment arrangement when they foresee
possible default or once they are in default;

•

On a monthly basis, a report of all arrears owed
by each municipality together with its aging, is
submitted to National Treasury and the Department
of Water and Sanitation as per Section 41(2) (b) of
the MFMA. National Treasury and CoGTA always
assist in monitoring payment arrangements from
the defaulting Municipalities;

•

The process of limiting or discontinuing water
when customers default is being used rigorously as
a means of debt collection;

•

Where customers are in default for over 60 days
without a payment arrangement in place (water
supply), RW follows the prescripts of the Bulk
Water Service Contract, i.e. limit the pressure and
ultimately cut the water supply:
•

In terms of the Rand Water Bulk Water Supply
Contract;

•

Rand Water gives the customer a written notice
of its intention to reduce bulk water supply
services by 20% within 30 days of such notice,
if account is not paid in full or the customer has
not entered into a repayment arrangement. A
copy of that letter gets to be sent to the Minister
of Water and Sanitation, National Treasury and
Provincial CoGTA;

•

i. Reduction should however, not under any
circumstance, be to such an extent that it
will limit the provision of basic water supply
services to the Municipal Consumers;
ii. In some instances, where after intervention
there is still no remedy, Rand Water will
engage the Ministers of DWS and National
Treasury, Provincial MEC’s of CoGTA and
Treasury for intervention through its
Chairperson of the Board

In line with the Bulk Water supply contract technical
meetings with Municipalities take place quarterly and
executive management meetings take place when
necessary to ensure that there is consensus in terms
of affordability versus water supply. In some instances,
both the Rand Water and the Municipal Executive
management will agree on the amount of flow reduction
and both parties will monitor the flow. However, the
responsibility still lies with the Municipality to ensure
that water reaches all their end consumers. Rand Water
also assist Municipalities with pressure management if
a Municipality needs curtailment of their water usage.

6,285
54
1,785,099 1,090,176

AccountAbility Publication - March 2020
AccountAbility Publication - March 2020

1

2

3

4

After 30 days of the first 20% flow restriction
and the account is still outstanding, Rand Water
will issue a second notification letter informing
the customer that water flow limitation will be
intensified by another 20% to 40% until the full
outstanding amount is paid or the customer
has entered into a repayment arrangement.
This action is in line with clause 26 of the Bulk
Water Supply Contract (accounts for payment
of bulk water supply services charges)
Clause 27 (special payment arrangements)
and clause 34 (limitation and disconnection
of water supply services) of the Bulk Water
supply contract
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Audit Performance and Service Delivery at Local Government Level
People living in high-performing municipalities with generally good financial outcomes
and service delivery are almost as unhappy with their local governments as those living in
low- performing municipalities. This is the finding of an exploratory survey of a sample of six
municipalities in three South African provinces conducted by NPO Good Governance Africa
(GGA) in conjunction with the office of the Auditor-General of South Africa (AGSA). This survey,
which was conducted in June 2019 against a background of regular service delivery protests
across…[read more]

Audit Performance and Service
Delivery at Local Government
Level
Newly Approved Standards
of GRAP

The Role of Records Management Towards Improving Municipal Audit Outcomes and
Fostering Accountability
Records management (RM) is crucial within municipal governance; yet, it is often seen as a
by-the-way process. The Auditor-General of South Africa (AGSA) has noted that in some
municipalities there is a flagrant disregard for internal controls, which includes sound recordkeeping (Auditor-General of South Africa, 2018). There is an agreement between scholars
that good RM plays a considerable part in the auditing process. Even though the role of RM is
significant, AGSA issues disclaimer opinions to several government institutions due to… [read
more]
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By: Mr Nceba Mqoqi - Acting Chief Officer: Municipal finance, Fiscal Policy & Economic Growth, SALGA

W

elcome to the latest edition of the
MASP Bulletin. National Government
elections went smoothly, and the new
Cabinet was appointed. The Auditor-General got
additional powers regarding the amended Public
Audit Act. The Auditor-General also released the
MFMA Audit outcomes during June 2019, and the
resounding message was the need for improved
Accountability, Governance and Consequence
Management. This edition, therefore, is themed
the Accountability, Governance and Consequence
Management edition. The title of the publication,
“Accountability”, is apt for such a theme as well.

Foreword by Mr Nceba Mqobi
Acting Chief Oﬃcer: Municipal ﬁnance, Fiscal
Policy & Economic Growth, SALGA ................................ 01
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The Role of Records Management Towards
Improving Municipal Audit Outcomes
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Accounting for Fully Depreciated Assets
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We have articles on the 2017/18 audit outcomes, audit
performance & service delivery, and Accounting for Fully
Depreciated Assets, among others for you to enjoy.

Mr Nceba Mqoqi
Acting Chief Officer: Municipal finance, Fiscal Policy
& Economic Growth, SALGA

The authors who have contributed articles to this edition
are greatly appreciated, and I hope you, the reader, will
enjoy the diverse spread of articles and topics covered.

Yours in inspiring service delivery through accountable,
well-governed, and financially well-managed Local
Government

“Examine what
is said, not him who
speaks.”
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let us know what you’d like to see more of, please send your comments as well.
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AUDIT PERFORMANCE AND SERVICE DELIVERY
AT LOCAL GOVERNMENT LEVEL
By: Tafadzwa Zvobgo - Programmes Coordinator, Good Governance Africa (GGA)

Does a clean audit translate into
improved service delivery and higher
levels of governance and satisfaction
among citizens?

This specific GGA research project was an exploratory
study geared toward comparative analysis. A mixed
methodology approach was adopted, combining
both qualitative and quantitative methods. A mixed
sampling technique was applied, comprising of
purposive sampling in the selection of provinces and
municipalities and convenience sampling during data
collection at the study sites.

P

eople
living
in
high-performing
municipalities with generally good
financial
outcomes
and
service
delivery are almost as unhappy with their
local governments as those living in lowperforming municipalities. This is the finding
of an exploratory survey of a sample of six
municipalities in three South African provinces
conducted by NPO Good Governance Africa
(GGA) in conjunction with the office of the
Auditor-General of South Africa (AGSA).
This survey, which was conducted in June
2019 against a background of regular service
delivery protests across South Africa, aimed
to establish whether financially well-managed
municipalities meant better service delivery
and satisfied residents.

The provinces that feature in the survey were the
Western Cape, Free State and North West. The
provinces were selected based on their aggregate audit
performance rating sourced from the Auditor-General’s
Consolidated General Report on the Local Government
Outcome 2015/16. In that report, provinces were
categorised into three groups, namely high performing,
middle performing, and low performing.

In the report, the Western Cape was rated as a highperforming province (category A), Free State a middleperforming province (category B), and North West was
rated as low-performing (category C).

The AGSA conducts regular local government audits
to ensure accountability and measure compliance
and proper fiscal management. For its part, GGA is
a not-for-profit organisation, which seeks to build
bridges between African governments and the private
sector, while strengthening civil society and promoting
democracy.

The three provinces chosen for the study were
categorised according to the percentage of unqualified
and qualified audits they received. Western Cape was
the best-performing province in category A, with
80% clean, unqualified audits with no findings, 14%
unqualified audits with findings, 3% qualified with
findings, and 3% adverse audits with findings. The Free
State had 4% unqualified audits with no findings, 53%
qualified audits with findings, 13% qualified audits with
findings, 13% disclaimed audits with findings, and 17%
outstanding audits.

One of GGA’s research programmes is dedicated to local
governance and grassroots democracy. This is based on
the belief that good governance implies that citizens
have an active voice in how they are governed through
participation via civil society and political structures.
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For the GGA/AGSA survey, one high-performing
municipality (one with an unqualified audit with no
findings – the best-recorded level of performance) and
one low-performing municipality (with a disclaimer
audit with findings – the worst level of performance)
were selected in each of the three provinces. In the
Western Cape, these were high-performing (HP) West
Coast and low-performing (LP) Oudtshoorn, in the
Free State, HP Lejweleputswa and LP Tokologo, while in
North West, HP Moretele municipality and LP Bojanala
were selected.

The researchers went into the field armed with the
expectation that better financial oversight should
result in better service delivery and higher levels of
satisfaction among citizens. The results, however,
provided a much more intricate, nuanced landscape,
revealing, for example, higher levels of satisfaction than
expected for some key services such as healthcare, and
access and affordability of electricity in areas with poor
audit outcomes.

On the other hand, immediately clear from the
statistics were high levels of unhappiness with local
government and overall service delivery outcomes.
The results for individual service delivery items, such
as waste management, access to electricity, access to
healthcare facilities, sanitation, piped water, police
services, and childhood development services varied
across all six high- and low-performing municipalities.
It, however, was only regarding two services canvassed
– the provision of medication and police services – that
the survey revealed a correlation between a good audit
performance and high levels of satisfaction with service
provision and governance.

The results of the survey were based on interviews
with 1 142 people across all six municipalities who
consented to take part. Participation was voluntary,
with respondents free to withdraw consent at any time
during their interviews. They were allowed to complete
the questionnaire in a choice of five languages –
Sesotho, English, Afrikaans, Setswana and isiXhosa.
Most respondents (71%) preferred to complete the
interview in English, while another 17% did so in
Afrikaans, 7% in Setswana, 4% in Sesotho, and 1% in
isiXhosa.

Ultimately, the results showed that each municipality
was unique and that respondents had varied opinions
regarding service provision in their area, regardless
of whether their municipality was “high” or “low”
performing according to the AG’s report. Nevertheless,
high levels of unemployment were an issue in all six
municipalities, with most respondents in all three
provinces being unhappy with job opportunities and
their municipalities’ failure to create sustainable work.

Fieldworkers were selected using GGA’s grassroots
approach, drawn from among unemployed young
people in local communities from all three provinces.
They were trained in interview techniques and on how
to use the research software loaded onto tablets. They
were then dispatched into the field where they spent
two days gathering data under the guidance of team
leaders.

Regionally, people from both the Western Cape’s
high-performing West Coast and low-performing
Oudtshoorn municipalities highlighted their need for
housing, water and sanitation, employment, and land
and housing. In the Free State, respondents in both
Lejweleputswa and Tokologo emphasised safety and
security and education as important services their
communities needed. The researchers concluded
and explained that this is shown by the high levels of
dissatisfaction with police services and low matric rates
in the two areas. Finally, in North West, respondents
from Bojanala and Moretele emphasised the need
for employment opportunities and local economic
development – unsurprising given the rural location of
the communities.

Presenting the findings, GGA reiterated that this was an
exploratory study and that the results were not definitive.
GGA also pointed out that there were several limitations
to the study, including the fact that the sample size and
number of areas studied were reduced due to limited
resources. They also noted that the sample size might
not necessarily accurately reflect the dynamics or
size of the municipal populations. Fieldworkers also
faced challenges in Tokologo in the Free State, such
as language challenges and intimidation. Members of
some communities were also reluctant to take part for
fear of being reported to the municipality.
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The GGA/AGSA report concluded with several
recommendations. These included improving service
delivery in general as well as creating employment
opportunities in all six municipalities. The West Coast
should prioritise access to health and nutrition as well
as access to, and availability of, land. Oudtshoorn should
investigate training healthcare personnel and improving
access to healthcare facilities and medication, as well as
improving the quality of sanitation and water services.

BOX ONE

BOX TWO

HOW THE AUDITOR-GENERAL RATES
MUNICIPALITIES

CASE STUDY: ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND INFORMAL ECONOMY

South Africa’s Auditor-General regularly audits the fiscal
management of the country’s municipalities. These
results are published in an annual Consolidated General
Report on the Local Government Audit Outcomes.
Provinces are categorised into three groups: high
performing, middle performing, and low performing.

In the Free State, Lejweleputswa’s local government
should improve local education services and access to
land and housing, while in Tokologo priorities should be
access to better quality water and sanitation.

According to the AGSA reports, a clean audit outcome,
or unqualified audit with no findings, refers to financial
statements without any material misstatements and no
evidence of non-compliance with legislation.
A province is classified with an unqualified audit
opinion when its financial statements contain no
material misstatements and some small reporting
discrepancies relating to predetermined objectives and
non-compliance.

Finally, the North West’s Moretele and Bojanala
municipalities should improve access to educational
services, water, and in-home sanitation, encourage
informal economy employment, as well as encourage
local economic development.

Participants in the study from all six municipalities
were also questioned about their involvement, if any, in
the informal economy. Most (83%) did not undertake
any business activity, but of the 13% who did, 68%
said these businesses were daily services, including
transportation, hairdressing, cleaning services, cooking,
selling vegetables, and nursery schools.

Informal business owners were also asked if they
employed other people. Of the respondents, 67% said
“no”, while 25% said “yes”, and 8% did not respond.
Some 36% said they employed one person, 31% said
they employed two people, and 145 said they employed
four people. All these employees were employed
temporarily when the need arose. They were paid
soon after the work was completed (even though the
informal sector employs the biggest proportion of the
population, it is mostly self-employment). It was found
that the weekly gross turnover of informal business
people interviewed ranged from R300 to R300 000,
and the amount paid to employees ranged from R300
to R28 000.

Most informal business owners (36%) across all six
municipalities retailed food and beverages, followed
by 15% dealing in health and beauty products. Overall,
more than half (62%) of business owners did not have
access to financial services. When those who did (34%)
have access to financial services were asked what type
they used, most of them (75%) said banks.

A qualified audit has financial statements that contain
material misstatements, or there is insufficient evidence
to conclude that specific amounts included in the
financial statements are not materially misstated.

Tafadzwa Zvobgo is GGA’s Programmes Coordinator.
She is a PhD candidate in Political Science at the
Institut des Mondes Africains (IMAF) research centre
of Ecole des Hautes Etudes en Sciences Sociales
(EHESS) in Paris. Her research interests include
conflicts, democracy, elections and election violence,
and conflict resolution in Africa. She attained her
Bachelor of Commerce degree in Politics, Economics
and Philosophy in 2006, an Honours degree in
International Relations in 2009, and a Master of
Social Sciences degree in International Relations
from the University of Cape Town in 2012.

Those with an adverse audit have misstatements in
their financial statements, which are not confined to a
specific amount, and these misstatements represent a
substantial proportion of the financial statements.
Finally, a disclaimer refers to an audit outcome where
the relevant province provided insufficient evidence
and documentation on which to base an audit opinion.
The lack of sufficient evidence represents a substantial
portion of the information contained in the financial
statements submitted.
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NEWLY APPROVED STANDARDS OF GRAP
By: Jeanine Poggiolini - Technical Director, Accounting Standards Board (ASB)

A

t the ASB Board meeting in March The Board agreed that to reduce the divergent
2019, the Board issued several new accounting practices, the Guideline should be included
pronouncements that affect local in the GRAP Reporting Framework. The application of
government. These pronouncements are the Guideline will be linked to proposed amendments
discussed below. The documents are available to GRAP 17. The date is likely to be 1 April 2021.
on the ASBs website on www.asb.co.za

Guideline on The Application of
Materiality in Financial Statements

Guideline on Accounting for Landfill
Sites

Many of the issues raised about the Standards of GRAP
include that the Standards are complex, the Standards
deal with topics irrelevant to some entities, and that the
information in the financial statements is voluminous
and often not used by users. These issues relate to the
fact that entities do not consider and apply materiality
in preparing financial statements.

The Guideline guides how to account for landfill sites
using the principles in GRAP 17 on Property, Plant
and Equipment and GRAP 19 on Provisions, Contingent
Liabilities and Contingent Assets. Guidance is provided on
accounting for land used in landfills, the recognition
and measurement of the landfill site asset, and the
rehabilitation provision. The key features of the
guidance are:
•

Land and the landfill site asset should be accounted
for as separate assets.

•

Land used in a landfill is not depreciated.

•

Certain costs to develop and or construct a landfill
site should be capitalised.

•

Landfill site assets should be depreciated over
the period that it is available for use. This is from
the date that the landfill site asset is capable of
operating as intended by management, while it
receives waste, during rehabilitation, and while it
stores waste pending an alternative use (during
the post-closure and monitoring period, which
could be up to thirty years).

•

An entity’s obligations regarding landfill sites could
be twofold: (1) to dismantle any construction on the
site, and or (2) to restore the landfill site related to
the deposition of waste. Whether both obligations
exist would depend on the type of landfill site.

In line with GRAP 3 on Accounting Policies, Changes in
Accounting Estimates and Errors, the Standards only
apply to material transactions and events. Materiality
should be considered in deciding whether to apply the
requirements of the Standards of GRAP for recognition,
measurement, presentation, and disclosure.

As materiality aims to ensure that the most relevant
information is provided to users of the financial
statements, it is important to understand who the
users are of an entity’s financial statements and their
information needs. The Guideline outlines a process
that entities could follow in identifying users, their
information needs, and how this affects applying the
Standards of GRAP.

To promote using the Guideline and to ensure practice
develops in the sector, the application of the Guideline
is voluntary. The Board could reconsider the status at a
future date.
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The Southern African Institute of Government Auditors, the Public Sector Auditing and
Accounting Institute
The public sector of this country faces challenges to effectively fulfil its mandate on service
delivery and to curb any unauthorised, irregular and fruitless and wasteful expenditure.
Combating these challenges requires a knowledgeable and skillful external auditor who
specialises in the public sector to provide the management and leadership of public entities
with insightful and analytical guidance.The Southern African Institute of Government Auditors
(SAIGA) provides…[read more]

•	The Southern African Institute of
Government Auditors, the Public
Sector Auditing and Accounting
Institute
•	Post-implementation Review on
Grap 103 Heritage Assets
•	Laingsburg Municipality Mpac
Workshop Brief
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The Southern African
Institute of Government
Auditors, the Public Sector
Auditing and Accounting
Institute
P.02

Post-implementation
Review on Grap
103 Heritage Assets

Laingsburg Municipality MPAC Workshop Brief
…Mr Mario Baatjes from the Department of Local Government presented the MPAC Terms of
Reference. He introduced his presentation by mentioning the recurring audit findings without
consequence management or adherence to the recommendations in the management report.
He further emphasized the importance of the clear roles of MPAC and Section 32 committees
that enable effective oversight and application of preventative controls. Given a vast scope
of MPAC duties indicated in Laingsburg Municipal MPAC Terms of Reference, the advice was
for MPAC to assign duties that could be handled as effective mechanisms to manageably and
practically improve…[read more]
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W

elcome to the latest edition of the MASP
Bulletin. The latest edition is published
just as the AGSA puts the final touches
on the 2018/19 MFMA Audits. This current audit
also saw the pilot of the amended Public Audit
Act and we await with nervous anticipation the
outcomes of this exercise together with the
lessons learnt, which will shape our interventions
and assistance to our client municipalities. Initial
indications from the most recent audit are that
it does not look any better than the previous
year. The upcoming audit sees the expanded
roll-out of the Public Audit Act and places the
spotlight firmly on the functionality of oversight
structures. This edition, therefore, continues
to focus on Accountability, Governance, and
Consequence Management.

Foreword by Khomotso Letsatsi
Chief Oﬃcer: Municipal Finance, Fiscal
Policy & Economic Growth, SALGA ................................ 01
The Southern African Institute of Government
Auditors, the Public Sector Auditing and Accounting
Institute ............................................................................... 02
Gauteng Supports Municipalities on Record and
Document Management to Eradicate Poor Audit
Outcomes ............................................................................ 03
Post-implementation Review on Grap 103 Heritage
Assets ................................................................................... 08
Outcomes Report Of The Masp Workshop For
Ngwathe Lm On Roles And Responsibilities Of
Political Oﬃce Bearers Held on 26 November
2019..................................................................................... 10
Laingsburg Municipality Mpac Workshop Brief ..........12
SUBSCRIPTIONS AND DISTRIBUTION
Distributed internally by SALGA. No portion of this magazine
can be reproduced in any form without the written consent
of the publishers. The publishers are not responsible for
unsolicited material. The opinions expressed are not
necessarily those of SALGA.

Khomotso Letsatsi
Chief Officer: Municipal Finance,
Fiscal Policy & Economic Growth, SALGA

“It’s not what you look
at that matters, it’s what
you see.”
- Henry David Thoreau

We’re on the lookout for your articles to include in future publications. We are looking for articles that include innovations, how you have
solved a particular problem, and your experience or commentary on the support you receive from SALGA. Should you be intrested in
being published in the next edition, please send your articles to mlorgat@salga.org.za. We welcome your feedback too, so if you’d like to
let us know what you’d like to see more of, please send your comments as well.

We have articles on rebuilding a capable public
sector through capacity building, focusing on records
management to eradicate poor audit outcomes. The
ASB takes us through the post-implementation review of
GRAP 103 and we look at cost containment regulations to
free up funds for service delivery, among others, for you
to enjoy.

The authors who contributed articles to this edition are
greatly appreciated and I hope you, the reader, will enjoy
the diverse spread of articles and topics covered.

Yours in inspiring service delivery through accountable,
well-governed, and financially well-managed local
government.

Khomotso Letsatsi
Chief Officer: Municipal Finance, Fiscal Policy
& Economic Growth, SALGA
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THE SOUTHERN
THE SOUTHERN
AFRICAN INSTITUTE
AFRICAN OF
INSTITUTE OF
GOVERNMENT
GOVERNMENT
AUDITORS, AUDITORS,
THE PUBLICTHE
SECTOR
PUBLIC SECTOR
AUDITING AND
AUDITING
ACCOUNTING
AND ACCOUNTING
INSTITUTE INSTITUTE
By: Russel Morena - Acting CEO,
By:Institution(
Russel Morena
South- African
Acting CEO,
Institute
Institution(
of Government
South African
Auditors)
Institute of Government Auditors)

T

he public sector of this country faces
challenges to effectively fulfil its
mandate on service delivery and to
curb any unauthorised, irregular and fruitless
and wasteful expenditure. Combating these
challenges requires a knowledgeable and
skilful external auditor who specialises in the
public sector to provide the management and
leadership of public entities with insightful
and analytical guidance.

The Southern African Institute of Government Auditors
(SAIGA) provides technical guidance, knowledge and
skills related to public sector auditing and accountability
to individuals who practise their trades in the public
sector accounting and auditing fields. As a SAQArecognised professional body, SAIGA is the custodian
and champion of the public sector accountability,
which confers the Registered Government Auditor
(RGA) professional designation.

The RGA holders are unique professionals who are
specifically equipped to audit in the public sector. They
are knowledgeable with public financial management,
public sector accounting, internal control systems,
and other competencies. The RGA competencies
are described in a document titled: Common Body
of Knowledge and Skills for Registered Government
Auditors (COBOKS for RGAs), which combines
several cognitive and technical skill requirements
that are acquired by various phases of professional
development.

ethics for public sector auditors, GRAP/IFRS standards,
auditing theory and standards, ICT auditing, forensic
auditing, applied practical auditing, MCS, and AoPI. The
qualification, Public Sector Auditor with Specialisation
in the public sector is the registration process with
relevant authorities, which aims to support the RGAs
and the entire public sector auditing and accounting
professionals with suitable technical skills and expertise.

SAIGA also supports current RGAs and public sector
accountability professionals with short courses in
Governance for councillors, unauthorised, irregular
and fruitless and wasteful expenditure, public
financial management for non-financial managers,
real management (revenue, expenditure, assets and
liabilities), preparing annual financial statements, CT
risk assessment, performance management regarding
the PFMA, and performance evaluation and reporting
(Managing the 3 Es – Efficiency, effectiveness and
economy),

Entrance requirements to the RGA designation is a
Bachelor’s degree at NQF Level 7 or 8 (480 Credits)
or a Diploma at NQF Level 6 (360 Credits) plus an
Advanced Diploma at NQF Level 7 (120 Credits). The
RGA designation could also be awarded through the
recognition of prior learning (RPL) process. For more
information on the RGA, short courses and membership
of SAIGA, contact Mandisa Mboshana (manager@
saiga.co.za) or Portia Morai (admin@saiga.co.za), or call
012 004 0741 or apply via www.saiga.co.za.

SAIGA develops future RGAs through the Government
Auditing Specialism Programme (GASP), which
contains topics regarding regulatory framework,

GAUTENG SUPPORTS MUNICIPALITIES ON
RECORD AND DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT TO
ERADICATE POOR AUDIT OUTCOMES
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MUNICIPALITIES
Name of Municipality

City of Johannesburg Metropolitan
Municipality
City of Tshwane metropolitan
Municipality
Ekurhuleni Metropolitan Municipality
Sedibeng District Municipality

I

mmediately after the release of the Subsequently, SALGA engaged provincial archives to
2017/18 audit findings, The South African collaborate on capacity-building programmes that
Local Government Association (SALGA) in could be explored in the interim to improve issues
Gauteng under the umbrella of the Municipal related to record-keeping in various municipalities. The
Audit Support Programme (MASP), identified following trainings were rolled out:
record-keeping as the root cause of failure
to provide documents to external auditors
during the audit process. SALGA, therefore, • Record control schedule training took place on 14
and 15 August 2019;
conducted an assessment around June and
July 2019 in respective municipalities in the • Record digitisation training took place on 18 and
province to ascertain the latter. Below are
19 September 2019; and
common issues that were raised by Gauteng
• The Sedibeng District established a forum that
municipalities during the assessment for
consist of its locals and meetings are scheduled
further interventions:
quarterly to share good practices and challenges.
•

Lack of top management support;

•

Officials are not using the registries but are keeping
the records in their offices;

•

The officials who are keeping records in their
offices are not using the approved file plan(s) but
are either piling the records in their offices or are
compiling and using personal file plans;

•

Due to the lack of central control over the records
and the lack of records management awareness
among the employees, records are destroyed
without disposal authorities being issued to them;

•

Municipalities are not properly equipped to
manage records that are generated and stored
electronically;

•

At an even more fundamental level, a limited
culture of information-sharing exists within
governmental bodies;

•

Unfortunately, there is a widespread belief that
technology will solve service delivery problems;
and

•

Numerous disparate systems are deployed in
governmental bodies that compound the recordkeeping and information-sharing problems,
resulting in even greater service delivery problems.

Emfuleni Local Municipality

Lesedi Local Municipality
Midvaal Local Municipality
Mogale City Local Municipality

Rand-West City Local Municipality

Merafong Local Municipality

Schedule Register of
Register of
Records Management Registry
Schedule Schedule Schedule
Destruction
File Plan
Disposals Disposal
(Audiofiles
TOTAL
policy
manual
(Paper) (Microfilms) (Electronic)
certificate
Authorities
Visual)
opened

1

1

1

0

1

8

1

0

12

1

1

3

0

0

0

0

6

0

4

16

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

5

1

1

1

1

0

1

3

1

9

1

4

1

1

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

4

1

1

1

0

0

0

1

1

0

1

6

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2
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CITY OF TSHWANE INSPECTION PHOTOS
1

2

1

2
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COMPLIANCE ISSUES ON RECORD AND DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT

More and above these initiatives, SALGA hosted
an annual Records and Document Management
Conference in partnership with the Gauteng Provincial
Archives on 18 October 2019 at Birchwood Hotel. The
conference was used as a tool to create an awareness
campaign on the state of record and document
management in the province and the anticipated
impact of the 4th Industrial Revolution on recordkeeping.

The conference served as a critical platform to
share the current state of record and document
management in the province, as illustrated below,
to propose mechanisms that could be introduced to
enforce compliance in municipalities and other entities
of government.

MOGALE CITY LOCAL MUNICIPALITY INSPECTION PHOTOS

LESSONS LEARNT
Deputy Chairperson of SALGA - Gauteng Cllr
Aletta Mashigo

CITY OF JOHANNESBURG INSPECTION PHOTOS

SALGA Gauteng Deputy Chairperson, Cllr. Aletta
Mashigo opened the session by outlining the challenges
encompassing the function of record-keeping in
municipalities. She elaborated that poor recordkeeping

is informed by inappropriate skills and competencies
for financial reporting, leading to the over-reliance on
consultants and negatively affects financial planning,
recordkeeping and reporting. She further illustrated
that some municipalities blatantly disregard controls
(including good recordkeeping) and compliance with
key legislation; hence, SALGA called all stakeholders
and municipal entities in one room to deliberate on the
matter.

MASP Bulletin - December 2019
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Are Financial Statements the Main Thing?
Economic theory stipulates that government plays a role in the economy through the provision
of goods and services that the market fails to provide, i.e. when there is market failure, hence
the mandate assigned to local government by the Constitution. The most visible sphere of
government that touches citizens’ daily lives is the local sphere of government (municipalities).
This being the case, it therefore goes without saying that actual or perceived failure by this
sphere of government is often characterised by mass community protest. South Africa has
been dubbed “the strike capital of the world”. Although section 17 of the Constitution gives
effect to the right to…[read more]

•	Are Financial Statements the Main
Thing?
•	Accountability and Consequence
Management
•	Profiling Capricorn District
Municipality
•	Mpumalanga Municipal Governance
and Finance Indaba

Midvaal Records Management Good Practices
Midvaal is a local municipality in Gauteng which has obtained clean audits for 5 consecutive
years.The Records Management unit at Midvaal was established in 2001 post the municipality`s
amalgamation.The four locals in the district worked together to get their File plans approved.
The Records Manager has been with the municipality since then and she has a wide range of
records knowledge and skills, she also believes that peer learning plays a key role in proper
records management.The team believes that the critical factors which enable good records
management include; an approved file plan, proper policies, procedures and manuals which
must actually be implemented.These must be supported by a…[read more]
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W

elcome to the latest edition of the
MASP Bulletin. This edition is published
at an extremely difficult moment in
our country’s history as the country fights to
contain the outbreak of the COVID-19 virus. The
President introduced some extreme measures
aimed at containing the spread of the virus
including a lockdown of the country for 21 days
effective from the 26th of March.

Foreword by Khomotso Letsatsi
Chief Oﬃcer: Municipal ﬁnance, Fiscal
Policy & Economic Growth, SALGA ............................... 01
Are Financial Statements the Main Thing? .................... 02
Accountability and Consequence Management ....... 04
Accounting and Reporting on Assets Needs
Improvement .................................................................... 05
Proﬁling Capricorn District Municipality .................... 07
Midvaal Records Management Good Practices ..........09
Mpumalanga Municipal Governance and Finance
Indaba .................................................................................11
The Public Audit Amendment Act: Driving
Accountability and Consequence Management
in the Public Sector .......................................................... 14

Khomotso Letsatsi
Chief Officer: Municipal Finance,
Fiscal Policy & Economic Growth, SALGA

“Nothing will ever be
attempted if all possible
objections must first be
overcome.”
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- Samuel Johnson
We’re on the lookout for your articles to include in future publications. We are looking for articles that include innovations, how you have
solved a particular problem, and your experience or commentary on the support you receive from SALGA. Should you be intrested in
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is directly or indirectly responsible for (amongst others) the provision of:
• Electricity
• Water for household use
• Sewage and sanitation
• Storm water systems
• Refuse removal, etc.

By: Khomotso Letsatsi – Chief Officer: Municipal Finance, Fiscal Policy & Economic Growth, SALGA

While this will affect the livelihood of many South Africans
and negatively affect the economy as whole, with small
businesses and the informal sector set to be impacted
the most, SALGA calls on all its members and indeed
the country as a whole to heed the instructions of the
president and work together to contain the spread of
this epidemic. SALGA is also playing a key role in assisting
with the implementation of the support packages for
small business and informal traders. During this trying
period SALGA is also making preparation for appearances
at SCOPA specifically on the contentious issue of Eskom
debt. We remain hopeful that we will advocate effectively
and find resolution on some of the most serious matters
affecting municipalities as far as Eskom debt is concerned.
In this edition our articles cover a broad range of issues
from profiling Capricorn District Municipality who achieved
the only clean Audit for Limpopo to articles focusing on
Risk Management, Governance and Accountability and
the effect of Debt owed to Water Boards to mention but a
few. The ASB takes us through Proposed Improvements in
the Reporting on Assets.
The authors who contributed articles to this edition are
greatly appreciated and I hope you, the reader, will enjoy
the diverse spread of articles and topics covered.
Yours in inspiring service delivery through accountable,
well-governed, and financially well-managed local
government,

ARE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
THE MAIN THING?
conomic theory stipulates that government plays a
role in the economy through the provision of goods
and services that the market fails to provide, i.e. when
there is market failure, hence the mandate assigned
to local government by the Constitution.

E

The most visible sphere of government that touches citizens’ daily lives
is the local sphere of government (municipalities). This being the case,
it therefore goes without saying that actual or perceived failure by this
sphere of government is often characterised by mass community protest.
South Africa has been dubbed “the strike capital of the world”. Although
section 17 of the Constitution gives effect to the right to a peaceful and
unarmed assembly, demonstration, picketing and the presentation of
petitions as a form of freedom of expression, the most concerning aspect
of this right is when it turns violent and destructive in its nature. This is
particularly prevalent in the local sphere of government i.e. vandalism
and destruction of infrastructure as a measure of expressing collective
frustration brought about by actual or perceived poor service delivery.
Some independent municipal statistic-gathering organisations have
reported that as at the end of April 2018, municipal specific protests
for the year are projected to at least match those of the previous

It therefore stands to reason that because a majority of citizens have
a shared or common understanding of what a municipality ought to
deliver to them flowing from the Constitution, any actual or perceived
failures to deliver on this will be meet with mass civil unrest as an
ultimate form of expressing communal discontent.

•

Resonating with the general society are the principles of Abraham
Maslow’s ‘Hierarchy of Needs’, where once basic needs have been met,
citizens attempt to fulfil their needs by moving to the next level in the
hierarchy. These range from job opportunities, provision of houses,
areas of recreation, health and other social services, etc., granted these
may be basic needs to another sector of the same said community.

Municipalities’ audit outcomes emanating from the latest General
Report on Local Government Audit Outcomes as published by the
Auditor-General South Africa (AGSA) indicate that in the 2016/17
financial year, R757 million was spent by municipalities on consultants
in preparation of financials, yet only:
• 22% of the total 257 submitted financial statements free from
material misstatements for audit;
• 3% clean audit;
• 45 municipalities regressed;
• 0% quality AFS submitted for audit in 2 of the 9 provinces;
• 97% qualification areas in assets, receivables, revenue and irregular
expenditure;
• R28 billion irregular, R12.6 billion unauthorised and R1.5 billion
fruitless and wasteful (i.e. UIFW);
• 39% of UIFW instances investigated to date but only 1% respectively
of total money recovered by Council from these instances.

The provision of these services hangs on the ability of the municipalities
having adequate infrastructure, related resources and competent
staff compliment to deliver on the constitutional mandate. This being
a given, planning, budgeting and spending on the procurement and
maintenance of infrastructure and related assets becomes important
consideration to both the political and administrative leadership of
the municipality. For this piece of the puzzle we turn our attention
to financial statements and the role they play (both internally and
externally) in the local sphere of government.
By: S Majola and L Riba – National Treasury

year’s annual protest records.
The question then that becomes relevant in such instances is why
the upsurge in civil unrest as a result of service delivery and most
importantly what is the constitutional mandate of the local sphere
of government? To collectively answer these questions, we turn our
attention to the highest law of the land – The Constitution of the
Republic of South Africa. Section 151 of the Constitution gives effect to
the role that the local sphere of government should play in the welfare
of all those who reside in South African i.e.:
• to provide democratic and accountable government for local
communities;
• to ensure the provision of services to communities in a sustainable
manner;
• to promote social and economic development;
• to promote a safe and healthy environment; and
• to encourage the involvement of communities and community
organisations in the matters of local government.
Although all five objectives carry equal weight, without a shadow of
doubt the one objective which draws the main attention to a significant
section of our population is the provision of services to communities in a
sustainable manner. Unpacking this objective reveals that the municipality

analyses are often used by grant providers and are prepared by
professionals (financial analysts), thus providing them with the
basis for decision making;
Employees also need financial statements in making collective
bargaining agreements with the management, in the case of
labour unions or for individuals in discussing their compensation,
promotion and performance evaluation process;
Political and administrative officials require financial statements to
make important strategic decisions that affect the organisation’s
continued operations. Financial analysis and reporting is then
performed on these statements to provide officials with a more
detailed understanding of the figures.

•

Public finance is the field of study in economics that specifically looks
into government income, expenditure and finance activities associated
with the role that government plays in the economy. In South Africa,
this takes place at the overall government level, as well as decentralised
at local government level, with monitoring thereof to prescribed
presidential outcomes. Vital to decision making in the allocation and
management of resources required in performing these activities is
credible financial information.
Financial information comes in the form of financial statements and
various other reports, with Chapter 12 of the MFMA dealing with the
financial reporting and auditing aspects for local government. Financial
statements serve the purpose of providing information on the position,
performance and changes in net assets of an organisation, information
known to be used by an array of users. In the public sector, these
intended users are even broader including policy makers, citizens,
monitoring agencies, and local and international rating agencies.
Below are some of the uses thereof by the respective users:
• Financial institutions use them to decide whether to grant the
organisation fresh working capital or extend debt securities (such
as a long-term bank loan or debentures) to finance expansion and
other significant expenditures;
• Prospective grant providers make use of financial statements to
assess the viability of providing a grant to the organisation. Financial

Submission of quality AFS, independent audit thereof and a clean audit
outcome should thus be a given. This from the perspective that financial
statements and the audit process are not the end goal. Essentially, they
are the outcome or expression of confidence in an organisation that
has well defined objectives, implements these objectives and reports
on them based on a sound system of effective processes and controls
that can be relied upon. This bears reference to the credible information
required to facilitate provision of public goods and services, in the most
efficient and effective manner.
Quality financial statements are just one of the puzzle pieces pointing to
day-to-day efficient and effective processes and systems for facilitating
the service delivery mandate of local government. If financial statements
are the culmination of these efficient and effective processes and
systems, what then lurks behind, if 201 of 257 municipalities are unable
to produce quality financial statements? What then is the true extent
of the state of affairs of local government in as far as localised service
delivery is concerned in South Africa?

Khomotso Letsatsi
Chief Officer: Municipal Finance, Fiscal Policy
& Economic Growth, SALGA
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ACCOUNTING AND REPORTING ON ASSETS
NEEDS IMPROVEMENT

By: Mohammed Lorgat - Specialist Municipal Audit Support, SALGA

By: Jeanine Poggiolini

T

I

he word Accountability can be broken
up into Account and Ability or in other
words the ability to account. Over the last
few years, there have been numerous reports
and articles or stories reported in the media
focusing on the lack of the ability to account
or failures in the ability to account in the public
sector that has resulted in the gradual erosion
in the public trust as well as the gradual
deterioration in the financial health of the
public sector organisations. A larger portion
of this has been focused on local government
and with good reason, as local government is
the sphere of government that is the closest to
the citizens and touches directly on the quality
of lived experiences.
In the last three publicly released Auditor-General
(AG) reports the AG mentioned that a key contributor
to the deterioration in the audit outcomes is the lack
of accountability and consequence management.
The AG lamented the issue that year-in and year-out
findings are raised (in many cases similar in nature) and
recommendations are issued, however, there is little
to no action taken in terms of addressing the findings
or acting on the recommendations. This has manifest
in a sustained increase of irregular expenditure in this
period.

The current legislation and regulations applicable
emphasize the need for accountability and demands
this while also giving remedies or direction in terms of
consequence management. The MFMA and Municipal
Systems Acts drive accountability, but accountability
is still poor. The Financial Misconduct Regulations
provide guidelines for consequence management but
the requirements thereof are still being put in place
in most municipalities, therefore there is also a lack of
consequence management.

SALGA is currently working on the development of a
consequences and accountability framework for local
government which must be considered to be jointly
issued with COGTA and/or Treasury as a Circular so
that it may have the authority to drive compliance from
municipalities. Should this framework be issued by
SALGA alone it will merely serve as a good practice and
will result in voluntary compliance at best.
Another key development which may assist in driving
consequence management is the amended Public
Audit Act of the AG which has been piloted during
the 2018/19 MFMA audit cycle and we are sure to be
given feedback on the impact of the application of
the amended PAA on the audit cycle. In terms of what
was envisaged in the amended PAA is that should
the AG identify a material irregularity this will be
communicated with the auditee and the Accounting
Officer will be given a period of time to deal with the
material irregularity. Should the AG assess that the
Accounting Officer has not dealt with the material
irregularity at all or not dealt with the material
irregularity appropriately or sufficiently then the AG will
have the power to refer that material irregularity to an
appropriate investigating body for further investigation.
This may result in a debt judgement on the Accounting
Officer and/or the person/s responsible for the material
irregularity. Importantly, the AG has on an annual basis
identified material irregularities at auditees and made
recommendations but these have not been addressed
and therefore the AG’s Parliamentary oversight body
– The Standing Committee on the Auditor-General
(SCOAG) saw it fit to embark on the process to amend
the AG’s Public Audit Act. Feedback is awaited from
the AG on their pilot and on how they plan to further
expand the application of the amended PAA in the
2019/20 audit cycle.
SALGA wishes to reaffirm the call to municipalities to
ensure good accountability and proper consequence
management and will work closely with our member
municipalities at both the political and administrative
leadership level as well as with other stakeholders to
ensure that this is driven by action.
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n 2018, the ASB reviewed the Did the amendments achieve their
implementation of certain amendments objectives?
to GRAP 16 on Investment Property and
GRAP 17 on Property, Plant and Equipment For the most part, stakeholders indicated that the
following the post-implementation review amendments were achieving their intended objectives
of these Standards. The purpose of the 2018 and provided suggestions for areas that required furreview was to assess whether entities had fully ther guidance through FAQs or similar.
implemented the amendments and whether
the amendments achieved their intended
objectives.

Did entities apply the amendments correctly?

The review focused on six areas in GRAP 16 and GRAP
17:

Generally, entities implemented the amendments in
accordance with the requirements of the Standards.
However, there were three key areas where either
non-compliance was observed, or where the quality of
the financial statements could be improved:

•

The guidance provided on the classification of
land and buildings as either investment property
and property, plant and equipment.

Issue #1 – Fully depreciated assets still in use

•

The introduction of an indicator-based approach
to the review of useful lives and residual values
and whether this was simpler and easier for
preparers to apply.

•

Clarifying that if fair values (or similar) need to be
determined, internal experts may be used if they
are competent to perform the valuation in terms
of the requirements of the Standards.

•

The effect of deleting encouraged disclosures
from the Standards of GRAP such as those on
the existence of fully depreciated assets and
fair value where the cost method is used for
subsequent measurement.

•

The provision of more information on capital
work-in-progress.

•

The provision of information on the expenditure
incurred on repairing and maintaining different
types of assets.

What areas did the review focus on?

A number of entities still disclosed (material) fully
depreciated assets still in use. This is despite (a) the
requirement for entities to assess whether there are
indications that the useful lives and residual values
need to be revised, and (b) the deletion of the disclosure
of fully depreciated assets still in use from GRAP 17.
Some preparers see this review simply as an exercise
to comply with the Standards. Revising useful lives and
residual values provides useful information to users (a)
about how assets are being managed and used, and
(b) ensures that more accurate information is available
to determine the cost of services provided in a specific
period.
If an entity has material fully depreciated assets,
appropriate adjustments need to be made to reflect
their revised useful lives and residual values. Depending
on the circumstances, these adjustments can either
be a change in an accounting estimate or an error.
The ASB’s FAQs explain the accounting treatment and
can be accessed by following this link: http://www.asb.
co.za/frequently-asked-questions/
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CONTENT

STUDY ON DEMARCATION
Legislative Process as it Relates to Municipal Boundary Changes Since 2000
The Local Government White Paper built on the constitutional requirements for ocal government
which set out several objectives focussed on developmental local governance. These were placed
directly into the Municipal Demarcation Act (1998) as Section 24. Together with Section 25 which
spelt out the criteria to be used in municipal demarcation, the overall aim was to lead the way to
creating a wall-to-wall system of local governance which was consultative, developmental and
served the social, economic and environmental needs of communities. Elements of developmental
local government include…[read more]

•	Legislative Process As It
Relates To Municipal Boundary
Changes Since 2000
•	High Level Analysis Of The
Impacts Of The Major Mergers
•	Case Studies In Merged
Municipalities

Changed Economic Bases
Possibly the greatest differentiator between and within the merged municipalities revolves around
the economic bases of these municipalities. Whilst this is a reality of apartheid spatial disparities,
the point becomes very clear when examining the economic bases of merged municipalities.

Study on Municipal Demarcation
Process and its impacts on good
governance and financial
sustainability for Local
Government

An analysis was undertaken of the economic bases of municipalities which merged or were
incorporated between 2011 and 2016. Firstly, levels of unemployment in some of the mergers
are far higher than the national average. This was true in the cases of municipalities with high
unemployment levels such as Fetakgomo (59%) and Greater Tubatse (50%). In other mergers there
were also significant disparities in unemployment levels between municipalities being merged. For
example, Indaka has an unemployment level of…[read more]
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1. Executive Summary
The Municipal Demarcation Act of 1998 requires a clear process to be undertaken in demarcating and redemarcating boundaries. Most importantly, municipal demarcations must improve the economic, social,
administrative and financial sustainability of municipalities, bringing together people in geographical units so
that they can largely live, work, shop and play in the same municipal area.
This study aims to unpack and understand the effects of boundary re-determination, focussing particularly
on larger scale re-demarcations, such as mergers and amalgamations. The focus is to better understand how
this affects the overall municipal governance system, including also local government’s ability to effectively
deliver and minimise service delivery disruptions, financial sustainability and effective performance of local
government going forward.
In each case in which municipal boundaries are changed, whether it is a small technical change to align
cadastre with boundaries, to large-scale mergers, the MDB must consider various legislated criteria
(contained in Sections 26-28 of the Act) to ensure their re-demarcation meets the objectives for local
government as laid down in the Constitution and Municipal Demarcation Act.

Study on Municipal Demarcation Process and its impacts on good
governance and financial sustainability for Local Government

Adjustments as a result of Cross Boundary Municipalities being disestablished and consequential
reorganisations of local/district municipalities.

that are contiguous to a larger, usually better resourced municipality. The analysis of these mergers found the
following additional points:

•

Redeterminations where two additional metropolitan municipalities were created resulting in
readjustments of the District/Local arrangements.

•

•

Municipal mergers: Mergers of two or more municipalities.

•

Municipal incorporations: Instances where a municipality may be disestablished and its area is divided up
and incorporated into two or more contiguous municipalities.

The latter two groups are detailed in this report. Some 49 municipalities were involved in these 22 major
mergers/incorporations, as detailed in the table below.

•

•

1999: the MDB created six single-tier Category A Municipalities and divided the rest of the country into
Category C (District) and B (Local) municipalities.
o

The number of municipalities was reduced from 843 to 284.

o

The new system had six Category A (metropolitan) municipalities, 47 district municipalities and 231
local municipalities.

•

Amalgamation of a Category
A municipality with one or
more contiguous Category B
municipalities

Merger of two or more Category B
municipalities

Disestablishment of
one municipality and its
division into two or more
municipalities

#1: Tshwane

#2: Kagisano-Molopo

#7 eThekwini

#5: Mangaung

#3: Enoch Mgijima

#7 Umdoni

#4: Walter Sisulu

#14 Blouberg

#6 Rand West City

#14 Molemole

#8 Ray Nkonyeni

#14 Polokwane

2008: the MDB commissioned a further investigation into metropolitan municipalities with a view to
categorising more Category A municipalities.

#9 Raymond Mhlaba

#20 Musina

#10 Inkosi Langalibalele

#20 Thulamela

o

#11 Alfred Duma

#20 Makhado

Two additional Category A municipalities were designated for the 2011 elections: Buffalo City and
Mangaung.

These included two larger mergers, including the amalgamation of Metsweding District Council and
Tshwane Metropolitan municipality (and a few additional farms), as well as the merger of Kagisano
Local Municipality (NW391) with Molopo Local Municipality (NW395).

o

•

o

Generally, the number of registered voters per councillor increased over the five year period for all
municipalities.

o

In the case of Category A mergers/incorporations, the differential between the old voter/councillor
ratio was greatest.
Changing the ratios of voters to councillors does not mean automatically that participatory
democracy suffers, but rather that elected councillors have larger areas to serve.

o

Merged municipalities have often been the result of one or more municipalities having poor and
limited economic bases compared with their neighbouring municipality.

o

Demarcation often becomes a means through which the limited economic bases of merging
municipalities can be combined with the intention that through reduced fixed costs of municipalities
(single management structures etc) and merged economic bases, there would be overall improvement
in the living conditions of people in such areas.

Personal income tax bases:

#15 Dawid Kruiper

o

Municipal expenditure per household also varies across municipalities, but disparities are not always
as wide.

o

#18 Fetakgomo-Greater Tubatse

•

#21 Dr Beyers Naude

No changes: Municipalities where there were no changes to municipal boundaries;
Slight changes: where the boundary change was not considered significant; and

Changes ranged quite significantly across these municipalities:

New or merged: where either a new municipality was created or two or more municipalities or major parts
of a municipality were merged.

•

#22 uMhlathuze
Many of the mergers are of municipalities that are quite small in population terms but large in area terms.

•

In many cases, smaller rural areas are merged with larger (in population terms) municipalities.

•

A number of the municipalities are also losing population, possibly due to migration and/or increasing
urbanisation. This has meant that many smaller municipalities, and particularly those without a rates
base, have become even more financially unviable.
In some cases, more urbanised municipalities have been merged.

However, in all of these cases, mergers occurred between quite small and sparsely populated municipalities,

5

•

In concluding this report, the research has shown that while there may be short-term challenges in such
mergers, there is no real evidence that the overall sustainability of municipalities has been affected.
Reducing the number of municipalities that had poor financials, audits and performance may instead
assist in reducing the overall challenges of governance in South Africa.
A number of conclusions are reached including:

The number of municipal staff serving municipalities also varies significantly.

Merging infrastructure realities:
o

In most of the merged municipalities, high degrees of formalised areas were found, with generally
good access to water, but levels of sanitation differed across and within the mergers.

o

Levels of CAPEX ranged significantly.

There is limited planning, change management, costing and provision of resources for the transitionary
processes of such mergers/consolidations. Dedicated teams are required to work with the merged
municipalities to assist in properly managing the change processes.

•

Proper planning and a transitional grant should be made available to facilitate the restructuring process.

•

Once final boundary recommendations are published, National Treasury should be required to provide
evidence that a budget for such restructuring is available, and that COGTA indicates what processes it will
follow to ensure effective change management happens.

•

A formal due diligence study should be commissioned after boundary decisions have been made to
identify the financial situation of the affected municipalities and what steps should be taken (including a
freeze on appointments, etc.) to stop potential wasteful/duplicate expenditure/etc.

•

Changed economic bases:

There are significant differences across the municipalities in terms of rates generation.

#20 Collins Chabane

#19 City of Mbombela

•

The mergers and/or incorporations have impacted the number of municipal council seats and the
ratio of registered voters to councillors.

o

•

4
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is often seen as the best means of achieving redistribution.

•

New governance arrangements:

#13 Dr Nkosazana Dlamini Zuma

•

In this study, which is focused on the larger mergers/amalgamations/disestablishments undertaken by the
MDB, there are generally four main groups:

In many of the demarcations, surrounding municipalities which are functionally linked to a larger
more urbanised municipality have been incorporated or merged into the larger municipality.

The merged municipalities were compared on a number of financial indicators showing important
differences within and between the merged municipalities.

•

Today, the 257 municipalities consist of eight Category A, 205 Category B and 44 Category C municipalities.
Some 22 of these new municipalities which came into effect after the August 2016 elections, were
newly merged municipalities, and another 74 municipalities had slight changes to the boundaries of the
municipalities.

The degree of urbanisation varied significantly between and within municipalities being merged.

o

o

#17 Modimolle- Mookgopong

In broad terms, the boundary changes in this period can be classified as:

o

o

#16 Tlokwe- Ventersdorp

In the most recent period of boundary redetermination, from 2011 culminating in the 2016 local
government elections, the overall number of municipalities was reduced from 278 to 257 municipalities,
but with significant changes made to many boundaries.

Merging settlement realities:

o

#12 The New Big 5 Hlabisa

A second set of more comprehensive redeterminations were completed in time for the 2011 municipal
elections.
o

•

Table 1: Major Mergers / Incorporations

Major events in the demarcation of municipalities, in order to create a more coherent, rational, non-racial
and integrated system of municipal government with municipalities encompassing single tax bases, can be
summarised as follows:
•

Study on Municipal Demarcation Process and its impacts on good
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•

Municipal mergers and consolidations are inevitable and should not be seen as a solution for viability
and sustainability. Provision must be made for at least a three-year transition process, with funding for
change management.

1.1 Overall Recommendations:
Recommendation 1: Rationalisation Of Municipalities
One of the issues that has arisen out of the major redemarcations which have been undertaken over the
past 18 years, and particularly those occurring between 2011 and 2016, is that they appear not to have
been done within a broadly adopted rationalisation framework. Section 41 of the Municipal Demarcation
Act makes provision for the Minister to make regulations which prescribe “objectives and general targets for
the rationalisation of municipalities as contemplated in section 25 (l)”. Given also the ongoing suggestions
to increase the number of Category A municipalities, it is therefore recommended that SALGA recommend
to the Minister of COGTA that he/she urgently embark on a consultative process, including with SALGA, to
develop such a municipal rationalisation policy which could guide the MDB in its determination of boundaries
and merger of existing municipalities. This rationalisation policy should take into account socio-economic
and developmental needs of municipalities, as well as how to address cases where provincial boundaries
affect municipal boundaries.
Recommendation 2: Governance

Merging municipal financial realities:
o

National Treasury’s financial distress scores found generally that there was no or improved change in
their status before and after the formal mergers occurred.

o

In terms of audit scores, there is no generalised immediate and negative impact on audit outcomes.

The case studies contained in this report reinforced these findings, noting that most of the mergers/
incorporations have been primarily where urban areas are being merged with mainly rural areas. The areas
of these municipalities have become very large, and average population densities are becoming much lower
by far. Council representation and the number of wards generally reduces. Most incorporated areas have a
history of having been poorly governed. Overall, though, all the mergers to date reinforce the high levels of
apartheid differentiation where South Africa’s racial and spatial inequalities remain stark and redemarcation

6

The formula to determine councillors, whilst distinguishing between Categories of municipalities and their
overall budgets, population and the like, does result in situations where contiguous municipalities may have
very different arrangements in terms of the number of councillors relative to voters. If municipalities then
merge, the “smaller” municipality then appears to be underrepresented in the new municipality. Whilst
not recommending that the formulae should change, SALGA should include discussions on the councillor
formulae in the debates over remuneration.
Recommendation 3: Sustainability Of Municipalities
It is clear from the study that merged municipalities have often been the result of one or more municipalities
having poor and limited economic bases compared with their neighbouring municipality. Whilst again a
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reflection of the distorted apartheid spatial patterns, demarcation often becomes a means through which
the limited economic bases of merging municipalities can be combined with the intention of reducing fixed
costs of municipalities (single management structures etc) and merging economic bases. This will lead to
an overall improvement in the living conditions of people in such areas. It is therefore recommended that
SALGA continue its ongoing work to lobby for raising the revenue levels and particularly the transfers to the
municipalities which have lower levels of economic opportunity. In addition, SALGA believes that during the
demarcation process the MDB should conduct feasibility studies/investigations in all cases to better inform
the implications of redetermining boundaries.
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Phase 2: Qualitative Research Municipal One-On-One Interviews
Research Approach: A discussion guide was used to facilitate the interview and the scarf
approach was used in order to go through the discussion guide. The scarf approach is a research
methodology where analogies are used in an abstract way and the facilitator links the complex
feedback to actual respondent intention or thoughts.

Conclusion
…SALGA is doing a very good job in their current municipal participation, but it is still unclear
to what extent do SALGA products and services span. Capacity building is very important to all
municipal leaders especially councillors and SALGA needs to focus on this value aspect to impact
their municipal satisfaction scores.
Definitely there is a need for SALGA to introduce paid services that will benefit municipalities. This
will remove the vulnerability of municipalities to service providers who are taking advantage of
them. It is recommended that…[read more]
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

THE OBJECTIVES OF THE ONLINE LINK SURVEY:

The South African Local Government Association (SALGA), co funded by the European
Union (EU) commissioned a municipal satisfaction survey study. The purpose of the study
was to gauge the level of satisfaction that different municipalities have with SALGA, the
study was also conducted to identify any services municipalities could see as a need and
their willingness to pay for these services, should SALGA be able to provide them in the
future.

•

To identify, document and map municipal expectations and needs from SALGA,

•

To identify gaps that cause any disappointment in their experience

•

To create an enabling environment for municipalities to assert themselves in
defining their expectations (wants and needs)

•

Assess municipalities’ perceptions of effectiveness of SALGA service in meeting
their expectations

•

To use this data to prioritize the continuous improvement initiatives that will make it
easier for municipalities to meet their service delivery obligation

A customer satisfaction survey is a tool that helps companies and organisations like
SALGA measure their customer’s level of satisfaction with their products/services,
in SALGA’s case, services. Generally, a satisfaction survey offers insights into what
customers are experiencing and expecting. (https://www.pipefy.com/blog/sales-pipeline/
customer-satisfaction-survey/)
The target population of the study were senior municipal representatives throughout
South Africa. The project started in February 2018 and ended December 2018, spanning
over an eleven-month period.

Findings from the study will be used to guide SALGA’s decision on whether to introduce
identified value-added services or not. This document serves as a strategic guide for
the SALGA leadership team and further more highlights the current status of municipal
satisfaction with SALGA services.

RESULTS ANALYSIS

4

2018

Challenges

•

Representation of SALGA
in local government in key
forums is good

•

•

Capacity Building is the
highest rated area of
importance to the members

•

SALGA is seen to help
drive local economic
development in
municipalities

•

SALGA is also involved in
community development

While SALGA is viewed
as being the source
of good research,
knowledge and
practice, it received
the least amount of
responses on the most
valuable aspects to
municipalities (refer
to Annexure A) which
indicates that members
need stronger support
in this area

•

95% of the respondents
have either attended a
SALGA conference or are
in municipalities which have
attended a SALGA national
or provincial meeting

•

50% of the respondents
have never attended
a Municipal Health
Services Summit.

•

90% of the respondents
said that their municipality
used SALGA materials to
further policy or advocacy
priorities and they
used SALGA to source
knowledge, products, good
practice or research.

Total municipal responses are based on each municipality responding to the survey

n = number of respondents
•

Each municipality is counted only once on the statistic regardless of number of
respondents within each municipality
Future
services

NB: For the questions asked on the survey link please refer to Annexure A.

3

Strengths

Valuable
aspects and
important
areas

Municipality
participation

2018

5

6

2018

•
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PHASE 1: VALUED ASPECTS

Themes

PHASE 1: MUNICIPALITY SATISFACTION ONLINE LINK SURVEY

In March 2018, an online link survey was distributed to all 257 municipalities across
South Africa. Data was distributed to the following individuals: Executive Mayors, Chief
Whips, Speakers, Municipal Managers, and Municipal Health Services Managers. Results
were gathered over a period of 3 months (23 March – 25 May 2018) and presented to
SALGA in a final report.

2018

This project is co-funded by
the European Union

The information below show results from quantitative research methods (online survey
link). The results show a breakdown by province and by individual response. The key
findings were broken down by themes, strengths and challenges per phase.

1

VIEW THE FULL PUBLICATION

KEY FINDINGS: PHASE 1- ONLINE LINK SURVEY

RESPONSE RATE

•

2018

This project is co-funded by
the European Union

PHASE 1: RESULTS AND KEY FINDINGS

A quantitative research methodology was used for Phase1 – Online Survey Link and
qualitative research for Phase2 – One-On-One Interviews. A total of 115 individual
respondents provided feedback towards the study.

ONLINE LINK SURVEY

2018

SURVEY REPORT 2018

SALGA requested that selected municipal leaders be interviewed one-on-one (refer to Annexure
B). The allocated time for those interviews was 45 minutes overall. The time was used as valuably as
possible and therefore it was suggested that each person being interviewed is asked to complete a
short telephonic interview for 10 minutes and then issues raised were further explored in the
full 30-minute interview…[read more]

PHASE 1: QUANTITATIVE RESEARCH

2

MUNICIPAL SATISFACTION

Status: I feel valued by SALGA
•

Fair treatment

•

Value our municipality’s business

•

Provide adequate support where it is needed

•

Feel like our municipality matters to them

•

Majority of the survey respondents rated that representation of local government
in key forums is the most valuable aspect of SALGA’s work at 25%. This shows that
the municipalities find the presence of government in the forums to be a key aspect
to the value that SALGA provides. However, during the One-on-One interviews,
awareness of the role that SALGA plays and the potential value that SALGA’s services
can add to them was unclear.

Over 80% of the
respondents are already
using similar services
and would need to know
the benefit that SALGA
over other suppliers
2018

7

8

2018
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Socio-Economic Context
The Greater Knysna Local Municipality is located in the Western Cape Province and forms part
of the Garden Route District Municipality. It is the fourth largest economy in the Garden Route
District. Unemployment in Knysna was estimated to be 20.3% in 2017.1
The devastating fires that occurred in June 2017 have had a negative impact on the socioeconomic issues facing the area, including increased poverty and homelessness, increased
unemployment due to the…[read more]
Inclusion of Social Development and Vulnerable Groups in the IDP
The Social Development and Special Programmes Division, under the Community Development
Directorate has evidently played a strong role in advocating for the inclusion of vulnerable
groups in as many municipal functions as possible. Although the IDP does not always clearly
indicate how vulnerable groups will benefit from specific service delivery and programmes, the
implication is that although not measured in terms of number of youth or women to benefit,
these groups are nonetheless specifically included in the list of beneficiaries. Such programmes
include…[read more]
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Anecdotal evidence has shown a lack of consistency and coherence on the
appropriate location and structure of Special Programmes Units (SPUs) in
municipalities. The location of SPUs varies in municipalities with some municipalities
placing the unit within the office of the Executive Mayor or the Municipal Managers
office, while others have dedicated units or desks within the Community
Development or Community Services Department. Furthermore, there is no agreed
upon approach to the number and skills level of the staff required for an SPU to
function effectively. Human and Financial resources for Special Programmes are
often limited due to perceptions on unfunded mandates and the prioritisation of core
municipal functions. SPU officials often work on multiple portfolios thus limiting the
attention they are able to place on individual issues.
Notwithstanding the challenges listed above, it has been acknowledged that there is
no ‘one-size-fits-all’ approach to Special Programmes and/or Social Development in
municipalities. The best approach is one that will enable the municipality to meet the
needs of communities and vulnerable groups in particular, while operating within the
financial parameters of the municipality. Some municipalities with limited resources,
such as Greater Knysna Local Municipality, choose to leverage partnerships with
sector departments and civil society organisations, in order to coordinate and
facilitate programmes for maximum impact. Thus pooling resources; reducing the
resources needed and avoiding the duplication of initiatives.
This case study examines the approach of Greater Knysna Local Municipality to
Social Development and Special Programmes (including vulnerable groups) through:
1) The positioning of Social Development and Special Programmes in the
municipality and the human resources provided.
2) The overall approach of the municipality to Social Development and Special
Programmes
3) The institutionalisation of Social Development and Special Programmes
through the municipality’s draft Social Development Strategy, and the
4) Inclusion and mainstreaming of Social Development and Special Programmes
within the Integrated Development Plan (IDP) of the municipality.
The objective of this case study is to share information on Local Government
approaches and good practice in Social Development and vulnerable groups.

However, Local Government has an important role to play in advocating for the
needs of vulnerable groups and coordinating and facilitating social development in
support of the Constitutional objective of socio-economic development.
Greater Knysna Local Municipality has recognised that there are social and
economic issues that have a negative impact on the wellbeing, development, and
resilience of communities and vulnerable groups. These social problems are linked
to poverty and unemployment and include alcohol and substance abuse, violence
against women and children, and increasing incidence of HIV and AIDS. As such,
the municipality has prioritised its role in coordinating and facilitating social
development in order to address the unique needs of communities and vulnerable
groups in particular. Although the municipality has limited human and financial
resources available for the task, strong political and administrative support has
enabled the municipality to harness partnerships with national and provincial sector
departments and civil society in order to develop an effective response.

1.1 Key lessons from this Case Study
The following key lessons are outlined in this Case Study:
1) There is no ‘one-size-fits-all’ approach for municipalities to social development
and vulnerable groups. The approach must be based on:
• The needs of the community and vulnerable groups specifically.
• The human and financial resources available to the municipality.
• Potential and existing partnerships with government and civil society
stakeholders.
2) Council support for initiatives for vulnerable groups is essential for success.
3) A strategy to clarify, coordinate and institutionalise the roles and responsibilities
of all stakeholders in Social Development is essential for an effective and
coordinated response.
4) The Social Development Strategy must be included and vulnerable groups
mainstreamed within the IDP.
5) Partnerships with sector departments and civil society organisations enable the
sharing
of
resources
and
tasks.

2. SOCIO-ECONOMIC CONTEXT

Children

The Greater Knysna Local Municipality is located in the Western Cape Province and
forms part of the Garden Route District Municipality. It is the fourth largest economy
in the Garden Route District. Unemployment in Knysna was estimated to be 20.3%
in 2017.1
The devastating fires that occurred in June 2017 have had a negative impact on the
socio-economic issues facing the area, including increased poverty and
homelessness, increased unemployment
due to the closing of businesses, the loss
of infrastructure including formal and
informal homes, and a decrease in
revenue to the municipality due to the
many home owners opting not to rebuild.
The municipal area has a relatively good
distribution of social facilities and public
amenities in all wards and ‘goodwill
amongst
residents
and
NonGovernmental Organisations (NGOs) to
assist with development and social relief
initiatives in a collective and integrated
manner.’2 The IDP describes the
municipality as having a ‘dynamic political
and administrative leadership to drive the
development agenda.’3

HIV and AIDS
Youth

Persons with
Disabilities
Older Persons

Women / Gender

1
2
3

2

•

Approximately 6 033 elderly residents10

3. POSITIONING
OF
SOCIAL
DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAMMES WITHIN THE MUNICIPALITY

•
•

AND

SPECIAL

As mentioned in the introduction of this document, municipalities have varied
approaches to the positioning of Special Progammes within the municipality. The
positioning is usually based on the political and administrative approach of the
municipality to the issues surrounding Social Development and Special Programmes
and the human and financial resources available. There is no standard approach and
each approach has its own benefits.
Greater Knysna Local Municipality positions Social Development and Special
Programmes within the Community Services Directorate. A Manager: Social
Development and Special Programmes oversees a Youth Development Officer,
Special Programmes Officer, and a Sports Development Officer.

The Special Programmes Officer focuses on persons with disabilities, substance
abuse, HIV and AIDS, Early Childhood Development (ECD), women, gender and
older persons.

Child Protection Event in Knysna

The municipality has a very youthful population but youth unemployment rates are
high. The HIV and AIDS rate has seen an increase of late. 52% of Early Childhood
Development (ECD) centres are registered. The following table provides further
detailed data on vulnerable groups in the Knysna area.

4

1

25% of municipal workforce are women6
Population is 49% male and 51% female.
25% of the population is younger than the age of 15
22 registered and funded ECD’s in area
54 registered but unfunded ECD facilities
69 unregistered facilities in the area
HIV transmission rate was 1.4% in 2016
19.5% of the population is aged 20 - 297
Youth unemployment rate is 32.3%8
51% of the population are below the age of 30 years
2377 people with disabilities (grant dependent)9

The Youth Officer is responsible for managing the Youth Desk. The Youth Desk has
5 contract Youth Advisors based in different locations for a period of two years. The
Youth Advisors render the following assistance to youth:
• Assistance with basic computer skills
• Entrepreneurship development
• Job seeking
• Bursary application assistance
• Job and skills development opportunities
• Information on services

37.2% of households are female headed4
28.6% of elected Councillors are women5

The overall purpose of the Social Development and Special Programmes division is
to build social capital within the municipality as an institution and all communities
within its jurisdiction, through community development and a focus on marginalised
citizens. The division focuses on vulnerable groups, including children, youth, older
persons, persons with disabilities, gender, and cross-cutting issues such as HIV and
AIDS and alcohol and substance abuse.
5
6

In terms of the delivery of social services, the Department of Social Development
and not Local Government, is the key system to provide social welfare services.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Western Cape, Provincial Treasury. Municipal Economic Review and Outlook (MERO). 2018
Knysna 2019 – 2020 IDP
Ibid.
Ibid.

7
8
9

Municipal Demarcation Board (MDB). Powers and Functions Capacity Assessment. 2018
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.
SASSA 2018 in Knysna 2019 – 2020 IDP
Stats SA. Community Survey. 2016

The diagram below outlines the organogram of the Community Services Directorate
in the municipality.

10

3

4

5
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SALGA Partnership with the European Union
The Strengthening Governance and Capacity in Local Government (SGCLG) Programme is a EU-funded
programme geared toward strengthening SALGA’s capacity to support municipalities and to improve
local government’s performance in the areas of service delivery and good governance through amongst
others, technology and innovation.What foregrounds the necessity for the capacity and governance
strengthening intervention is the lack of reliable localized data and quality management in local the local
government spheres. Local government in South Africa has consistently raised concerns with regards to
the lack of accessible and reliable local level data to inform decisions. A study conducted by SALGA and
WITS University Center for migration and society (ACMS), 2010 found that municipalities are unable to
draw nuanced and dynamic understanding of their constituencies due to limited availability…[read more]
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•	Evaluation of the SGCLG
Programme
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A Consolidated Report on the Implementation & Lessons Learned from the SALGA –EU Funded Programme
over the period: 2016 - 2019

published in 2020
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Community Development Framework and Indicators
In the framework of the grant awarded by the EU to implement the Governance and Capacity
Strengthening Programme in Local Government, SALGA conducted workshops on community
development framework and indicators.This drive was aimed at tackling various issues, most notably
municipal planning data, quality management and enhancement of social development in municipalities
with an overall aim of improving service delivery and accountability.This project was implemented through
the Community Development Directorate of SALGA and focused on two objectives of the overall SALGAEU project, i.e. capacitating municipalities and SALGA to design credible social development programmes
that enhance the lives of vulnerable groups and groups at risk of marginalisation…[read more]
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ExEcutivE SUMMARY

CHAPTER 2

From the year 2016 leading up to 2019, SALGA embarked on a nationwide drive for Strengthening Governance and Capacity Building in
Local Government. The drive was undertook under the auspices of
the SALGA-EU partnership headlined: “Strengthening Governance
and Capacity in Local Government”. It was a multidimensional
and multifaceted campaign was conceived to tackle a cocktail of
challenges that militate against the efforts of municipalities to
efficiently and optimally carry out their dual mandate of service
delivery and sustainable community development.
The drive to capacitate municipalities for governance and
capacity building was an eclectic thrust which comprised various
interventions and campaigns such as Community Development
Framework and Indicators workshops, building a digital solution,
(SALGA Mobile Application), Conducting a Municipal Satisfaction
Survey, Conducting Quality Management System (QMS) workshops
(internally and externally), Water Bench marking, inter alia. This
report details the individual initiatives and interventions and
concludes with an introspective evaluation of the efficacies of the
drive as well as lessons learnt.
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CONTACT:

Joint Meeting of Portfolio Committee on Human Settlements, Water and Sanitation and
Portfolio Committee on COGTA
On 02 June 2020, SALGA participated in the joint meeting of the two committees along with Water
Boards, Department of Water & Sanitation, and Department of Cooperative Governance which
focused on the water tariff increases proposed by the Water Boards for 2020-21 financial year.
The Department of Water and Sanitation (DWS) advised that the Minister has not yet approved the
proposed tariffs.The DWS briefed the Committees on the progress of determining water value chain
tariffs as well as the applicable 2020/21 raw water charges and the proposed water boards’ tariffs.
The legislation used in the determination of raw water charges, bulk water tariffs and the municipal
tariffs was outlined…[read more]

CONSTITUTIONAL MANDATE:
The Organised Local Government Act of 1997 which gives effect to
section 163 of the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, recognises
SALGA as a representative body of organised local government. Section
67 of the Constitution allows SALGA to designate not more than 10
representatives to participate in the proceedings of the National Council
of Provinces (NCOP).
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Janine Van Niekerk
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SALGA House, 7th Floor
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8001

Portfolio Committee on Cooperative Governance and Traditional Affairs
SALGA raised concerns about the impact of COVID-19 on municipal revenue including challenges
relating to the implementation of Disaster Management Act (DMA) directives, namely: limited
resources; limited manpower to enforce compliance; limited capacity to deep clean and fumigate
taxi ranks and congested areas; financial obligation to provide free water for the water tanks
deployed across the country and the sustainability risk this creates beyond the crisis.Without a
doubt the DMA directives have imposed significant additional responsibilities in responding to the
pandemic and a huge financial burden to municipalities. SALGA called for a rapid exit from the
emergency response mode and move towards…[read more]
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ENGAGEMENT WITH NATIONAL ASSEMBLY COMMITTEES
PORTFOLIO COMMITTEE ON COOPERATIVE GOVERNANCE AND TRADITIONAL AFFAIRS

SALGA raised concerns about the impact of COVID-19 on municipal revenue including challenges relating to the
implementation of Disaster Management Act (DMA) directives, namely: limited resources; limited manpower to enforce
compliance; limited capacity to deep clean and fumigate taxi ranks and congested areas; financial obligation to provide
free water for the water tanks deployed across the country and the sustainability risk this creates beyond the crisis.
Without a doubt the DMA directives have imposed significant additional responsibilities in responding to the pandemic
and a huge financial burden to municipalities. SALGA called for a rapid exit from the emergency response mode and
move towards sustainable solutions.

Email: jvniekerk@salga.org.za

Page 06

SALGA NCOP Representatives

ENGAGEMENT WITH NCOP COMMITTEES

Though municipalities are expected to collect less revenue due to the impact of COVID-19, SALGA called for suspension
of disconnection for the duration of lockdown and for Eskom to also follow suit and stop its disconnection threats to
municipalities.

Page 07

SALGA welcomed the Municipal Disaster Relief Grant of R354 allocated by Minister of CoGTA, however stated that the
allocation is insufficient. SALGA proposed an upfront allocation of funds to municipalities based on equitable share
modelling and applying a vulnerability component which considers:-

Eastern Cape:
Cllr Zibonele Isaac Dumzela

Free State:
Cllr Mxolisi Siyonzana

PLENARIES AND OTHER ENGAGEMENTS

Gauteng:

EDITORIAL

Cllr Tsotetsi
KwaZulu-Natal:
Cllr William Mapena
Limpopo:
Cllr Mafemani Patrick Hlungwani
Mpumalanga:
Cllr Mavis Thusile Charles
Northern Cape:
Cllr Nonyameko Shushu
North West:
Cllr Stella Mondlane
Western Cape: Vacant

Parliament resumed its operations in April as the country was gearing to
move down to Alert level 4. Parliamentary business proceedings are
held virtually and this applies to both House Plenaries and Committee
Meetings. During quarter one of 2020/21 financial year, SALGA has
participated in a number of parliamentary engagements dealing with
policy matters affecting local government. These engagements were
with the committees of both Houses of Parliament, as well as through
the plenary sessions of the National Council of Provinces (NCOP).
Judging by the strong visibility of SALGA in parliament during the first
quarter, it can be argued that SALGA has taken its rightful place as the
voice of local government, and utilising its status in the NCOP.

Some of the comments made by various committee members:

JOINT MEETING OF PORTFOLIO COMMITTEE ON HUMAN SETTLEMENTS, WATER AND SANITATION AND
PORTFOLIO COMMITTEE ON COGTA

•

SALGA should begin to engage on revenue enhancement

•

Payment holiday for municipalities by Eskom is not supported, and the suggestion is that the national government
should step in to assist municipalities to fulfil their financial obligations to Eskom

•

Distribution and installation of water tanks was very slow, and defeated the purpose of providing them to communities,
and therefore it is important to think of innovative measures which could be used by municipalities to speed up the
process

On 02 June 2020, SALGA participated in the joint meeting of the two committees along with Water Boards, Department of
Water & Sanitation, and Department of Cooperative Governance which focused on the water tariff increases proposed by
the Water Boards for 2020-21 financial year. The Department of Water and Sanitation (DWS) advised that the Minister
has not yet approved the proposed tariffs. The DWS briefed the Committees on the progress of determining water value
chain tariffs as well as the applicable 2020/21 raw water charges and the proposed water boards’ tariffs. The legislation
used in the determination of raw water charges, bulk water tariffs and the municipal tariffs was outlined.

•

No consistency in dealing with the Councillors that violate the code of conduct

The Water Boards got an opportunity to present their respective proposed tariffs and what informs those proposals.

•

There is a lack of transparent criteria in the selection of beneficiaries for food parcels

SALGA highlighted the challenges facing the water sector and the expectations under the COVID-19 pandemic. SALGA
advocated for a revision of tariffs by water boards as with the proposed increases municipalities will not be able to service
their water accounts while expected to provide consistent supply of the service to consumers. The only tariff increase
supported by SALGA was that of Rand Water, which is 6.6%. For the past five years, SALGA had consistently raised the
following policy and operations principles which still apply to the current assessment of 2020/21 tariff proposals:

SALGA has had numerous engagements with this portfolio committee which are summarised below:
On 28 April 2020, SALGA briefed the committee on COVID-19 response measures and on the role played by local
government to assist in the fight against the spread of COVID-19. Municipalities provide essential services and continue
to do so during the declared state of disaster, playing a key role in the identification of about 57 quarantine facilities and
the provision of about 166 shelters for approximately 13 695 homeless people. Municipalities have also contributed with
2381 water tanks.

On 12 May 2020, SALGA briefed the committee on the implementation of the overall 5-year strategy of SALGA and
provided an overview of the organisational performance plan in line with the SALGA Conference resolution and the 2017
–2022 strategic plan. Furthermore, SALGA reflected on the budget allocation for the 2020/21 APP as well as on the
potential impact of COVID-19 on the SALGA APP.
In May and June 2020, SALGA formed part of the PC CoGTA deliberations on the Municipal Systems Amendment Bill on
an observer status, and in some instances was granted an opportunity to make input. During the committee meeting of
28 May, the discussions focused more on the SALGA proposal to extend the limitation of political rights of Municipal
Managers and Managers directly accountable to Municipal Managers to all municipal staff as well as on the 14 days’
timeframe for MEC to concur with the appointment of the Senior Managers.

(i) Short to medium financial health of the municipality
(ii) Its community vulnerability;
(iii) Institutional capacity; and
(iv) State of the municipal infrastructure

The purpose of the limitation was debated and it was agreed that the purpose is to professionalise local government, and
there was consensus that this is a valid policy decision. Both SALGA and CoGTA were requested to provide evidence
that necessitates this limitation. SALGA presented the requested evidence at the committee meeting held on 5 June
2020 and argued that the Constitution allows for limitation of rights if it is justifiable and reasonable. SALGA was
commended for the quality and informative presentation and the professionalism displayed at all times including the
support provided to the committee.

SALGA was asked by the committee to respond on the allegations of involvement of Councillors in the distribution of food
parcels to communities. SALGA acknowledged the allegations and advised the committee about the media statement the
association released on 8 April 2020 condemning such acts. Action taken by the affected municipalities against Councillors
who violated DMA regulations and breached the Code of Conduct was shared with the committee, though there were
views that the breakdown provided did not cover all the incidents.

During its meeting held on 26 June, the committee supported the extension of limitation of political rights to all municipal
employees and agreed that this should be included in the Principal Act as a new section – s71(b). The committee will
finalise its deliberations on the Bill in July, and detailed update will be provided thereafter.

•

Addressing the efficiency improvement in cost assumption – water boards must demonstrate how they have
considered efficiencies in developing their tariffs

•

An inconsistent approach to cross-subsiding schemes when determining their tariffs

•

Decisions on financing infrastructure through debt or equity. Some water boards still do not consider debt as a
financing strategy

•

Inconsistencies in the corporate plan projections and tariff proposals by water boards

•

A three-year medium-term tariff projection proposal to make planning consistent and promote stability and
predictability of tariffs

Members raised concerns about the impact the proposed tariff increases will have on poor consumers especially during
the COVID-19 economic challenges, arguing that they are realistically not affordable and will have an adverse effect on
the current debt collection of municipalities. Members also raised concerns about the difference in the tariffs proposed by
the different water boards and called for consideration of an independent water regulator to ensure that water tariffs are
effectively managed and benchmarked. In addition, Members were concerned about the lack of transparency and
consistency in the tariff determinations and demanded transparency to ensure that consumers are protected.

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF PROVINCES (NCOP) COMMITTEE ENGAGEMENTS
SELECT COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS
On 13 May 2020, SALGA engaged with this committee on the
Division of Revenue (DoR) Bill, which was subsequently considered
and supported by NCOP plenary of 2 June 2020. SALGA pointed
out that the Covid-19 pandemic had exposed the flaws of the funding
model of local government and its ability to swiftly respond to
disasters. The 2020 DoR Bill perpetuated the continuation of
financial incapacitation of local government that SALGA has decried
for years. SALGA indicated that COVID-19 had added a huge
burden on municipalities, with the increased demand in services as
residents were mostly at home as well as the huge financial impact
due to the role municipalities are expected to play in the fight to curb the spread of COVID-19. This pandemic
exacerbated the municipal backlog of over 20 years and continued to place an unaffordable burden on ratepayers.
Although local government is responsible for 46% of the constitutional functions, it receives only 9% of the national
expenditure pie, and this allocation is not aligned to local government responsibilities. SALGA pointed out that the cost of
providing basic services exceeded the equitable share because the costing methodology did not support differentiated
circumstances faced by each municipality. SALGA’s key costing model was unpacked.
Other concerns highlighted by SALGA include the impact of ESKOM’s role in the electricity distribution industry on
municipal revenue; the costs of delivery of unfunded and underfunded mandates by local government, and delays in
provincial transfers to local government - direct transfers to municipalities instead of via a province were an appropriate
measure. SALGA also used this opportunity to impress on the insufficiency of the Municipal Disaster Relief Grant of
R354 million especially when compared with the Disaster Management Act regulations which placed a huge financial
burden on municipalities.
Members of the Committee agreed with most of the recommendations made by SALGA. However, they raised concerns
about the capacity of local government to spend funds effectively. Members did not agree with the exemption of
municipalities from the Municipal Finance Management Act (MFMA) as they felt that the possibility of mismanagement of
funds was high, even though SALGA clarified that the proposed exemption only related to the budget adoption procedure
in the MFMA as COVID-19 disrupted Council schedules.
Members also raised concerns about the disaster management being a district competency. They asked how SALGA
envisioned the closure of the funding gap created by COVID-19. SALGA argued that the LGES Formula should take into
account the historical performance of municipalities; debt-recovery strategies and that a rural grant should be considered.

The committee also asked for clarity in respect of councilor contribution to the Solidarity Fund. SALGA outlined the
proposed local government response to the solidarity fund which was shared with member municipalities. SALGA
encouraged municipalities to consider establishing a Municipal Solidarity Fund linked to COVID-19 and other related
future municipal support initiatives to benefit vulnerable communities in their localities.

This pandemic exacerbated the municipal backlog of
over 20 years and continued to place an unaffordable
burden on ratepayers.

SALGA was involved in parliamentary discussions which focused on a
number of areas, which include the role played by local government in
combating the spread of COVID-19; Tariff determination by Water
Boards; Fiscal Policy; and Legislation.
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SELECT COMMITTEE ON COOPERATIVE GOVERNANCE & TRADITIONAL AFFAIRS, WATER AND SANITATION AND
HUMAN SETTLEMENTS
On 19 June 2020, this committee was briefed by the Gauteng Department of CoGTA on the intervention in Emfuleni
Municipality. The presentation of the department covered key achievements to date over various focus areas, challenges,
terms of reference for the new Administrator and the programme of action linked to the proposed extension of the
intervention in the Emfuleni municipality.
SALGA participated in this meeting using its status in the NCOP. SALGA raised concerns about the lack of detail of what
the previous Administrator achieved in his two-year tenure at Emfuleni municipality. The importance of a handover report
was emphasized as this can be interrogated to understand the new challenges facing the municipality. In SALGA’s view,
the intervention has created some serious legislative and legal problems. SALGA raised concerns about the status of the
section 139 intervention, the desired outcome of the intervention and how the new Administrator is going to produce the
results which could not be achieved in the last two years of the intervention.
SALGA also called for a proper assessment of the 2018 intervention as this will assist in identifying challenges that the
municipality continues to face, as well as corrective actions to respond to those challenges. SALGA did not support the
intervention approach of the Gauteng Government.

On 18 June 2020, SALGA participated in the NCOP debate on the Appropriations Bill. SALGA highlighted that the entire
financial and operational landscape in the country has changed since the outbreak of COVID19. The social relief and
economic support pledged by the government was acknowledged including the additional funding that will be availed to
municipalities. SALGA proposed that a portion of the R20 billion allocation to municipalities be made available by 30
June 2020 to enable local government to deal with financial expenditure burden associated with the COVID-19 pandemic.
SALGA stated that municipal revenues are expected to decline as a result of the economic impacts of the lockdown - 5%
drop in payment rates will cost an estimated R14 billion. Furthermore, the reality is that the aggregate municipal consumer
debts amount to R181,3 billion of which not all are realistically collectable.
SALGA also called for Eskom to be engaged to also suspend all electricity disconnections for the duration of the lockdown
and also review the interest payable on arrears linked to the national state of disaster and the lockdown.

Government’s Response to the Coronavirus Pandemic
On 23 June 2020, SALGA participated in the NCOP debate
on Government’s Response to the Coronavirus Pandemic.
SALGA acknowledged the critical role played by local
government in the fight to curb the spread of the virus through
delivery of essential services and promoting awareness of
COVID in their localities. Municipalities have also heeded
the call by SALGA to suspend the disconnection of
electricity and interruption of water during the period of
lockdown, which is one of their effective credit control
measure.

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF PROVINCES (NCOP) PLENARIES
On 26 May 2020 NCOP convened a plenary session for a briefing by Minister of Health and Minister of CoGTA on the
implementation and coordination of COVID-19 regulations across the 3 spheres of government. SALGA used this
platform to highlight the critical role played by local government in supporting government’s efforts of curbing the spread
and mitigating the negative impact of coronavirus. In response to various regulations and directives, municipalities in
partnership with various stakeholders, have among others, been responsible for the following:
- Extending the provision of water and sanitation services to those who did not have access to these services
- Hygiene education awareness
- Waste Management, Cleansing and Sanitization
- Cleansing and sanitising Municipal public spaces facilities
- Identification of isolation and quarantine sites
- Identification and making available facilities for shelter for the homeless
- Monitoring and enforcement
- Decontamination and sanitization of public transport facilities
- Availing facilities for use for payment of social grants
- Issuing of permits to informal food traders

SALGA expressed its disappointment to learn that the R20 billion announced by the President will only be disbursed in
September. The difficulties facing municipalities were highlighted, with some having indicated that they will not be able to
pay June salaries whilst others will not be able to pay for bulk water and electricity. SALGA called on the Minister of
CoGTA to intervene.

7

SALGA reiterated its call for fiscal support to municipal
response to COVID as the Disaster Management Act
directives have imposed additional responsibilities with huge cost implications for municipalities. SALGA cautioned that the
provision of water tanks and tankers places a massive logistical management and financial burden on municipalities, and
more importantly it raises expectations within communities which are not sustainable post COVID-19. Tanks and Tankers
must be regarded as an interim solution and more long-term and permanent solutions should be explored.

SALGA acknowledged the critical role played
by local government in the fight to curb the
spread of the virus through delivery of
essential services and promoting awareness of
COVID in their localities.
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CASE 6: S Hlatswayo & Others vs uThukela District Municipality: Unfair Labour PracticePlacement. Case Number: KPD011602
Facts: The applicants were placed onto the new staffing structure of the municipality on a close
match basis where the job content of the new posts were compared to the existing job content
of the employees. The respondent raised a point in limine on the jurisdiction of the SALGBC to
arbitrate the matter as the matter related to placement. The applicants should have followed the
dispute process in terms of the placement policy. Section 186 (2) (b) of the Labour Relations Act
only provides that disputes relating to promotion, demotion, provision of training and benefits
and unfair suspension, or disciplinary measures short of dismissal fall within…[read more]

SALGA KZN
CASE LAW

CASE 34: SAMWU vs Ndwedwe Local Municipality: Mutual Interest. Case Number: KPD051718
Facts: The respondent raised jurisdiction. The matter concerns the review of the respondent’s
existing recruitment policy which is the prerogative of Council political office bearers and its
Management’s duty to implement. Sections 84 and 85 of the Labour Relations Act deals with
workplace forums. The review of policies is not specifically mentioned under s84. The issue in
dispute does not fall within the ambit of mutual consensus on specified issues under the Labour
Relations Act (LRA). There was no agreement between the respondent and SAMWU within the Local
Labour Forum (LLF) to stand the review down for further consultation to take place. The minutes do
not reflect...[read more]
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Executive Summary
This journal is compiled by Chetna Soni and Mandla Shange Advisors HR/LR/CB from the South African
Local Government Association (SALGA) for municipalities in terms of case law that impacts on local
government, specifically the municipalities. The journal is to be a reference point for to assist municipalities
during representation at arbitrations or conciliations.

Table of Contents

This cases summarised include High Court and Labour Court judgments and arbitration awards that
highlight the implications for Local Government.

Foreword by the Chairperson of SALGA Cllr Ndobe ............................................... 4

The journal is divided into eight (8):

Section B: Jurisdictional Rulings ................................................................................11
Jurisdictional Rulings...................................................................................................11
Section C: Rescission Rulings ......................................................................................47
Section D: Unfair Dismissals ........................................................................................49
Section E: Unfair Labour Practice ..............................................................................68
Section F: Unilateral Changes to Terms and Conditions of Employment ......87
Section G: Organisational Rights ...............................................................................88

Foreword
Every incidence of irregular or inappropriate appointment, or every case of glaring low human resource and
financial capacity, harms the image of local government and government as a home. When citizens are
subjected to unskilled of overworked officials as a result of high turnover and vacancy rates; this casts a dark
shadow over the state of our democracy. Every society is governed on the basis of an implicit trust between
the citizens and its government. Lack of effective performance management; ineffective leadership and
maladministration leads to an erosion of social cohesion and trust.

A.

Interpretation and Application;

B.

Jurisdictional Rulings;

C.

Placement

D.

Rescission Rulings;

E.

Unfair Dismissals; and

F.

Unfair labour practices

G. Unilateral changes to terms and Conditions of Employment
H. Organisational Rights

Conciliation and Arbitration proceedings are dispute resolution avenues available to municipalities.
However, section 135 of the Labour Relations Act provides that disputes must go to conciliation where an
attempt will be made to resolve them. Unfortunately, the current context of labour relations within local
government is categorized by the positional bargaining as opposed to mutual interest bargaining that leads
to adverserialism.

Section A: Interpretation and Application

SALGA, as an employer body and as per SALGA conference resolutions, has committed to championing
mutual interest bargaining in local government.

Interpretation and Application disputes are referred to either the National or KwaZulu-Natal Provincial
Division or Division

The number of disputes referred to the SALGBC for conciliation and arbitration is extremely high and every
effort should be made at municipal level to reduce the disputes. The highest number of disputes are related
to Unfair Dismissals and Unfair Labour Practices.

of the South African Local Government Bargaining Council (SALGBC) when there is a dispute about the
interpretation or application of a collective agreement.

It is the aspiration of the current SALGA leadership in KZN that a journal, which outlines cases dealt with, will
create a community of practice in the sector. Eventually a body of knowledge will emerge and this will place
every member of SALGA in a better position to deal with labour issues. Ultimately, when parties better deal
with labour issues there will be a restoration of the implicit trust citizen give to government.

There is no time frame to refer these disputes to the SALGBC. It must be noted that council policies
concluded at the municipalities are not collective agreements. The SALGBC will lack jurisdiction to hear
matters pertaining to the interpretation and application of policies.

CLLR Mluleki Ndobe
CHAIRPERSON: SALGA KZN
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Facts:
The Applicants accrued leave in excess of forty eight (48) days permissible in the main collective agreement
and requested that they be allowed to encash the leave as they could not take the leave due to operational
requirements. They argued that suspension and being on stress leave is classified in terms of the main
collective agreement “as operational requirements” that prevented them from taking the leave and thus
allowed them to encash the leave. The Respondent never refused or turned down a request from Applicants
to take leave when they made application for such leave.

Clause 3.1.5 provides that “any leave in excess of forty-eight (48) days may be encashed should an employee
be unable to take such leave, despite applying for such leave as a result of the employer’s operational
requirements. If despite afforded an opportunity to take leave, an employee fails, refuses or neglects to take
leave, such remaining leave due to him during this period, shall fall away.” Both the applicants also conceded
that they had not made any application for leave which had been refused. The applicants misconstrued the
definition of “operational requirements,” as per the Labour Relations Act and were of the erroneous view
that their suspension, leave due to illness and failure to take leave during the acting period constituted an
operational requirement. As per the Labour Relations Act, “operational requirements mean requirements
based on the economic, technological, structural or similar needs of an employer.” The circumstances
relied upon by the applicants do not constitute operational requirements. The interpretation sought by the
applicants was rejected and the application was dismissed.

The journal is divided into seven sections:

Interpretation and application of collective agreement (arbitration)............ 5

SALGA KZN Case Law

CASE 1: T. Mabika & N. Ntuli vs uMkhanyakude District Municipality:
Interpretation and Application of KZN Collective Agreement, leave
encashment. Case Number: KPD11405

Ruling:

Executive Summary .......................................................................................................... 5
Section A: Interpretation or Application .................................................................. 5

SALGA KZN Case Law

5

Lessons:
The interpretation and application of any clause in any agreement should not be in read isolation but read
within the full context of an agreement. Where employees are suspended or have taken sick leave they will
not generally be able to claim that they could not take the leave due to their absence at work. They will have
to show that they applied to take leave and that such was turned down by employer.

CASE 2: Msunduzi Local Municipality vs IMATU, SAMWU & others:
Interpretation and Application of KZN Conditions of Service clause
5 and 13 – Case Number KPD081304
Facts
The applicant referred interpretation and application of paragraph 5 and 13 the Divisional Collective
Agreement (DCA) relating to existing conditions of service and emergency work. The applicants argued
that ordinary hours of work in respect of the employment contracts are forty-five (45) hours per week and
that the ordinary hours of work are to be worked in accordance with schedule attached to the Municipal
Collective Agreement. IMATU stated that the variation is a valid agreement that overrides the collective
agreements as it explains in detail the working conditions of the fire fighters. Payment was effected in
terms of the Variation Agreement and not in terms of the Salary and Wage Collective Agreement. IMATU
sought a fresh variation/averaging agreement. SAMWU contended that the fire fighters have a right to be
remunerated at the hourly rate of remuneration for the hours they are required to work in terms of the new
regime and further that when the fire fighters are required to work in any one week, more than forty five (45)
hours then such excess hours worked constitutes overtime and should be remunerated accordingly. They
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sought an order declaring that the shift system is inconsistent with clause 13.3 of the DCA and the shift
system be replaced.

Ruling
The DCA is fraught with numerous contradictions and more particularly in respect of clauses 5 and 13.
The commissioner was unable to determine whether the variation/averaging agreement fell away when the
DCA was implemented or not. The Commissioner ruled that that the parties must return to the negotiating
table in order to resolve these contradictions.

Lessons:
The Collective agreement is contradictory. In drafting these agreements, parties must take cognizance of
the disputes that may arise from the interpretation and application of the collective agreement.

CASE 3: SAMWU obo N Mzobe and Another vs Vulamehlo Local
Municipality – Interpretation and Application of the Disciplinary
Procedure and Code Collective Agreement - clause 14.6 and 14.7
Case Number HQ041601
Facts
The applicants referred a dispute relating to interpretation and application of clauses 14.6 and 14.7 of
the 2010 Disciplinary Procedure and Code Collective Agreement in that their suspension exceeded three
months and was without full pay. The respondent raised a point in limine that the SALGBC lacks jurisdiction
as the Disciplinary Procedure and Code Collective Agreement was declared null and void by the Labour
Court.

Ruling:
The Labour Court judgment per Rabin-Naicker J held that the 2010 Code was not validly concluded and
was therefore null and void. (City of Cape Town v Independent Municipal and Allied Trade Union and others
(C884/2014) [2015] ZALCCT 58 (17 September 2015). Leave to appeal was granted but never lodged.
The SALGBC lacks necessary jurisdiction to determine the dispute as the Disciplinary Procedure and Code
Collective Agreement had been declared null and void. It was of no force and effect at the time the dispute
was referred.

SALGA KZN Case Law

CASE 4: IMATU obo P.H Earle vs Umzinyathi Local Municipality:
Interpretation and Application of Salary and Wage Collective
Agreement Clause 6.6. Case Number HQ071511
Facts
The applicant was transferred from UThukela (Pty) Ltd to Umzinyathi District Municipality. He argued that
his housing and locomotion allowances which by virtue of their link to the salary in terms of Clause 6.6 of
the Salary and Wage Collective Agreement ought to have increased at the same rate as the salary increase
when he joined the respondent. The respondent argued that the locomotion allowance is regulated by the
Umzinyathi District Municipality’s Subsistence and Travelling Policy. The housing allowance was regulated
by the Main Collective Agreement and was not a linked benefit. The locomotion and housing allowances
do not qualify to be linked to the salary increases as they are standard amounts regulated by policy. The
housing allowance increases depends on negotiations. The respondent is bound by the Main Collective
agreement.

Ruling:
Clause 6.6 of the Salary and Wage Collective Agreement states that, “any benefit or condition of service
that ordinarily increases by virtue of its link to the increase of salary of an employee, shall increase by the
same rate as the salary increases in each financial year, subject to the special provisions relating to the
medical schemes as set out in clause 8 is applicable in this matter.” The applicant received a locomotion and
housing benefit that was not increased by the Respondent from 2013 to 2015 in terms of the salary and
wage agreement that stipulated in terms of clause 6.6 of the agreement that that any benefits linked to the
salary increase will be increased with the same percentage as the salary increase. Once it was established
that the employee qualified for the housing and locomotion allowance and that these are benefits then the
respondent was obliged to increase these benefits with the same percentage as the salary increases. The
respondent was ordered to pay the difference or the short fall between the rate of the current benefits and
the salary increases effected for the 2013/2014 and 2015 financial years.

Lessons:
The fact that the employee was employed on a total remuneration package that made provision for a
housing and locomotion allowance did not exclude these benefits to be increased once it was established
that these were indeed benefits referred to in the salary and wage agreement. If you want to argue that for
example the transport allowance is not a benefit then evidence would have to be led to clearly show that
this allowance will generally remain static for a period of time once the allowance is granted.

Lessons:
Municipalities should ensure that when they suspend employees a proper process is followed and employees
are not to be suspended for protracted long period. Employees cannot be suspended without pay as it’s
deemed to be a punitive measure.

CASE 5: IMATU obo Y Maharaj vs Ethekwini Municipality:
Interpretation and application of Salary and Wage Collective
agreement, Clause 6.6. Case Number: HQ051515
Facts
The applicant referred a dispute and requested that a non-pensionable allowance of R 11 933-00 per month
that has not increased since 2005 in terms of a special contract with the employer that it be increased with
the same percentage as the salary and wage increases in terms of Clause 6.6 of the salary agreement. The
respondent however argued that the special contract clearly regulated how increases will be effected and
what will be covered in terms of clause 6.6 as benefits linked to the salary increases. The non-pensionable
allowance was excluded and the applicant in terms of the special contract received a total cash package
that is flexible inclusive of the following: basic salary, 13th cheque, housing subsidy, telephone allowance,
entertainment and locomotion allowance. The employee could restructure his package and decide not to
take some of the benefits listed above and that will result in a higher locomotion allowance.
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In Ludick v Rural Maintenance (Pty) Ltd (2014) 2 BLLR 178 (LC)
The court was faced with two conflicting decisions previously handed down and was called upon
to determine a clause in Ludick’s contract, which provided that any annual leave not taken within
30 days of the employers’ financial year end would lapse.The court held that the BCEA ensures that
employees take the annual leave that they are entitled to and this purpose would be circumvented
if employees were permitted to accumulate annual leave indefinitely and wait to claim payment
on termination. He found that where employees are frustrated from taking annual leave they
should then invoke the enforcement provisions of the BCEA.Van Niekerk J found, however, that the
forfeiture of annual leave was a separate issue to the timing of the annual leave. In this regard,Van
Niekerk J held that an employee does not forfeit annual leave or the right to be paid in lieu of annual
leave on termination of employment if the annual leave is not taken within the six-month period
following the annual leave cycle in which the leave accrued. But this applies only to…[read more]
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“Can Suspension of an Employee for Misconduct ever be without Full Remuneration?”
The General Principle: The general accepted principle is that an employee can only be suspended
with pay pending a disciplinary hearing. The employer initiates the suspension and remains liable
to pay the employee during the period of suspension. If the employee is suspended without pay
prior to a hearing it will be regarded as a breach of contract by the employer and the employee will
be able to challenge the suspension as an Unfair Labour Practise. The employee can however agree
to…[read more]

the employer for his failure.
Where a disciplinary hearing is postponed at the
request of an employee, the employer might not be
liable for remuneration from the date of postponement
to the date of hearing. Otherwise, employees would find
reason to delay disciplinary proceedings as this would
always be at the employer’s cost.
The arbitrator therefore, ruled that the failure to pay the
employee during the period of postponement was not
an unfair labour practice.

“Can Suspension Of An Employee
For Misconduct Ever Be Without
Full Remuneration?”
The General Principle
The general accepted principle is that an employee
can only be suspended with pay pending a disciplinary
hearing. The employer initiates the suspension and
remains liable to pay the employee during the period
of suspension. If the employee is suspended without
pay prior to a hearing it will be regarded as a breach
of contract by the employer and the employee will be
able to challenge the suspension as an Unfair Labour
Practise.
The employee can however agree to be suspended
without pay or where collective agreement or legislation
allows such to be effected. (National Education
Health and Allied Workers Union obo Molubi and
others /Avondgloor Old Age Home (2017) 26 CCMA
8.3.7.4)
The employer is obliged to finalise disciplinary matters
against strict time frames but as the employer continues
to pay the remuneration of an employee during
suspension these employees sometimes frustrate the
finalisation of the disciplinary hearing and raise issues
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of the non-availability of his or her representative or
changing representatives at the last minute or submits
constant sick notes etc. This comes at a huge cost to the
employer that must continue paying the employee until
the disciplinary hearing is concluded.

Arbitration Awards
In the case of Msipho and Plasma Cut (2005) 26
ILJ 2276 (BCA), an employee was suspended on
full pay pending a disciplinary enquiry into alleged
misconduct. He was entitled to be represented by a
union official. At the hearing his union official was not
present. The employee requested and was granted a
postponement to enable him to secure the attendance
of a representative. The postponed hearing was held six
weeks later. The employer failed to pay the employee
during this period.
The employee referred an unfair labour practice dispute
to the Centre for Dispute Resolution claiming that he
was entitled to be paid whilst on suspension pending an
enquiry.
The arbitrator noted that the employee was aware of the
original date of the hearing and it was his responsibility
to secure the attendance of his representative. He failed
to discharge this responsibility and it was unfair to blame

Two years later, these sentiments were echoed by an
arbitrator of the MEIBC in the matter of SAEWA obo
Members and Aberdare Cables [2007] 2 BALR 106
(MEIBC).
In this case, the employee was suspended on full
pay pending a disciplinary enquiry. The hearing
was postponed at the request of the union and was
ultimately held about two weeks after the scheduled
date. The company agreed to the postponement with
the proviso that the further period of suspension would
be unpaid. The employee claimed that he was entitled
to his pay during the full period of suspension.
The arbitrator noted that employees suspended
pending disciplinary action are normally entitled to their
full pay. However, to apply this principle to situations
where suspension is extended at the request of the
employee would be unfair to employers. The employee
was accordingly not entitled to be paid for the additional
period of suspension.
It appears that arbitrators have come to realise that
delaying tactics by employees on full pay can result in
an abuse of the disciplinary process and have sought to
close the gap on this phenomenon.

Key Learnings:
These cases allow the employers and especially
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municipalities to consider the suspension without pay
in instances where employees and their representatives
request numerous postponements for unreasonably
long periods and where the employees or their
representatives clearly frustrate the finalisation of the
disciplinary hearing. The representative of the employer
/municipality at the disciplinary hearing must clearly
stipulate that if they agree to a postponement that such
will be on condition that the employee will not be paid
during this period of suspension.

is 30 days. Any excess leave not taken will be forfeited.
Statutory leave might not be paid out at any stage other
than on termination of employment.
Payment for annual leave should be done in accordance
with the provisions of the BCEA. An employee who left
the respondent’s employment having exceeded the
leave entitlement was to have the monetary value of
the excess in leave deducted from the final salary. The
respondent notified all staff that its executive council
had decided to immediately stop paying out leave
and that accumulation was limited to 15 days. The
excess had to be reduced otherwise the same would
be forfeited. The respondent argued that the applicant
took leave and that annual leave was only to accumulate
to 15 days. Any leave not taken will be forfeited. The
applicant was bound to the contract of employment.

The only other instance that employees can be
suspended without pay will be as disciplinary sanction
when found guilty and will generally be regulated in a
disciplinary code or collective agreement as is the case in
local government. (Numsa obo Tshikana Delta Motor
Corporation (2003)12 CCMA 6.4.2; Mofokeng /Ace
Security 2015 (24) CCMA 6.4.2)

Analysis:

The Collective Agreement:
The employee in terms of the collective agreement in
local government can be suspended for a maximum
period of 10 days but the monies only be recovered over
a period of 3 months and cannot be deducted in the
same month.

Does An Employee Forfeit
Accrued Leave Upon Termination
Of Employment?
“Employers must ensure that
employees are advised of their
rights to take leave”.

In Summary:
The employee that is suspended prior to a disciplinary
hearing must be suspended with full remuneration
pending the hearing. In the event that the employee
frustrates the finalisation of the hearing the suspension
can be changed to suspension without pay at the
instance of the employer, but if it is part of an agreement
at a disciplinary hearing then it will leave limited
opportunity to be challenged.

The recent case of Vijay Misra v Ithala Ltd
(D1074/12) [2014] ZALCD 64, dealt with payment
in respect of accrued leave upon termination of the
employment contract. The applicant was appointed as
Chief Executive officer for the respondent with effect 1
December 2009. His leave cycle commenced on the 1
December 2009 to 30 November 2010 and the pattern
continued every year thereafter. He was suspended by
the respondent on the 7 April 2011 which was followed
by the termination of his employment on 16 May 2012
when he was dismissed. The applicant was entitled to
30 days’ annual leave every calendar year in terms of

The suspension without pay as a sanction is generally
permissible and is specifically agreed and regulated
in disciplinary collective agreement under specific
conditions.
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his contract of employment. As at 31 March 2011, the
applicant had 40.85 days leave due to him. He was
paid an amount equal to 45 days’ annual leave upon
termination of his employment.

Applicant’s Argument:
The applicant argued that the provisions of his contract
of employment which provided for forfeiture of accrued
annual leave, whether statutory or contractual were
contrary to the provisions of the Basic Conditions of
Employment Act (BCEA). He was suspended in excess of
12 months and had to be available at all times hence
precluding him from taking any leave. The applicant
stated he had outstanding leave not paid out by the
respondent in the amount of 30.85 days at termination
of the contract.

Respondent’s Argument:
The respondent’s leave policy provided that annual leave
may only be accumulated to a total of 15 working days
at any given time above the normal entitlement which

The court in making a decision, referred to the BCEA,
Section 20 which deals with annual leave as well as
section 40 which regulates payments on termination of
employment. The court referred to Jardine v TongaatHulett Sugar Ltd [2003] 7 BLLR 717 (LC), and found
that section 20(4) was indeed intended to protect
employees who are entitled to annual leave. Judge Pillay
put it as follows:

“It imposes an obligation on the
employer, enforceable at the
instance of the employee. It does
not impose an obligation on the
employee to take leave within six
months after the end of the annual
leave cycle. Leave not taken within
six months is not automatically
forfeited.”

CASE LAW
Summaries
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In Jooste v Kohler Packaging Limited (2004) 25 ILJ
121 (LC) which held that that statutory annual leave
not taken within the six month of the financial year end
would lapse.

days at any given time above normal entitlement. The
respondent was ordered that the applicant be paid leave
pay for 7.75 days equalling R 63 843,66.
It is important to note that employers and employees
that are bound by collective agreements concluded
at a Bargaining Council level are excluded from the
provisions of the BCEA.

In Ludick v Rural Maintenance (Pty) Ltd (2014) 2
BLLR 178 (LC), the court was faced with two conflicting
decisions previously handed down and was called
upon to determine a clause in Ludick’s contract, which
provided that any annual leave not taken within 30
days of the employers’ financial year end would lapse.
The court held that the BCEA ensures that employees
take the annual leave that they are entitled to and this
purpose would be circumvented if employees were
permitted to accumulate annual leave indefinitely
and wait to claim payment on termination. He found
that where employees are frustrated from taking
annual leave they should then invoke the enforcement
provisions of the BCEA. Van Niekerk J found, however,
that the forfeiture of annual leave was a separate issue
to the timing of the annual leave. In this regard, Van
Niekerk J held that an employee does not forfeit annual
leave or the right to be paid in lieu of annual leave on
termination of employment if the annual leave is not
taken within the six-month period following the annual
leave cycle in which the leave accrued. But this applies
only to statutory annual leave in the current annual
leave cycle and the immediately preceding annual leave
cycle.

Collective Agreement:
The South African Local Government Bargaining
Council’s Main Collective Agreement, states that,
‘annual leave shall only be accumulated to a maximum
of forty-eight (48) working days. Any leave in excess
of forty-eight working days may be encashed should
the employee be unable to take such leave, despite
applying and because the employer refused to grant
him such leave as a result of the employer’s operational
requirements. If despite being afforded an opportunity
to take leave, an employer fails, refuses or neglects to
take the remaining leave due to him during this period,
such remaining leave shall fall away.’

Basic Conditions Of Employment Act 75 Of
1997 (Bcea)
Section 20 (11) of the BCEA, states that ‘an employer
may not pay an employee instead of granting paid leave
in terms of this section except – (a) on termination of
employment; and (b) in accordance with sections 40 (b)
and (c) of the BCEA.

Outcome:
The judge in the Misra case held that the dismissal of
the applicant fell within the third annual leave cycle.
In terms of section 20 (4) the respondent had to grant
the applicant leave not later than 6 months after the
end of the leave cycle. The fact that applicant was on
suspension did not stop him from applying for leave
through the officer he was told to contact. The leave
policy of the respondent offended the provisions of
section 20 (4) by providing that annual leave might
only be accumulated to a total amount of 15 working

Section 20 (10) manifests a clear indication that the
BCEA envisages that the timing of leave, once accrued,
should ideally be the subject of the agreement between
parties.
Any leave given by the company over and above this
minimum is considered contractual leave and the
company itself will have to insert a forfeiture provision
if it does not want this leave to be accumulated
indefinitely. This must not fall foul of the BCEA.
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What To Consider:
The judgements from the Labour Court indicates that
untaken statutory annual leave from the current annual
leave cycle and immediately preceding leave cycle is not
forfeited and must be paid out on termination and, in
the absence of an employment contract or policy to the
contrary, all statutory annual leave from prior annual
leave cycles is forfeited.
The Misra judgment confirms that even if an employee
is suspended, it does not prevent an employee from
applying for leave.

Can The Employer Discipline An Employee
Who Has Resigned With Immediate Effect?
Contracts of employment require an employee to give
notice of termination of employment. The minimum
notice period is prescribed in the BCEA. An employee
who resigns with immediate effect is in breach of
contract and/or the BCEA. When faced with disciplinary
action, employees often opt to resign.
In Kalipa Mtati v KMPG Services (Pty) Ltd (2017) 38
ILJ 1362 (LC), the employer was investigating certain
alleged acts of misconduct against the employee. The
employee resigned with four weeks’ notice. When
the employer indicated that it would continue with
disciplinary action, the employee resigned again with
immediate effect.
At the hearing, the employee contended that she was
no longer an employee and the chairperson had no
authority to continue with the hearing. The chairperson
ruled that the hearing will continue. The employee left
the hearing and informed the chairperson that she
intends to approach the Labour Court for an order to
interdicting employer from continuing with hearing
as she had resigned. The hearing continued and the
employee was dismissed. The employee argued that the
employer could not discipline her as she resigned with

immediate effect, and was no longer an employee so
her former employer had no authority to discipline her.

Analysis
The court differentiated between situations where an
employee resigns on notice and when an employee
resigns with immediate effect.
The court held that, “the fact that an employee has given
notice to terminate the employment contract does not
take away the power of the employer to discipline the
employee whilst serving the notice period.”
The court held that as the second resignation was
with immediate effect, the employer lost the right to
discipline the employee with immediate effect.
The court further held that, “the applicant’s second
letter of resignation changed the status of the employee
from being that of an employee, in the ordinary sense
of the word, to that of being the erstwhile employee
of the employer. This means that the termination of
the employment contract with immediate effect took
away the right of the respondent to proceed with the
disciplinary hearing against her.”
The court ruled that the employer did not have
jurisdiction to discipline the employee.
However, in Coetzee v Zeitz Mocaa Foundation Trust
and Another C517/2018 (LC) unreported, the employee
resigned verbally when he was invited to make
written submissions as to why he should be placed on
precautionary suspension. The employee contended
that the employer could not pursue disciplinary action
against him as he resigned with immediate effect
while the employer stated that it had not accepted the
employee’s resignation with immediate effect, and had
not waived its contractual right to the required notice
period. The employer was within its right to discipline
the employee as it was holding the employee to serve
out contractual notice period of 4 weeks. The employee

sought an interdict on an urgent basis seeking to
prevent the employer from continuing the disciplinary
action against him.
The court set out the legal principles that regulate a
resignation which are –
-

a resignation is a unilateral act;

-

When an employee gives the required notice, the
contract terminates at the end of the notice period;

-

When an employee leaves his or her employment
without giving the required period of notice, the
employee breaches the contract;

-

Ordinary contractual rules dictate that the employer
may hold the employee to the contract and seek
an order of specific performance requiring the
employee to serve the period of notice;

-

Alternatively, the employer may elect to accept the
employee’s repudiation, cancel the contract and
claim damages;

-

Of course, it is always open to the parties to
terminate an employment contract on agreed terms
and for either of them to waive whatever rights they
might otherwise have enjoyed (Vodacom (Pty) Ltd v
Motsa and Another 2016 (3) SA 116 (LC))

Mtati v KPMG Services (Pty) Ltd that was overturned
on appeal on the basis, (as far as can be gleaned from
the LAC ex tempore order) that the dispute before the
Labour Court was moot.

Key Learnings
The two labour court judgements contradict one
another but we are of the view that it was correct that
the first judgement of Mtati v KPMG Services (Pty) Ltd
was overturned in the LAC.
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Development Perspective
Economic and social development is an important part of municipal development work. To
empower women, People with Disabilities (PWD), youth and the elderly and remove the barriers
to their participation in the economy local government must analyse their present productive
role and look for opportunities to improve things. Marginalized groups should be targeted for
income-generating and employment projects. Consultation around such projects should directly
involve these groups and their formal representative structures. The informal sector should also
be included in all local forums and other structures set up to deal with development or other
community issues. The developmental and governance perspective of…[read more]
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SALGA Women’s Commission (SWC)
The SALGA Women’s Commission (SWC) was launched and established at the 2010 Women
in Local Government Summit in line with the resolutions taken at the 2009 Women in Local
Government Conference. The SWC is a reflection of SALGA’s mandate and is thus established to
coordinate, promote and advocate for gender appropriate strategies and practices within member
municipalities and feed into regional processes. The SWC serves as a subcommittee of SALGA’s
Community Development, Health and Safety Working Group. One of the key roles of the SWC is to
keep track of Gender parity, women empowerment and Gender Mainstreaming in municipalities.
This is done through gender audits, IDP analysis as well as…[read more]
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Acronyms
AIDS
AMICAALL
ART
AU
B2B
BAAM
CDW
CEDAW
CoGTA
CPD
CPF
CSF
DAC
DAFF
DEA
DHA
DJCD
DoH
DSD
EHP
FBO
HIV
IDP
INDS
IOM
LAC
MCPCS
MDG
MDMAF
MHS
MMC
MPAC
NDP
NGO
NQF
NSP
NSP
NUDP

Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome
African Mayor’s Initiatives for Community Action on AIDS at the
Local Government Level
Anti-Retroviral Treatment
African Union
Back-to-Basics
SANTAM with Business Adopt a Municipality
Community Development Worker
Convention on the Elimination of Discrimination Against Women
Cooperative Governance and Traditional Affairs
Continued Professional Development
Community Safety Forum
Community Safety Forums
District AIDS Council
Department of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries
Department of Environmental Affairs
Department of Home Affairs
Department of Justice and Constitutional Development
Department of Health
Department of Social Development
Environmental Health Practitioners
Faith Based Organization
Human Immunodeficiency Virus
Integrated Development Planning
Integrated National Disability Strategy
International Organization of Migration
Local AIDS Councils
Multi-sectoral Crime Prevention and Community Safety
Millennium Development Goal
Municipal Disaster Risk Management Advisory Forum
Municipal Health Services
Members of Mayoral Committee
Mpumalanga Provincial AIDS Council
National Development Plan
Non-Government Organization
National Qualifications Framework
National Strategic Plan
National Strategic Plan
United Nations Development Programme
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NYC
NYP
NYDA
NYDPF
ORC
OTP
OVS
PEPUDA
PLHIV
PWD
RAF
RDP
RSA
SADC
SAIEH
SALGA
SAOPF
SAPS
SAQA
SASCOC
SETA
SDG
STI
SWC
UP
UYF
WEDO
WEDO
YDC

National Youth Commission
National Youth Policy
National Youth Development Agency
National Youth Development Policy Framework
Office on the Rights of the Child
Office of the Premier
Operation Vuka Sisebente
Promotion of Equality and Prevention of Unfair Discrimination Act
People living with HIV
People with Disabilities
Road Accident Fund
Reconstruction and Development Programme
Republic of South Africa
South African Development community
South African Institute for Environmental Health
South African Local Government Association
South African Older Persons Forum
South African Police Service
South African Qualifications Authority
South African Sports Confederation and Olympic Committee
Sector Education and Training Authority
Sustainable Development Goals
Sexually Transmitted Infection
SALGA Women’s Commission
University of Pretoria
Umsobomvu Youth Fund
Women’s Environment and Development Organization
Women’s Environment and Development Organization
Youth Development Council

Executive Summary
Background

The South African government has clear policies indicating that
municipalities and councillors should be sensitive to community views and
responsive to local problems. Partnerships should be built between civil
society and local government to address local issues. A number of laws
outline participation processes that municipalities have to use to consult the
community.
The South African Constitution further stipulates for a provision of a society
that respects equality and dignity of every person, thus safeguarding the
social, economic and cultural rights as well as civil rights and freedom for all
people. Local government is the sphere of government closest to the people.
Many basic services are delivered by local municipalities and local ward
councillors are the politicians closest to communities.
Councillors play an activist and a developmental role and it is therefore
imperative that they understand how local government functions in order to
be able to influence it.

Councillors are expected to play an active role in reviewing matters before
council and debating issues in the councils’ decision making processes. This
role further requires councillors to provide community leadership and
guidance, and to facilitate communication between the community and the
council on all programmes and projects of council.
This handbook has been developed to appropriately equip Members of
Mayoral Committees (MMCs), Portfolio Committee members and municipal
officials with knowledge and expertise on areas of community development.
It is important to note that this manual is not comprehensive in terms of
legislation and policies, but provides guidance and indicates relevant sources
of information for further reference. Councillors are encouraged to obtain
copies of all legislation and policies referred to in this manual so that they
may be able to use them for reference as they go about their daily
responsibilities.
The manual covers the following sections:
Section 1: Introduction

3

This section deals with the definition of community development and human
development clearly outlining the SALGA Community Development
Directorate’s role and areas of focus in community development.
4

Section 2: Local government Mandate

This section outlines the mandate of local government in community
development, highlighting the different perspectives of human and social
development. This section further outlines the process of the IDP and how
such process can ensure that community development issues are taken into
consideration during the process
Section 3: Roles and Responsibilities

This section deals with roles and responsibilities of municipal role players. It
begins by outlining the role of Councillors and the importance of their
participation in the stakeholders’ forums that are established to ensure that
social issues are promoted and municipalities set up intervention mechanism
that address challenges.

This section also highlights the roles of the administration arm in the
municipality in terms of mainstreaming community development.
Section 4: Legislative and Policy Frameworks

•
•
•
•
•

Sport Trust on sport
Khensani Heritage Consulting on heritage
University of Pretoria on the development of guidelines for cemeteries
on underground water
Commission for Gender Equality
United Nations Entity for Gender Equality and the Empowerment of
Women (UN-Women)

SALGA Community Development Programs that member municipalities in
Mpumalanga need to pay special attention to include the following:
• SALGA Governance structures which include Provincial Working
Group, Provincial Executive Committee, National Working Group and
National Executive Committee
• SALGA Women’s Commission
• SALGA Games
• Mpumalanga Provincial Special Programs Coordinating Forum
SALGA also plays a crucial role in providing advice and support to municipalities
as well as supporting the Commemoration and observation of calendar events.

Section 5: Stakeholder Partnerships and SALGA Programs

The Community Development Directorate of SALGA has the following
memorandum of understanding with the following stakeholders:

•

5

SALGA’s Community Development Directorate provides advice and support to
municipalities on policy guidelines in areas relating to community development.

1.1. Social Development defined.

Social development works best when it influences social institutions. This can be
done by creating a more inclusive society where all citizens are given an
opportunity to voice their opinions. Social cohesion ensures that a safe and
peaceful environment is created for local communities. The role of social
development can be evidenced by five measures: civic activism, clubs and
associations, intergroup cohesion, interpersonal safety and trust and gender
equality.

This section highlights in a summarized form resolutions and conventions
that have been taken by different Government institutions, stakeholders as
well as SALGA in promoting democracy specifically targeting the
marginalised people in communities and ensuring that development reaches
all sectors of society which should be implemented at local level.
International Organization of Migration (IOM) in migration and health,
SANTAM with Business Adopt a Municipality (BAAM),
Road Accident Fund (RAF) on Road safety ,
South African Sports Confederation and Olympic Committee.
(SASCOC) on sports,
National Development Agency (NDA) on the early childhood
development and

Community development seeks to empower individuals and groups of people by
providing these groups with the skills they need to effect change in their own
communities. These skills are often concentrated around building political
power through the formation of large social groups working for a common
agenda.

Social development is defined as prioritizing human needs in the growth and
progression of society. Social development also governs the norms and
conventions that govern human interaction. The focus is on improving the lives
of regular citizens, especially the poor, to make society a better place for
everyone. Social Development promotes social inclusion of the poor and
vulnerable by empowering people, building cohesive and resilient societies, and
making institutions accessible and accountable to citizens.

This section deals with the legislative frameworks and systems that guide the
implementation of community development issues. Several policies have
been put in place to ensure that municipalities are better able to implement
community development issues in local government. This section basically
outlines all legislative framework developed nationally, provincially and at
local government level in a summarized form.

•
•
•
•

SECTION 1: Introduction

1. INTRODUCTION TO COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

1.2. Human Development defined

The United Nations Development Programme has defined Human Development
as the process of enlarging people's choices, allowing them to lead a long and
healthy life, to be educated, to enjoy a decent standard of living, as well as
political freedom, other guaranteed human rights and various ingredients of selfrespect.
6
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The IDP Process
The white paper on local government together with the Municipal Systems Act outline the
legislation within which all planning and development should be done.This is the IDP process. It
is important to note that all planning and activity done outside of the IDP in municipalities does
not translate to official plans of the municipality. It is therefore important that the mainstreaming
of transversal issues is done within the context of the IDP process. For the purpose successful
mainstreaming it is important that the responsible personnel have a clear understanding of the IDP
process and how the process of mainstreaming fits therein.
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There is some preparatory work that needs to be done prior to the commencement of the planning
process. Preparation involves the production of an “IDP process plan”.The plan is necessary to
ensure proper management of the planning process. It must contain…[read more]
Components of Mainstreaming in Local Government
Consultation: As municipalities move towards mainstreaming transversal issues across all their
departments, they will need to consult with marginalized groups as to how policies will impact upon
their communities.The NGO sector can expect increased opportunity to contribute their knowledge
and expertise at all stages of policy development, formulation, implementation and monitoring,
ensuring consideration of the issues of their particular groups.The Municipal stakeholder Forums
serve as tools that can be used to ensure proper consultation of marginalized groups in the process
of mainstreaming…[read more]
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2. Definition of mainstreaming
Mainstreaming is the systematic consideration of the particular effects of all policies, at the
point of planning, implementation and evaluation, on vulnerable groups. Equality is the goal.
Mainstreaming is a process that aims to achieve the goal.

1. Introduction
1.1.Why is this guideline necessary?

Mainstreaming strategies aim to make development more effective through:

The Community Development Directorate of SALGA Mpumalanga conducted consultations
with the transversal units of municipalities of Mpumalanga Province in the financial year of
2010/2011. During this consultation, SALGA was requested to provide a guideline on
mainstreaming for municipalities to implement the Local Government Frameworks for Gender,
Disability and HIV mainstreaming. The guideline was developed in consultation with the
Provincial Department of Cooperative Governance and Traditional Affairs (CoGTA), the
Department of Health (DoH), the Department of Social Development (DSD), the Office on the
Status of Women (OSW), the Office on the status of Persons with Disabilities (OSDP), the
Office on the Rights of the Child (ORC) and the District Municipalities. The Guidelines were
used as a tool to train municipal Councilors and familiarize them with the concept of
mainstreaming after the 2011 Local government elections. The CoGTA Local Government
Frameworks were reviewed in 2015 which necessitated that this guideline be reviewed to align
with the new Frameworks in preparation for the new term of Local Government.

1.2.Who this guideline is for?
This guideline is aimed at local and district Community Development Portfolio Councilors,
officials in transversal units, youth officers, gender officers, disability officers, HIV & AIDS
coordinators, children’s rights coordinators and policy planners. It provides them with help on
how to join up with the wider work of the municipality and key local service providers to take
account of cohesion and mainstreaming in their work. It should also be useful for local workers,
who are not experts in transversal issues, but who want to do more to contribute to building
cohesive communities and providing comprehensive services.

1.3.How to use this guideline?
This guideline is intended to be used flexibly rather than as a blueprint for action. It is SALGA’s
attempt to set out what we know about mainstreaming vulnerable groups, and is based on
literature review, consultation with other government departments and the views of municipal
officials responsible for vulnerable groups at several levels. SALGA plans to revise it on the
basis of local experience, so it is also a call for evidence, and SALGA would be grateful to
receive comments on it, whether they are suggestions for improvement or information about
how mainstreaming has been undertaken in areas of operation.
This guideline should be used together with the Community Development Health and Safety
Handbook which outlines the legislative mandate as well as roles and responsibilities of local
government stakeholders in Community Development.

4
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•

emphasis on reshaping the mainstream rather than adding activities for
women, children, the elderly, youth and people with disabilities at the
margin

•

focusing on equality as an objective

•

ensuring that initiatives not only respond to differences but seek to reduce
inequality

•

giving more attention to organizations of marginalized groups and the
momentum for change in local stakeholders

•

giving more attention to policymakers and their role in creating a more
equal society

Mainstreaming should bring consideration of equality issues right into the core of all policy
work, so that they are central to all activities - policy development, research, advocacy,
dialogue, legislation, and resource allocation, the planning, implementation and monitoring of
programs and projects etc. This should come not only from ‘equality specialists’ but should
involve everyone working in any aspect of policy and development planning.

2.1.Mainstreaming and Focused Programmes
Policies on equality have previously focused on legal rights and specialist equality measures,
such as an equality unit or women’s forum. The starting point was a specific problem requiring
a specific solution. Progress has been made through these measures, but inequality and
discrimination still exist and marginalized groups remain at a disadvantage in many areas of
economic, social and public life. The starting point for mainstreaming is a policy that already
exists, to ensure that people involved in developing policies take an equality perspective into
account from the outset.
Mainstreaming should not replace specialist equality measures, but complement and work in
tandem with them. Mainstreaming is most effective when coupled with a powerful coordinating
body, e.g. gender forum, disability forum, AIDS Council, etc.

2.2.Benefits of mainstreaming

0
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Mainstreaming benefits everyone – e.g. mainstreaming in employment practices may introduce
more flexible working practices to avoid discriminate against women with family responsibilities
or it might make the employment environment suitable for people with several kinds of
disabilities to avoid discrimination against people with disabilities. These can benefit the whole
workforce, increasing productivity, reducing absenteeism and lowering staff turnover.
Mainstreaming can help improve methods of working by increasing an organization’s
accountability, responsiveness to need, and relations with the community. It can bring added
value at many levels.

2.3.Essential components of mainstreaming
Mainstreaming in local government requires political support. Without the backing of political
will, mainstreaming is likely to fail. If it is to be effective it requires high level commitment, an
enabling policy environment, broad-based support and the close involvement of communities of
interest.
It is essential to retain targeted programmes for the vulnerable groups while mainstreaming the
issues of vulnerability in all other municipal programmes. There are dangers if mainstreaming
is used to replace specialist programmes for vulnerable groups. Without empowered specialist
equality groups, mainstreaming is dependent on the particular skills and interests of current
personnel, who may or may not have a commitment to or understanding of mainstreaming and
equality.
Mainstreaming needs to be supported by effective performance indicators, monitoring and
review. If allowed to lose impetus it could degenerate into tokenism, where public commitment
is given but little is actually done.

2.4.Definition of Transversal issues in local government
Irrespective of the sector focus, delivery modality (e.g. budgetary aid or projects) or geographic
location of a municipality, there are a number of critical cross-cutting development issues which
must be appropriately addressed throughout the project management cycle. These are issues
that touch on general principles such as democracy and human rights, good governance,
children's rights and the rights of indigenous peoples, gender equality, a sustainable
environment and HIV/AIDS. Transversal issues are a defined as part of these cross-cutting
issues. Within the context local government in South Africa, the following are termed
transversal issues:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Gender
Disability
Youth
Children
Older Persons
HIV and AIDS

Mainstreaming should ensure that equality considerations are "built in" from the beginning,
rather than "bolted on" at the end. With careful and considered implementation, it can be a
strategy for transformation, with the potential to achieve sustainable change. Mainstreaming is
a way for equalities groups to move beyond being on the agenda and start setting the agenda.

The White Paper on Local Government, indicates that developmental local government needs
to be committed to working with communities in order to find sustainable ways of meeting their

6
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Landfill Gas to Energy and Green Composting Feasibility Study
South African Local Government Association (SALGA) has commissioned a feasibility study on landfill gas to energy (LGE) and green waste
composting in four secondary municipalities in North West province namely; Madibeng, City of Matlosana, Rustenburg and JB Marks LMs.
LGE and green waste composting projects offers municipalities a window of opportunities for management of natural environment an
local economic development. Municipalities would benefit from the study as the results will demonstrate viability of diverting available
landfill gas to either generate energy to fuel the public transport system or their own operations in the municipalities. The biogas sources
in municipalities are extracted from landfills, waste water treatment plants and, in future, anaerobic digester plants have potential to fuel
thousands of buses, taxis, refuse collection vehicles and other key urban based fleets…[read more]

Enquiries:Tshinyadzo Sydney Mphephu(Mr)
Municipal Infrastructure Services (MIS)
Programme Manager: MIS,
Tel: 087 358 7849, Email: tmphephu@salga.org.za
www.salga.org.za
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•	If the CCMA Grants Section
21(8C) organisational rights
to a minority union, must its
members continue to pay
agency shop fees to the bigger
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Employee’s Duty to Disclose “Adverse Information” to a New Employer Unions?
Is an employee that applies for and takes up a position with a new employer obliged to disclose
“adverse information” to such employer? Would such failure to disclose this information damage
the relationship of trust and constitute an act of misconduct?

July 2020

This issue was considered by the Labour Court in Maye R Makhafola v National Bargaining
Council for the Road Freight Industry et al (J2673/16 LC; 8 May 2020) in which Makhafola (the
employee) was dismissed for…[read more]
Daniel Wildschutt vs Cape Winelands District Municipality Unfair Discrimination
Facts: In early 2016, the Respondent invited applications for a variety of positions. One such was for
an Integrated Development Plan Coordinator. The Applicant applied for the position, but did not
make the shortlist. One of the requirements for the position was that the successful incumbent had
to possess a valid driver’s license. In his application form, the Applicant confirmed that he possessed
such a license, but on closer inspection it transpired that his license had expired in May 2013. On
that basis, his application was not considered. In his job application the applicant recorded that
he had a disability. He attached a report from an occupational therapist, which recorded that the
Applicant had suffered a light stroke in 2008 and again in 2013. His right arm and lower limbs were
affected as was…[read more]

Minority Unions
and Agency Shop Fees
Employee’s duty to disclose
“adverse information” to a new
Employer
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Introductory
Remarks

PART : 1
If the CCMA grants section 21(8c) organisational rights
to a minority union, must its members continue to pay
agency shop fees to the bigger unions?

R

epresenting municipalities in SALGBC dispute
mechanisms, i.e. arbitrations, is a very important
support role played by SALGA as employer
body. SALGA in the Western Cape, for example,
represented municipalities in 84 new arbitrations
in 2019/2020. The majority of these arbitrations
were found in favour of the municipalities. It is
important that municipalities learn from the
outcome of these arbitrations, and, therefore,
SALGA in the Western Cape decided to compile
this Labour Law Bulletin.

These arbitrations cover unfair dismissal and
unfair labour practice disputes, which relate to
a high number of the disputes declared by trade
unions in municipalities.
The number of disputes referred to the SALGBC
is extremely high and every effort should be
made at municipal level to resolve the disputes
before referral. These summaries and the lessons
learned can be used to evaluate similar disputes
declared by trade unions in municipalities.
Municipalities can use the Labour Law Bulletin
as a reference point when dealing with disputes
and settle already declared disputes where it is
clear that a municipality did not comply with the
lessons learned as set out in the Bulletin.

The Bulletin will consist of two sections. Part
1 contains articles on an aspect of labour
relations, while Part 2 contains summaries of
arbitration outcomes where SALGA represented
municipalities.

We trust that this Labour Law Bulletin will put
every member of SALGA in a better position to
deal with labour disputes at municipal level. We
welcome municipalities to raise issues that they
would want to see covered in future editions of
the Labour Law Bulletin.

In this first issue of the Western Cape Labour
Law Bulletin, Part 1 is focused on labour
relations gives municipalities guidance on how
to deal with the payment of agency shop fees
by members of minority unions that acquired
organisational rights in a municipality. As well
as an employee’s duty to disclose “adverse
information” to a new employer in an interview
or after being informed that he/she was the
successful candidate.

Any comments or questions relating to the
information contained in this first issue of the
Labour Law Bulletin can be addressed to: Arthur
Clark at aclarke@salga.org.za or Jasper van der
Westhuizen at jvdwesthuizen@salga.org.za

Part 2 of this Labour Law Bulletin is focused
on outcomes of cases SALGA represented
municipalities and where the outcome
impacted the municipalities. Each summary
sets out the facts of the case, summarises the
outcome, and highlights the lessons learned.

5

In Municipal and Allied Trade Union of South
Africa (MATUSA) v Central Karoo District
Municipality and Others (CA6/2019)
[2020] ZALAC 20 (28 May 2020) the Labour
Appeal Court confirmed that, in the absence
of a constitutional challenge to section 25 of
the LRA, members of minority unions must
continue to pay agency shop fees to majority
unions, even if their union has been granted
organisational rights by a CCMA Commissioner
under the amended section 21(8) of the LRA.

The consequence is that members of minority
unions are liable to pay two fees: a subscription
fee to their chosen trade union, plus an agency
shop fee to IMATU and SAMWU.
Minority union MATUSA obtains
organisational rights
In 2018, minority trade union MATUSA applied
for and was granted organisational rights by
the CCMA, despite falling far short of the 15%
membership required under the threshold
agreement.

Background: Majority Unions with Agency
Shop and Threshold Agreements

This was possible on account of the amended
provisions of section 21 of the LRA: the 2014
amendment introduced section 21(8)C
permitting the extension of section 12 (access to
workplace), section 13 (stop orders) and section
15 (leave for union activities) organisational
rights to a minority union that does not meet the
thresholds of representativeness established
by a section 18 threshold agreement, if it
‘represents a significant interest, or a substantial
number of employees, in the workplace’.

SAMWU and IMATU traditionally organise in the
public sector and together represent 92% of
the roughly 250,000 civil servants employed in
South Africa’s 257 local municipalities (SAMWU
representing 56% and IMATU 35%). The
remaining employees are either non-unionised,
or have joined minority unions, including
MATUSA and DEMAWUSA.
As founding parties to the South African Local
Government Bargaining Council (SALGBC),
SALGA, SAMWU and IMATU in August 2015
concluded a collective agreement regulating
the bargaining, organisational and other rights
of trade unions membership of at least 15%,
a membership threshold set by agreement as
contemplated in section 18 of the LRA. They also
concluded an agency shop agreement in terms
of the provisions of section 25 of the LRA, which
requires the employers to deduct agency shop
fees from employees who are not members of
SAMWU or IMATU. The agency shop fee is set at
1% of salary, capped at R75.

Labour Court dismisses MATUSA challenge
to ‘double deductions’ from its members
Having been granted these organisational
rights, MATUSA in August 2018 approached
the Labour Court for an order declaring that
five Western Cape municipalities were not
entitled to impose a ‘double deduction’ on
its members, and an order directing the
municipalities to reimburse agency shop fees
paid by its members. MATUSA raised, but then
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abandoned, a challenge to the constitutionality
of section 25 of the LRA. The matter was argued
on 19 October 2018.

The language of section 25(1) of the LRA is clear
an unambiguous. It provides that:

on the other hand, is a fee for the work done
by a bargaining trade union to advance worker
interests through collective bargaining. It is
due by virtue of statute. Despite section 34 of
the BCEA prohibiting deductions from salaries,
both fees may be directly deducted – a union
subscription fee if the employee authorises it
in writing (permitted by section 34(1) (a) of the
BCEA) and an agency fee if an agency shop
agreement concluded under section 25 of the
LRA requires it (permitted by section 34(1) (b) of
the BCEA). Therefore:

‘A representative trade union and an employer or
employers’ organisation may conclude a collective
agreement, to be known as an agency shop
agreement, requiring the employer to deduct an
agreed agency fee from the wages of employees
identified in the agreement who are not members
of the trade union but are eligible for membership
thereof.’

The respective obligations in respect of union
membership fees and agency fees thus arise in
different ways, are for different purposes, and
are differently regulated. Union membership fees
being distinct from agency fees, there is no double
payment, or any question of MATUSA members
being forced to pay double “subscriptions” to IMATU
and SAMWU.

Thus majority unions are empowered to
conclude an agency shop agreement with the
employer, which is thereby obliged to deduct
the agreed agency fee. The words cannot be
interpreted so as to exclude employees who
already pay subscription fees to another union.
In this case, therefore, IMATU and SAMWU
had the legal right to conclude an agreement
imposing a legal obligation on the employers to
deduct agency fees from MATUSA’s members.

Purpose of agency shop agreements

The Labour Appeal Court (per Murphy AJA,
together with Phatshoane ADJP and Davis JA)
dismissed the appeal. The Court held that, in
the absence of any constitutional challenge to
the legislation, the appeal turned on the proper
interpretation of the relevant provisions in the
LRA.

Tlhothlalemaje J ruled that, in the absence of a
constitutional challenge to sections 23 and 25
of the LRA, the agency shop agreement was
valid and lawful. He dismissed the application.

Interpretation of section 25 of the LRA

Labour Appeal Court
MATUSA appealed to the Labour Appeal
Court. Whilst it still did not challenge the
constitutionality of section 25 of the LRA, its
argument was nevertheless constitutional in
nature: it contended that its members could
not be required to continue to pay dues to
IMATU and SAMWU in circumstances in which
they had exercised their freedom to associate
rather with MATUSA, and MATUSA had been
granted organisational rights by the CCMA.
The 2014 amendment heralded a new era:
whereas minority unions could previously be
muscled out by their stronger counterparts, the
amended provisions counteract this, reinforcing
important constitutional rights including the
right to freedom of association. By introducing
a power for a CCMA Commissioner to extend
organisational rights to a minority union even in
the face of a threshold agreement, fundamental
worker rights (such as the rights to organise,
to collectively bargain, and to participate in
union activities) are emphasised and enhanced.
Requiring members of minority unions to pay
fees to the unions not of their choosing, in
addition to paying membership fees to their
chosen union, undermines those important
rights, and is not in line with ILO standards.
Invoking the requirement to interpret the LRA to
give effect to its primary objects, in compliance
with the Constitution, and to give effect to ILO
conventions, MATUSA asked the LAC to ‘read
down’ the LRA by holding that the agency shop
agreement could not apply to its members.

Conflation of union membership fee with
agency shop fee
In complaining of ‘double’ deductions, and
protesting that its members were being forced
to pay ‘subscriptions’ to SAMWU and IMATU
against their choice, MATUSA had failed to
appreciate the distinction between a union
membership fee and an agency shop fee. A union
membership fee is a fee for services offered by
the union to its members, and becomes due
under the union’s constitution. An agency fee,
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Bikwani was, however, decided before
the LRA amendment introducing section
21(8C) of the LRA. The Court next considered
MATUSA’s argument that the enactment of
the amendment overrode the agency shop
provisions of section 25 in respect of minority
unions benefiting from the new section.
The court commented that section 21(8C)
had been enacted in response to the Labour
Court’s decision in Western Cape Workers
Association v Gansbaai Marine 3 Case no.
J190/99 (LC) which held that a section 18
threshold agreement trumped a CCMA award
granting stop order facilities to a trade union
whose membership did not reach the agreed
threshold of representativeness. The 2014
amendment reverses this position, expressly
permitting Commissioners to override threshold
agreements. But, whilst it expressly alters the
effect of section 18 of the LRA, the amendment
has no effect on section 25 of the LRA – had the
legislator so intended, it would have inserted
words to this effect.

The Court next considered the purpose of an
agency shop agreement, which is to address the
mischief of ‘free riders’, a term for employees
who choose not to join unions, but who
nevertheless materially benefit from the fruits
of the collective bargain struck by those unions.
In National Manufactured Fibres Employers’
Association v Bikwani 210 BLLR 1076 (LC)
Zondo J (as he then was) had held that agency
shop agreements bind members of minority
unions, even if this meant they had to pay both
a membership fee to their own union, and an
agency fee. To hold that an agency fee is only
payable by employees who belong to no union
would be inconsistent with the purpose of an
agency shop agreement, which is not concerned
with whether an employee is a member of a
minority union, but with whether the employee
contributes towards the collective bargaining
costs of the representative union ‘the fruits of
whose sweats he enjoys’.

A Constitutional Interpretation does not
require section 25 of the LRA to be ‘read
down’
Nor did the court agree that the Constitution
requires section 25 to be read down, so as to
exempt members of below threshold minority
unions with section 13 stop order rights from
also paying agency fees. This is because the
legislation encompasses adequate safeguards:
agency shop agreements do not compel
union membership, but only the payment
of a fee, which may be no higher than the
majority union’s normal subscription fee,
must be paid into a separate account, and
may only be used for purposes advancing
employees’ socioeconomic interests. To the
extent that freedom of association or any
other constitutional right is thereby limited,
such limitation is justifiable under section 36
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